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“Say No to the Liberal Media: Conservatives and Criticism of the News Media in the 1970s” examines the significance of news media criticism among conservative opponents of liberalism in the 1970s. Critiques of the mainstream news media were levied by a wide array of conservatives of the 1970s, ranging from Republican party centrists to the racist and anti-Semitic Far Right. Conservatives criticized a wide range of news media organizations, including the three TV news networks; nationally influential publications such as the New York Times, Washington Post, Time, and Newsweek; and local newspapers such as the Boston Globe, Louisville Courier-Journal, and Detroit Free Press. Criticism of the news media was often motivated by anticommunist ideology, class-based resentments of liberal elites, and racially motivated opposition to civil rights. I demonstrate that criticism of the local news media was vital to grassroots conservative movements of the 1970s, particularly in movements against court-ordered busing for school integration in cities such as Boston, Louisville, and Detroit. I also show that criticism of the news media was an integral component of the antiliberal activism of conservatives including white supremacist members of the Citizens’ Councils of America, opponents of feminism and the Equal Rights Amendment, Christian anticommmunists of the 1970s, and anti-Semites who argued that the “Jewish news media” were active participants in a communist conspiracy. “Say No to the Liberal Media” also demonstrates that a thriving network of conservative publications was active during the 1970s. Such publications were crucial in disseminating the idea of liberal news media bias, and they often positioned themselves as pro-American, anticommmunist truth-telling
alternatives to the allegedly distorted and biased news provided by major newspapers and magazines and the three television news networks.
William Gillis
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Introduction

In a November 1969 speech before the Chamber of Commerce of Montgomery, Alabama, Vice President Spiro Agnew declared, “The day when the network commentators and even the gentlemen of the New York Times enjoyed a form of diplomatic immunity from comment and criticism of what they said is over. . . . And the time for naïve belief in their neutrality is gone.” Agnew’s speech in Montgomery marked the second time that month that he accused the country’s major television and print news media of liberal bias. A week earlier in Des Moines, Iowa, Agnew had launched a scathing attack on the alleged liberal sympathies of network television news producers, commentators, and reporters.¹

Agnew’s Des Moines and Montgomery speeches were condemned by prominent members of the news media, including some of the news media outlets he singled out for criticism. On the other hand, the vice president’s uncompromising criticism of the “liberal” news media was greeted enthusiastically by conservatives, who agreed that the nation’s most powerful electronic and print news media outlets offered Americans biased, distorted news produced by a small group of East Coast liberals out of touch with the views of the majority of Americans. The vice president was applauded by conservative news media across a broad spectrum of conservative opinion, including influential daily newspapers such as the Manchester (N.H.) Union Leader; smaller daily and weekly newspapers such as the Tulsa (Okla.) Daily World and Peoria (Ill.) Journal-Star; television stations such as WRAL-TV in Raleigh, North Carolina; conservative news digests such as Human Events; stridently right-wing monthlies such as Independent American and Free Enterprise; and newspapers, magazines, and pamphlets produced by the racist and anti-Semitic Far Right including Thunderbolt and Common Sense.²
Spiro Agnew was not the first conservative to accuse the news media of liberal bias. In fact, some conservatives argued that the vice president was an opportunist who had arrived late to the media-criticism game. Indeed, the same wide spectrum of conservative news media that agreed with Agnew’s criticisms of the liberal news media had already been voicing the same kind of critiques for at least a decade. And though Agnew’s widely publicized comments did much to disseminate the idea of liberal news media bias, his speeches alone do not explain why criticism of the allegedly liberal media became an essential element of the political rhetoric of conservatives of the 1970s, a rhetoric that helped galvanize conservatives who argued that they were victims of a powerful liberal establishment that included the news media.3

In this dissertation I seek to understand how and why a wide range of conservatives criticized the allegedly liberal news media in the 1970s. I argue that ideas about liberal news media bias were fundamental to the political and cultural worldview of conservatives in the 1970s. Criticism of the mainstream news media became an essential element of conservative rhetoric during that decade, and the liberal news media critique was important across the broad spectrum of the Right, ranging from Republican party centrists to anti-Semitic white supremacists, and the vast number of conservatives in between. Conservatives who criticized the news media often did so because they believed the majority of the nation’s news media provided Americans with biased and distorted news that amounted to liberal propaganda. News media criticism was also used by conservatives tactically, in order to position conservative ideas as credible and truthful.

To date, historians have paid little attention to the news media criticism of conservatives during the Cold War era, while media scholars have focused largely on the contemporary debate about news media bias. This dissertation makes a contribution to the
historiography on postwar conservatism, particularly conservative resistance to liberalism and civil rights, and it offers mass communication scholars an exploration of how and why conservatives criticized the news media in the recent past.

Among the conservatives of the 1970s who criticized national and local news media outlets were Republican party leaders; grassroots conservatives fighting court-ordered busing for school integration in cities such as Boston, Detroit, and Louisville, Kentucky; Christian anticommunists who believed the news media were agents in a communist conspiracy to destroy the Christian United States; “pro-family” activists opposed to the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment; white supremacists who believed the news media unfairly favored African Americans over whites; and anti-Semites who believed that communist Jews controlled the news media. Despite the differences among these conservatives, they agreed that the news media were overwhelmingly liberal and wielded unchecked power to influence the government and the American people.

I demonstrate that conservatives of the 1970s relied on a robust network of conservative alternative news media representing virtually every point on the conservative spectrum. Conservative newspapers, magazines, and even self-published pamphlets served as the primary means of disseminating ideas about liberal news media bias in the 1970s. They were essential to grassroots conservative movements and helped to connect like-minded conservatives throughout the country. Conservative alternative news media often positioned themselves as truth-telling alternatives to the allegedly liberal news media, and conservatives sought out such publications in order to learn the truth being denied to them by the supposedly objective mainstream news media.

The allegedly liberal news media were criticized, and criticized often, by virtually every kind of conservative in the 1970s. Their criticisms were made in newspapers,
magazines, pamphlets, and books; on radio and television shows; in speeches; on audio cassettes; and in letters to the editor. Conservatives did more than just complain about the mainstream news media. They took action by writing letters to news media organizations they believed were liberal and to companies that advertised in and on such news media outlets and by boycotting news media outlets and products advertised in and on allegedly liberal news outlets. Conservative critics of the news media even used non-violent direct action by blocking newspaper delivery trucks as well as acts of violence including physical attacks of reporters, the destruction of newspaper vending boxes and the windows of news media offices, and even the firing of gun shots at news media offices. Conservatives also worked to influence the broadcast media by writing letters of complaint about allegedly biased news programming to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), and they also participated in the FCC ascertainment processes of local radio and TV stations. Many conservatives argued that both the news and entertainment programming aired by the TV networks were hopelessly liberal and unfit for America’s youth. Thus conservatives filed FCC complaints against network TV entertainment programming they found objectionable. Finally, conservatives demanded (and received) air time from local radio and TV shows to air conservative views; read, listened, and viewed alternative conservative news media; and founded their own conservative publications.4

The national news media outlets cited by Spiro Agnew in his November 1969 speeches were the ones most often accused of liberal bias by conservatives. These were the eastern establishment, elite news media including the three TV networks, the New York Times and Washington Post, and Time and Newsweek. Conservatives criticized these nationally influential news media outlets because they wielded immense power, in the view of conservatives, to brainwash Americans with liberal propaganda. Yet conservative news
media critics accused a wide variety of news media outlets of liberal bias, including city newspapers outside the East Coast including the *Los Angeles Times*, *Detroit Free Press*, and *Atlanta Journal-Constitution*; small- and mid-sized city newspapers such as the *Louisville Courier-Journal*, the *Des Moines* (Iowa) *Register*, *Charleston* (W.Va.) *Gazette*, and the *Pontiac* (Mich.) *Press*; and local television and radio stations.\(^5\)

What did the terms conservative and liberal mean in the 1970s? Speaking broadly, liberals believed the government had a duty to provide for the public welfare, check the excesses of capitalism, and ensure that the civil rights of its citizens were protected. On the other hand, the postwar Right opposed government intervention in public welfare and free enterprise. Many conservatives also believed that the United States had strayed from its moral and religious foundations. Postwar conservatives were often skeptical of civil rights and “race-conscious liberalism,” and they saw civil rights initiatives such as affirmative action “as an unconstitutional exercise in social engineering and an unprecedented violation of free-market meritocracy,” according to the historian Matthew D. Lassiter. Lisa McGirr, another historian of postwar conservatism, reminds us that the postwar Right comprised “distinct groups whose priorities, worldviews, and political strategies differed.” Yet it is possible to identify three major interrelated themes that characterized the news media criticism of 1970s conservatives: opposition to liberalism, grassroots anti-elitism, and resistance to civil rights and integration.\(^6\)

The issues most salient to conservatives in the 1970s were the political and sociocultural issues they associated with liberalism. Conservatives of the 1970s said they were concerned with issues related to law and order, such as urban and campus disorder, crime, and the policing of crime; perceived threats to Constitutional freedoms, such as gun ownership rights, property rights, and the right to practice free enterprise; issues connected
with racial integration, such as open housing, busing, and affirmative action; and sociocultural concerns conservatives linked to liberal permissiveness, such as drug use, feminism, sexual promiscuity, and homosexuality. Conservatives believed that the news media nearly always provided the liberal viewpoint on these issues and thus legitimated the politics and behaviors that conservatives saw as contrary to traditional American (and often Christian) moral and political traditions and principles. For conservatives of the 1970s, the allegedly liberal news media threatened traditional sources and sites of information, morality, and authority such as the family, the church, the Bible, and the Constitution. In fact, many conservatives believed the news media had already successfully brainwashed the majority of Americans with the liberal philosophy. Opposition to liberalism and the allegedly liberal media in the 1970s was rooted in Cold War–era anticommunism. Some conservatives of the 1970s said that liberalism was essentially the same as communism; others argued that liberalism was just one step away from communism and socialism; still others mixed and matched such rhetoric. Sometimes anticommunists argued that the news media were active communist conspirators; at other times, they suggested the news media were dupes of “Reds.”

The second central theme that motivated conservative news media critics of the 1970s was populist anti-elitism. During the Populist era of the 1890s, farmers and unionists said they distrusted banks and corporations; by the 1960s, distrust of elites in the government, the courts, academia, and in the news media had become a thriving strain within working-class politics. Working-class Americans in the 1960 and 1970s accused liberal elites of birthing and then enforcing liberal “schemes” such as open housing, busing, and affirmative action that the white working class was expected to shoulder. In cities such as Boston and Louisville, conservative opponents of busing saw the news media as the most
powerful member of the city’s liberal establishment. Like other elite liberals, the news media refused to “certify” the antibusing movement. Conservatives who took part in grassroots movements such as opposition to busing and criticized the “liberal” news media often thought of themselves as patriots taking part in a revolt against liberal tyranny that was every bit as legitimate as the one begun by the revolutionaries of 1776. Yet, in their opinion, the news media ignored or marginalized their cause.⁷

Third, racial resentments often lurked above and below the surface of conservative criticism of the news media in the 1970s. Many conservatives believed that the news media had unfairly and unobjectively covered the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s, and, in the 1970s, they believed the news media provided biased coverage of issues such as busing and affirmative action, which were characterized by some conservatives as “civil rights gone too far.” Many of the same residents of Louisville’s suburbs who rejected efforts to integrate predominantly white neighborhoods in the 1960s blamed the Louisville Courier-Journal and Louisville Times for supporting integration, and many of the same residents blamed the newspapers for supporting busing in the mid-1970s. The conservative news media critics studied in this dissertation sometimes expressed themselves in racially explicit ways, while more often they employed coded language and color-blind language that stressed rights and freedoms when they critiqued liberalism and the liberal news media. As the historian Jefferson Cowie writes, untangling race and class is always a difficult task in U.S. history, yet I argue that racial resentments were often significant and sometimes salient factors in the criticism of the news media in the 1970s by conservatives.⁸

Finally, though a minority of conservatives who criticized the news media in the 1970s expressed anti-Semitic rhetoric, I argue that anti-Semitic beliefs were important in the creation of the liberal news media idea. I demonstrate that explicitly anti-Semitic and racist
Far Right publications of the 1970s argued that Jews controlled the news consumed by the majority of Americans. The vast majority of anti-Semites of the postwar era were fervent Christian anticommunists who believed that Jews were the secret masterminds behind the international communist conspiracy to destroy the Anglo-Saxon, Christian United States. Most anti-Semites also believed that communist Jews controlled the civil rights movement, a conspiracy designed to promote racial miscegenation and unrest. I suggest that ideas about the “eastern establishment,” “East Coast liberals,” and “New York elites,” terms widely used by conservatives of the 1960s and 1970s (including Spiro Agnew) when they criticized the allegedly liberal news media, were in part seeded by the anti-Semitic Far Right for which such terms meant one thing: powerful Jews, including the Jews who they believed controlled the broadcast and print news media. Such code words were used intentionally by anti-Semites and unintentionally by non-anti-Semites, who had absorbed ideas and rhetoric about East Coast liberals that originated from anti-Semitic beliefs but over time had lost explicit anti-Semitic connotations.

The Origins of the Liberal News Media Critique

Criticisms of the news media have been levied by consumers of American news for nearly as long as there have been news media. Throughout American history violence has also been directed against newspapers and other news media, including partisan political papers in the early republic, abolitionist publications, black newspapers, labor papers, and the mainstream daily press. In the antebellum period, press critics voiced concerns about the press’s influence on the morals and general knowledge of American society, as well as the power of the press to influence public opinion. According to the media historian David Paul Nord, criticism of the news media began to take a new form early in the twentieth century:
“press criticism as cultural politics.” Pressure groups in urban communities used criticism of daily newspapers as a tactic relevant to their activism. For example, in the 1910s daily newspapers in Chicago were flooded with letters of complaint written by Protestants who believed the papers exhibited a pro-Catholic bias. Alternative news media also played roles in the criticism of city dailies. The *Menace*, an anti-Catholic weekly published in Aurora, Missouri, argued that a Catholic conspiracy controlled the American press and urged readers to complain directly to newspapers allegedly under Rome’s rule; many readers did just that. While it surely annoyed most newspaper editors, press criticism often spurred news organizations to “live up to higher standards, ideas, [and] moral behavior,” according to Marion Tuttle Marzolf, author of the 1991 book *Civilizing Voices: American Press Criticism, 1880–1950*. Marzolf argued that criticism of the news media—much of it coming from within the profession—served as a “civilizing agent” that made the press more responsible and professional.⁹

According to the journalism historian David R. Davies, criticism of the press reached a “crescendo” in the late 1940s, particularly after the Commission on Freedom of the Press, also known as the Hutchins Commission, found in a 1947 report that many newspapers provided shallow, sensational reporting. Most newspapers simply ignored the commission’s findings. Beginning in the 1950s anticommunists accused the press of failing to properly recognize the significance of the communist threat. For example, during his 1950s heyday the anticommitist crusader Joseph McCarthy accused newspapers, reporters, and columnists who attacked him of being soft on communism. McCarthy was backed by like-minded anticommunists, including conservatives in the news media. In 1950 *Shreveport (La.) Times* editor Charles A. Hazen accused the Associated Press of left-wing bias, especially in its
reporting on McCarthy. Most scholars, however, have found that the U.S. press of the 1950s and 1960s largely did not challenge the prevailing Cold War anticommunist ideology.10

In a 2008 article the historian David Greenberg argued that the idea of liberal news media bias derived from resistance to civil rights and integration in the Deep South in the 1950s and 1960s. Segregationists believed—correctly—that the East Coast–based news media helped the civil rights movement in the Deep South win national attention and sympathy. Some southerners used pejorative nicknames for the news networks, including the “Nigger Broadcasting Company,” “Afro Broadcasting Company,” and the “Communist,” “Colored,” or “Coon” Broadcasting Service. On occasion white supporters of racial segregation subjected reporters, wire-service correspondents, and national television newsmen to verbal abuse, physical intimidation, and violence. As Gene Roberts and Hank Klibanoff demonstrated in their 2006 book The Race Beat: The Press, the Civil Rights Struggle, and the Awakening of a Nation, many white southerners saw newsmen as outside agitators and vital cogs in the machinery that was requiring the South to integrate. Anticommunism was crucial to resistance to integration and criticism of the news media in the South. Many anticommunists believed that the civil rights movement was a communist conspiracy designed to foment violence and unrest, and they also believed that communists in the news media ensured there would be national and international coverage of that unrest. However, ideas about the liberal news media were not the province of an extremist anticommunist Right in the Deep South. Editors of mainstream southern newspapers often agreed that the reporting of civil rights and racial relations by the “eastern” news media was biased and distorted. In a January 1956 article in Harper’s magazine Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier editor Thomas Waring wrote that the “metropolitan press without exception has abandoned fair and objective reporting of the race story.” It would be incorrect, however, to think of
the national, East Coast–based news media of the late 1950s and 1960s as overwhelmingly progressive on issues of race. According to Davies, during the civil rights era the “vast majority of daily newspapers” in the United States reflected racial biases in their pages but did speak out against racial violence in the South.¹¹

Both the historian Nicole Hemmer and I agree with Greenberg’s thesis that opposition to the civil rights movement helped to create the idea of liberal news media bias, but the belief that the news media was largely liberal was a long-standing conviction among committed conservative anticommunists in and outside the Deep South. Hemmer argues that conservative publications outside the South in the early and mid-1960s were crucial in building the idea of liberal media bias. She points to the 1964 presidential campaign that pitted the arch conservative Barry Goldwater against Lyndon Baines Johnson as a critical moment in the origins of the conservative news media and the idea of liberal news media bias. Conservatives argued in the mid-1960s, and continue to argue today, that the news media blatantly betrayed the principles of objectivity to ensure Goldwater’s defeat in 1964. According to Hemmer, after 1964 conservative periodicals such as Manion Forum Newsletter and Human Events worked to convince a wider audience of the existence of liberal news media bias.¹²

**News Media Criticism in the 1970s**

Why was media criticism so pervasive in the 1970s? Ideas about the liberal news media already existed by the late 1960s, but the news media’s coverage of issues and events in the tumultuous years of the late 1960s and early 1970s were significant in creating greater skepticism among conservatives of the mainstream news media, especially television news. For instance, conservatives believed that television news coverage of the violence and
disorder at the August 1968 Democratic party national convention in Chicago provided sensationalistic coverage of conflict between protestors and police outside the convention. By the end of the 1960s, more and more Americans identified law and order as a national priority, and conservatives accused the news media of fomenting disorder in American cities and on college campuses. Anticommunists argued that urban disorder, campus unrest, racial conflict, and the antiwar movement were clear examples of communist subversion—and they also argued that the news media failed to report the truth about communist agitation.13

The news media’s coverage of the Vietnam War in the late 1960s and the 1970s also did much to convince conservatives that the press was liberal and even un-American. Whether news media coverage of the conflict in Vietnam aided the communist enemy, parroted the official U.S. government and military line, or was in fact fair and objective is still debated today. Reed J. Irvine of Accuracy in Media, a conservative news media watchdog organization founded in 1969, said in a 1989 speech that the news media had portrayed Viet Cong and North Vietnamese leaders and troops as “noble, dedicated, fearless, honest patriots who deserved to win.” Irvine argued that CBS, NBC, and the New York Times had sapped “the resolve of the American people to fight for freedom.” The same kind of accusations were levied by conservatives of the late 1960s and 1970s. In 1970 and 1971 conservatives said that the press had provided extensive reports and commentary about the My Lai massacre, in which U.S. troops massacred at least three hundred South Vietnamese civilians in 1969, but had little to say about communist atrocities, such as those committed by communist troops at Hue in Vietnam in 1968. A January 1970 cartoon in the conservative newspaper Manchester (N.H.) Union Leader depicted a newsman with a sinister grin reading a script titled “Alleged atrocities at Song My [My Lai].” The camera was labeled “Liberal TV News Media.” Two years later, the Union Leader coined the phrase “Surrender
Now’ News Media” to describe news media outlets that it argued did not support the U.S. effort in Vietnam. President Nixon and other administration officials agreed with conservatives who argued that the news media focused on failures rather than successes in Vietnam and actively hoped that the United States would fail in Vietnam. The views of Nixon and White House officials about the news media’s coverage of Vietnam provided the impetus for an administration campaign to convince the public that TV network news and other powerful news media were biased and disloyal. Vice President Agnew’s November 1969 attacks on the news media marked the first major act in that campaign.

In 1971 the Pentagon Papers controversy gave conservatives further fuel for the argument that the “liberal” news media thought little of publishing government secrets that aided America’s communist enemies and put American lives in danger. That year the *New York Times, Washington Post,* and *Boston Globe* printed secret documents about U.S. policy in Vietnam stolen by the former Pentagon analyst Daniel Ellsberg. The publication of the documents prompted the Nixon administration to take the *New York Times* to court to halt publication, a case the government eventually lost. Beginning in 1972, the news media’s aggressive reporting on the Watergate scandal and the prominent role played by “liberal” papers such as the *Times, Post,* and *Globe* and TV news networks such as CBS also did little to endear conservatives, some of whom interpreted the Watergate coverage as an effort to “get” Nixon. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Morrison of Dallas, Texas, wrote to the *New York Times* in May 1974 and said they supported the president but had “lost all confidence in the national news media, printed and electronic, which for diabolical reasons wish to destroy the United States of America.” *Tactics,* a conservative journal and a strident news media critic, called Nixon’s resignation in August 1974 a “coup” at the hands of the “press, especially television.”
The press criticism of conservatives in the 1970s was also surely motivated by the economic recession of that decade and the national mood that characterized the decade. The commentator David Frum describes the 1970s as years of “unease and despair,” and historians have largely agreed that Americans of the 1970s were less optimistic about their future as well as the country’s. Many Americans also were, to borrow the title of the historian Dominic Sandbrook’s 2011 book on the populist Right of the 1970s, “mad as hell.” White opponents of liberalism were “mad as hell” and fed up with civil rights, urban unrest, violent crime, youth culture, and the antiwar movement. A white Boston busing opponent said in 1976 that he and his fellow whites had been battered “by riot, raping and revolution over the last decade.”

Feelings of resentment and powerlessness motivated the activism of antibusers and other grassroots conservatives, who were some of the most passionate critics of the allegedly liberal news media during the 1970s. In his 2007 book *In Search of another Country: Mississippi and the Conservative Counterrevolution*, the historian Joseph Crespino writes that white Mississippians of the 1960s and 1970s saw their opposition to civil rights and liberalism not just as a regional struggle but also as a “national battle to preserve fundamental American freedoms.” Thus white Mississippians “made common cause” with anticommunists, Christian conservatives, working-class and middle-class busing protestors, and other conservatives opposed to liberalism throughout the country. What united those conservatives? They shared concerns about socialism and communism, threats to property rights, government “encroachment” on private and business affairs, and “permissive” moral and ethical behavior that they believed threatened traditional Christian values and family life. As the historian Matthew D. Lassiter writes, for many grassroots conservatives, in particular whites who fought busing in the 1970s, party identification was less important than their
“populist identifications . . . as homeowners, taxpayers, and schoolparents.” Indeed, “homeowners, taxpayers, and schoolparents” aptly describe many of the grassroots conservatives I study in this dissertation. Though Lassiter argues that party affiliation was not as important for such conservatives as their locally oriented concerns, these were the Americans who helped Ronald Reagan win the presidency in 1980.18

Were conservatives correct when they said the news media of the 1970s were overwhelmingly liberal? Conservative media-watch organizations such as Accuracy in Media and books such as Edith Efron’s best-selling The News Twisters (1971) tried to prove through qualitative and quantitative analysis that the news networks and the most powerful daily papers provided news and analysis biased toward liberalism. In 1972 the journalist Ben H. Bagdikian argued that the vast majority of daily newspapers were actually conservative. Bagdikian argued that Agnew’s 1969 attacks on the allegedly liberal news media helped legitimate what was actually a conservative bias in most daily newspapers and allowed publishers of conservative newspapers to believe that it was “perfectly normal, in fact good, for a newspaper to be conservatively biased, because that isn’t bias at all, only true-blue Americanism.” Some contemporary scholars have seemed to accept the idea that the news media landscape of the 1970s was dominated by liberalism, save for newspapers such as the Wall Street Journal and magazines such as William F. Buckley’s National Review. But I have found that conservatives of the 1970s were able to turn to hundreds of daily and weekly conservative newspapers, as well as hundreds of conservative alternative news media. Conservative newspapers of the 1970s were well aware that there were other newspapers who shared the conservative ideology. In 1974 the Gainesville (Ga.) Times reminded readers that the American press was not just “The New York Times or The Washington Post or Walter Cronkite or David Brinkley. . . . It is also The New York Daily News, The Chicago

Conservative newspaper chains such as Freedom Newspapers also ensured that dozens of daily newspaper provided a conservative editorial voice. The U.S. press of the 1970s, then, was diversified rather than liberal or conservative.¹⁹

However, conservative daily newspapers and alternative conservative news media such as NAPF, Northeast Detrotier, and Citizens Informer could not match the power wielded by the eastern establishment media, in particular television. TV news and entertainment programming reached millions of Americans during a decade in which the mass media had more power than ever before in American society. In a 1976 study Harvard University researcher Samuel Huntington wrote that the media had become “the most important new source of national power in 1970s as opposed to 1950.” The media scholar James L. Baughman echoed that finding when he wrote that in the 1970s the three networks “dominated the nation’s culture and politics.” For many conservatives, TV news and entertainment had the power to brainwash Americans with not only liberalism but also sex and violence that endangered American youth.²⁰

**Objectivity**

How could conservatives accuse the news media of bias when the practices of the mainstream news media were supposedly grounded in the professional codes of objectivity and fairness? News media organizations often trumpeted their commitment to objectivity and fairness when they were accused of bias. After Vice President Agnew attacked the electronic and print news media in November 1969, publishers, editors, and news media organizations such as the American Society of Newspaper Editors vigorously denied that
they were biased. Such denials infuriated conservatives, who believed that the mainstream news media brazenly and wantonly betrayed these principles and instead published and aired grossly slanted news.²¹

Where did the principles that the allegedly liberal news media allegedly betray come from? In 1731 Ben Franklin, the editor of the *Pennsylvania Gazette*, articulated the idea that “both Sides” should have a voice in the news media when he wrote in *An Apology for Printers*, “Printers are educated in the Belief, that when Men differ in Opinion, both Sides ought equally to have the Advantage of being heard by the Publick.” Yet most newspaper editors of the eighteenth century printed “the truth as he saw it,” according to the journalism historian Si Sheppard. The news media, then, was understood as a “partisan instrument, rather than [an] impartial bearer of information.”²²

By the 1890s words such as independence, accuracy, and fair play were being used by journalists to build the public’s trust and legitimize their profession. As the twentieth century progressed objectivity came to be the “chief occupational value of American journalism,” according to the sociologist and media historian Michael Schudson. Objectivity as a principle was articulated and promoted by journalists as “moral norms” designed to “endow their occupation with an identity they can count as worthy.” According to the media scholar Todd Gitlin, the authority and legitimacy of “hegemonic news”—news that readers believe is true—rests on objectivity. More recently, those inside and outside of the journalism profession have characterized the objectivity ideal as a myth; objectivity, in the words of the philosopher Richard Rorty, cannot be a “mirror” of nature.²³

In the 1970s academic researchers such as Gaye Tuchman, Herbert Gans, and Mark Fishman focused on the practices of journalists and news organizations and undertook what essentially were newsroom ethnographies. Such researchers largely agreed that news was a
product primarily based on organizational needs and constraints. News, then, is a “constructed reality” based on the influence of news organizations, news work, and news staffers. Tuchman described objectivity in a 1972 study as a “strategic ritual protecting newspapermen from the risks of their trade.” Gans, in his study of CBS News, NBC News, Newsweek, and Time, found that news values were based less on objectivity than they were standards necessary for journalists to do their work. The conservative Edward Jay Epstein, author of News from Nowhere: Television and the News (1973), also concluded that TV news was “largely—though not entirely . . . shaped by organizational considerations.” Linda and S. Robert Lichter and Stanley Rothman produced a number of studies of journalists in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and eventually the 1986 book The Media Elite: America’s New Powerbrokers. They found that the typical journalist at a powerful, nationally influential news media organization is “the very model of the modern eastern urbanite”—liberal, upper-middle-class, and not a churchgoer. They argued that the overwhelmingly liberal attitudes of journalists do affect newsmaking, and concluded that “journalistic objectivity is unattainable.”24

In the 1970s conservative critics outside the academy regularly claimed that the mainstream, allegedly liberal news media frequently and flagrantly failed to meet the objective standards that they claimed to uphold. For example, conservatives alleged that news media outlets combined news reporting and commentary in supposedly objective news stories. A number of conservative news media critics also claimed that reporters for the “liberal” news media embraced the philosophy of advocacy reporting, in which reporters believed they should be an agent for progressive social change—for conservatives, a clear betrayal of the objectivity standard.25
The reality is that many conservatives, especially Christian conservatives and the ideological Far Right, likely would not have been satisfied by news that did meet the standards of objectivity. What many conservatives actually wanted from the print and electronic news media was truth, something that objective news of the 1970s could not provide. During the antibusing crisis in Boston, graffiti that read “Print the Truth”—clearly directed at the Boston Globe—could be seen around the city. Readers who wrote letters of complaint to the Chicago Herald and Chicago Tribune in the 1910s demanded that the newspapers tell the truth, but, more specifically, as David Paul Nord writes, “their truth. And their hunger for truth was not sated by the modern journalistic diet of impartiality, balance, fairness, and factual accuracy.”

The facts that journalism professionals of the 1970s believed they provided Americans rested on providing balance: a relativistic approach that, for conservatives, gave prominence and credence to the viewpoints of communists, radicals, hippies, secular humanists, and atheists. In fact, conservatives believed the news media’s liberalism was so pervasive that the press actually paid more attention to flag-burning protestors, filthy hippies, radical feminists, and welfare recipients than they did the “good guy” Americans who worked, paid taxes, raised children, obeyed the law, and attended church. The truths valued by many conservatives of the 1970s were often based on moral binaries: right versus wrong, freedom versus communist slavery, God versus Satan. Conservatives, on the other hand, saw liberals, secular humanists, and atheists as inhabiting a relativistic world in which everyone was entitled to their opinion, and every story had two (or more) sides. In 1976 the Louisville Courier-Journal and Louisville Times won Pulitzer Prizes and other journalistic awards for their coverage of busing. These were the very same newspapers that Louisville busing opponents accused of unfair, distorted, and dishonest reporting. Perhaps the very values
prized by the journalism profession—objectivity and balance—were incompatible with the
expectations of Louisville antibusers, who only saw one side of the busing story: the truth
that busing was wrong and antibusers were right.27

**Truth-Telling Alternative News Media for Conservatives**

Every evening during the 1970s *CBS Evening News* anchor Walter Cronkite ended his
nightly broadcasts with the words, “And that’s the way it is.” Among the conservatives who
doubted that Cronkite actually provided the truth that his catchphrase suggested were
publishers of conservative alternative news media, which often positioned themselves as
truth-telling alternatives to the mainstream news media by claiming that they, not CBS News
or any other liberal news media outlet, were the ones that “tell it like it is.” The truth-telling
theme was stressed by both established conservative newspapers and newspapers founded in
the midst of busing crises to counter the alleged distortions, biases, and lies of the local and
national “liberal” news media. Readers wrote to conservative newspapers and echoed the
newspapers’ truth-telling claims by using words such as honesty and courage to praise the
papers. Newspapers on the Far Right also claimed that they provided the truth that the
communist-controlled news media intentionally covered up, and *Common Sense* and other
anti-Semitic newspapers of the 1960s and 1970s often claimed that they were truth-tellers
that printed the facts that the “Jewish” news media refused to print and broadcast.28

Alternative news media are most often associated with progressive social and
political movements on the left, but right-wing alternative news media outlets existed in
abundance in the 1970s. I argue that alternative conservative news media were vital to local
grassroots conservative social movements, helped to link conservatives nationwide, and were
some of the principal disseminators of the liberal news media critique. Conservatives have
recognized the importance of alternative media to conservative social movements. Richard A. Viguerie and David Franke stressed the role of alternative news media in their 2004 book *America’s Right Turn: How Conservatives Used New and Alternative Media to Take Power*, and credited Phyllis Schlafly for successfully using her publication *Phyllis Schlafly Report* to mobilize opposition to the ERA and eventually emerge victorious. Viguerie and Franke argued that *Phyllis Schlafly Report* was essential to the anti-ERA movement because, according to the authors, the feminist supporters of the ERA had “all—all—the nation’s media on their side.” Of course, there were limits on the power of conservative alternative media. They could not match the power of the mainstream news media they so regularly criticized: during the Vietnam era twenty million Americans watched Cronkite’s *CBS Evening News* each evening, while sixty million Americans bought daily newspapers that relied primarily on wire services for international news. Yet the immense power wielded by the mainstream news media fueled the conservative backlash against it and perhaps inspired conservative activists to work even harder to get their conservative message out via alternative conservative news media.29

**Local Communities and Certification**

This dissertation focuses closely on the criticism of local news media outlets by conservatives. Conservatives who criticized and boycotted city newspapers such as the *Louisville Courier-Journal* often believed that such papers had turned their back on their communities. What role, then, did news media play in their communities in the 1970s? What role did they try to play? And what role did conservatives think they should play? In her 1991 book *Making Local News*, Phyllis Kaniss explained that local newspapers have worked “to link their audiences in a common bond of local identity” since the nineteenth century. Local
news media often played key roles in creating and reifying the idea of a shared community. In the postwar years, as millions of Americans left cities for the suburbs, newspapers struggled to make the city a “symbolic bond” for a metropolitan, suburbanized audience.30

City newspapers and other news media were often seen by conservatives as representative of a powerful, liberal, and elite city establishment that put the interests of the city’s business class before the interests of its citizens. For antibusers, the liberal establishment and the news media were “virtually the same thing,” according to Ronald P. Formisano, author of Boston against Busing (1991). The thousands of working-class residents who led and participated in antibusing movements in cities such as Boston and Louisville resented rich and powerful elites such as media professionals, business leaders, professors, bureaucrats, and so-called intellectuals. Antibusers complained that newspapers such as the Boston Globe and Louisville Courier-Journal were published and edited by an unelected elite who hypocritically told the community what it should do but did not have to bear the burden of the liberal “schemes” they insisted were good for the city.31

Antibusers saw the Globe and Courier-Journal not as newspapers providing fair, objective coverage of busing and the antibusing movement, but instead as clearly biased participants in ensuring integration in a way that invalidated their claims of objectivity and fairness. City newspapers have often acted as boosters for the community, and during crises, serve as “instrument[s] for tension management,” in the words of James L. Baughman. City newspapers and local TV stations in Charlotte; Pontiac, Detroit, Louisville, and Boston—all cities that experienced busing in the 1970s—performed the kind of community peacemaking role described by Baughman. Antibusers believed that the end result was that local news media did not provide honest coverage of the antibusing movement and did not provide the
truth about violence in schools affected by busing because they wanted busing to appear successful.  

Antibusing protestors also believed that local media did not portray them as they saw themselves: peaceful citizens rallying and marching for civil rights and freedom. Yet the media would not “certify” them, to use the media scholar Todd Gitlin’s term for the media’s power to frame a social movement as legitimate. Busing protestors in Louisville and Boston used a rhetoric of freedom and rights, and rallied, marched, and boycotted just as civil rights protestors did in the 1960s—but antibusers said the news media depicted them as racists. In contrast, newspapers such as the Globe seemed to, in the eyes of its critics, certify blacks, radicals, hippies, and traitors—everyone except the working-class residents of neighborhoods such as South Boston.

Social and political scientists have examined why theoretically objective news coverage is seen as biased by news consumers. Hostile media perception, also known as the hostile media effect, suggests that those who have a strong position on a particular issue will likely interpret news media coverage of that issue as biased against their point of view. In other words, activists and partisans—the conservatives who fought against busing in the 1970s come to mind—will perceive theoretically neutral, objective news as one-sided and unfair. Other scholars, including Gitlin, argue that the ways powerful, mainstream news media frame social movements can inhibit the success of such movements.

Race and 1970s Grassroots Conservatism

I argue that racial resentments were critical in the conservative backlash against the allegedly liberal news media, particularly local news media, in the 1970s. White conservatives in Detroit, Boston, Baltimore, Pontiac, Charlotte, and Louisville saw the local media as
perhaps the most essential cogs in the machinery of the liberal establishment that they believed was enforcing racial integration against “the people’s” will. Newspapers subjected to the fiercest criticism and even violence in the 1970s—the Globe and the Courier-Journal and Times—were also newspapers that had established a demonstrated commitment to integration and civil rights by the 1970s. For example, in the 1950s and 1960s the Courier-Journal and Times praised civil rights legislation, helped broker local civil rights agreements, and called on the community to support integration. As a result, Jefferson County whites who opposed integration of schools and neighborhoods resented the newspaper’s support of it; and they further believed that the newspapers actually pulled the strings to ensure the implementation of integration. In cities such as Louisville and Detroit, white homeowners were often at the heart of resistance to integration and “race-conscious liberalism.” The same predominantly white neighborhoods that resisted neighborhood integration and open housing legislation in the 1950s and 1960s also provided the bases for the antibusing movements of the 1970s, and it was these conservatives who turned to alternative conservative news media that they believed represented their concerns.35

Historians have argued that racial resentments were at the heart of grassroots conservative activism of the 1970s. As the historian Thomas J. Sugrue writes, “The ‘silent majority’ did not emerge de novo from the alleged failures of liberalism in the 1960s. . . . Instead it was the combination of more than two decades of simmering white discontent and extreme antiliberal political organization.” However, other historians have argued that race was less salient for conservatives of the 1970s. For example, the historian Kenneth D. Durr argues that race-based protest had largely disappeared by the 1970s in the white-working class politics of Baltimore. He warns that working-class politics of the late 1960s and 1970s cannot be “explained by invocations of whiteness or racism in disguise.”36
A number of historians have also pointed to the importance of “color-blind” conservative rhetoric. The historian Jacquelyn Dowd Hall wrote in 2005 that many conservatives of the 1970s who resisted civil rights and integration rarely employed explicitly racist language—the “discredited rhetoric of massive resistance”—but instead used “a language of color blindness that resonated nationwide.” That kind of color-blind language emphasized American rights and freedoms as guaranteed in the Constitution, and was the primary rhetoric of antibusers of the 1970s. As one Boston antibuser put it, busing was a “red, white, and blue issue” rather than a “black and white one.” Yet if we focus too much on rhetoric emphasizing rights, patriotism, and color-blindness, we run the risk of absolving grassroots conservatives and news media critics of the 1970s of racism. I tend to agree with the historian Jason Sokol, who suggested that color-blind language was invented by white southerners in order to characterize themselves as victims at the mercy of the federal government, communists, and civil rights groups. Antibusers of the 1970s, like segregationists of the 1960s, used color-blind language to frame themselves as victims of powerful liberal forces, including the news media. Busing opponents complained that the news media would not portray them as they saw themselves—patriotic Americans waging a battle against injustice and tyranny. Color-blind language allowed conservatives and conservative media to take some measure of control of the conversation about busing, integration, and race. Yet color-blind language did not mean that racial resentments were not salient motivations for antibusers and their criticisms of the “liberal” news media. In my examination of more than fifty conservative publications that criticized the news media in the 1970s, I found that conservatives used a variety of rhetoric when they expressed their opposition to liberalism, busing, and the news media. That rhetoric included color-blind language, coded racist and anti-Semitic language, and explicitly racist and anti-Semitic
language. At times individual publications mixed and matched such rhetoric so that color-blind rhetoric co-existed with virulently racist rhetoric. Thus I believe that color-blind language used by conservatives of the 1970s often co-existed with, rather than masked, racial resentments.37

The Chapters

The dissertation begins with two chapters focusing on the criticism of local news media outlets by grassroots conservatives and the role of alternative conservative publications for urban conservatives. Following those chapters I broaden the focus beyond the locally focused, class- and race-based criticisms of conservative media critics in Louisville and Detroit by examining the role of conservative publications in connecting conservative critics of the news media in different parts of the country, considering the criticism of the national news and entertainment media by pro-family conservatives and Christian anticommunists, and, finally, analyzing the role of anti-Semitism in the creation of the liberal news media idea.

The dissertation’s first chapter analyzes the criticism of the Louisville Courier-Journal and Louisville Times by citizens of Jefferson County, Kentucky, protesting court-ordered busing for school integration in the mid-1970s. antibusers accused the Louisville daily newspapers of biased and distorted reporting on busing and the antibusing movement, and they organized a boycott of both newspapers. Just like antibusers in Boston who resented the Boston Globe, antibusers in Louisville resented the Courier-Journal and Times because the newspapers represented the city’s liberal elite establishment and also because, just as they had done throughout the postwar years, supported racial integration. To combat the alleged liberal bias of the Courier-Journal and Times, an antibusing group began publishing the widely
read antibusing newspaper NAPF as a truth-telling alternative to Louisville’s daily newspapers.

Chapter 2 focuses on another conservative alternative news media outlet: Northeast Detroit, a weekly newspaper that represented the views of conservative white homeowners in northeast Detroit and the adjoining suburbs. Northeast Detroit focused on the local issues salient to its readers: crime, taxes, property values, and court-ordered busing. Northeast Detroit also served as a forum for its readers by printing their letters, which often praised the newspaper’s conservative views. Northeast Detroit was also essential to Detroit’s antibusing movement; it publicized antibusing activities and backed antibusing efforts in editorials and news stories. The newspaper’s role as a truth-telling alternative news source that offered the facts that the liberal news media would not provide was evident in Northeast Detroit’s racially explicit coverage of school violence. The newspaper mirrored the racially conservative views of its readers, and its articles and the letters it printed contained a mix of color-blind language of rights and freedoms, coded language, and explicitly racial language.

Chapter 3 focuses on the Citizens’ Informer, a newspaper produced by the St. Louis–area Citizens’ Councils of America. The Citizens’ Councils were organized in the Deep South to offer organized resistance to integration in the aftermath of the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education in 1954. Though the Citizens’ Councils eschewed the extremism and violence of the Ku Klux Klan, its members and its publications were committed to white supremacy. In the 1970s the Citizens Informer was a strident critic of the local and national news media, which it accused of having pronounced liberal and antiwhite biases. The Citizens Informer supported white conservatives in Boston who were fighting court-ordered busing and the alleged liberal bias of the Boston Globe. The chapter demonstrates the key role that alternative conservative news media can play in linking
conservatives and also shows that the explicit racial conservatism found in the *Citizens Informer* found an appreciative and enthusiastic audience among some antibusers in Boston.

Chapter 4 considers the “pro-family” activism of conservatives fighting the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) in the 1970s and the importance of news media criticism in that movement. ERA opponents in Detroit and other cities contested the signing of agreements struck between the feminist group National Organization for Women (NOW) and TV stations that provided NOW a say in programming and hiring decisions. Pro-family activists considered such agreements as “extortion” and complained to the Federal Communications Commission in unsuccessful attempts to strike down the agreements. The chapter also demonstrates the key role played by *Phyllis Schlafly Report*, a monthly newsletter that spearheaded opposition to the ERA and regularly accused newspapers, TV news, and women’s magazines of being biased in favor of the proposed amendment. Antifeminists also argued that the entertainment media, especially TV entertainment, endangered American youth and threatened the authority of parents.

Christian anticommunists were among the most strident critics of the allegedly liberal news media in the 1970s, and chapter 5 examines *Christian Crusade Weekly*, a weekly newspaper published by Billy James Hargis’s Christian Crusade. *Christian Crusade Weekly* accused the news media and the entertainment media of misinforming the American public about the realities of international communism, domestic communist subversion, liberal permissiveness, and dangers to American youth. *Christian Crusade Weekly* saw communism as literally evil, and it believed the news media brainwashed Americans with un-American lies and distortions. I argue that Hargis’s racial conservatism influenced *Christian Crusade Weekly*’s anticommmunist worldview and its criticism of the news media.
Chapter 6 examines the role of anti-Semitism in news media criticism. Anti-Semites have linked Jews with “control” of the news media since the nineteenth century. During the Cold War, an anti-Semitic Far Right argued that the civil rights movement was the work of communist Jews and that the “Jewish” news media called attention to racial conflict in order to brainwash Americans. In the 1970s, Far Right newspapers often employed a coded kind of anti-Semitism that hinted at international conspiracies by bankers and the news media. The chapter argues that anti-Semitic beliefs that associated Jews, especially New York Jews, with the news media helped create the idea of a liberal news media.
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Chapter 1

Antibusing Activists and Backlash against Louisville’s Daily Newspapers

“I feel that three-fourths of this country are against forced busing. I will not support a business that does not support the people.” So wrote Mrs. James Hill of Louisville, Kentucky, in a 1975 letter to the *Louisville Courier-Journal* explaining why she was canceling her subscription. Between August 8 and September 8, 1975, more than one thousand readers canceled their subscriptions to the *Courier-Journal* and the *Louisville Times*. The *Courier-Journal*, the city’s morning paper, and the *Times*, the evening paper, were both published by the powerful Bingham family, and together reached nearly four hundred thousand readers.¹

Why were Louisville-area residents canceling their subscriptions? They were doing so because the newspapers supported court-ordered busing for the racial integration of public schools in Louisville and surrounding Jefferson County. Mrs. Hill’s letter appeared in the September 1, 1975, *Courier-Journal*, just three days before the controversial order took effect and buses began transporting more than ten thousand white students to schools in Louisville and an equal number of black students to Jefferson County schools. The mass cancellation of subscriptions to the city’s two daily newspapers was part of a larger campaign by activists and groups protesting what they called “forced” busing. Jefferson County residents opposed to busing organized themselves into an array of protest organizations—the memberships of which were overwhelmingly white—that held protest rallies and marches that attracted as many as twelve thousand protestors. By mid-September, the busing controversy had brought the city unwanted national news media coverage of incidents of disorder and violence connected with the antibusing movement.²
The editorial position of the *Courier-Journal* and the *Times* toward busing and the antibusing movement was clear. The newspapers strongly supported school desegregation and called on county residents to obey the busing order. Both newspapers covered the antibusing movement extensively, but antibusers were unhappy with that coverage, which they believed intentionally marginalized their efforts and distorted their views. Antibusing leaders also accused the newspapers of intentionally downplaying or ignoring incidents of violence in the schools. Antibusing partisans wrote letters to the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* that accused the newspaper of biased coverage, canceled subscriptions, and participated in boycotts of the newspapers and the Bingham-owned WHAS television and radio stations. Reporters for the newspapers and WHAS-TV were harassed and evicted at several antibusing events and on a few occasions were physically attacked. Angry busing opponents also smashed the first-floor windows of the Courier-Journal and Times building in downtown Louisville and destroyed *Courier-Journal* and *Times* newspaper vending boxes.3

This chapter argues that the rhetoric, canceled subscriptions, boycotts, and violence directed at the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* in 1975 and 1976 were emblematic of the Jefferson County antibusing movement’s resentment of liberalism, powerful elites, and civil rights. It analyzes how and why busing opponents resented Louisville’s daily newspapers and the so-called “liberal” news media generally. The campaign against the *Courier-Journal* and *Times*, and the Jefferson County antibusing movement as a whole, were vehement rejections of racial liberalism by white grassroots conservatives.

I argue that two major interrelated themes were at the heart of the Jefferson County backlash against liberalism and Louisville’s daily newspapers. First, antibusers saw the Bingham family and their newspapers, TV stations, and radio stations as not just representative of the city’s powerful liberal establishment—they were that establishment. The
The Louisville Courier-Journal and Times enjoyed a monopoly on the city’s daily newspaper market, and no media outlet could hope to rival their power and influence. Conservatives in Jefferson County resented the power wielded by the Courier-Journal and Times and felt that their concerns and grievances were not taken seriously by the Bingham papers. Antibusers believed the Courier-Journal and Times were more concerned about the city’s image, the downtown business community, and the local African American population than they were the people who comprised much of the county’s antibusing movement: the white homeowners, taxpayers, and school parents who lived in Jefferson County’s suburbs. The Bingham papers also wielded influence through the company’s charitable giving: antibusers complained that the Louisville Courier-Journal and Times Foundation directed its charitable giving to liberal and civil rights organizations such as the Kentucky Civil Liberties Union and the Legal Aid Society of Louisville that were involved in the lawsuit that led to the busing order.4

Antibusing leaders also accused the Bingham newspapers of hypocrisy, complaining that the newspapers represented an unelected communications monopoly that felt it had the right to tell the city and the county what was best, yet did not shoulder the burdens of the liberal “schemes” it advocated. Busing opponents noted that Barry Bingham Jr., the publisher of the Courier-Journal and Times, had inherited his father’s wealth rather than earned it himself and sent his children to elite private schools unaffected by the busing order. The backlash against the Bingham newspapers, then, was a populist, anti-elitist expression of frustration by working-class whites who felt they had been ignored and victimized by a liberal establishment. Only the man who ordered the busing plan, Judge James F. Gordon, sparked more anger and resentment among Jefferson County busing opponents.5
Second, the backlash against the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* was fueled not only by class-based resentments of liberal elites, but also by resentment of the newspapers’ commitment to racial integration and civil rights. The Jefferson County antibusing movement of 1975–1976 should be thought of as part of the long history of resistance to racial integration in Louisville and Jefferson County. According to the historian Tracy K’Meyer, the author of the 2009 book *Civil Rights in the Gateway to the South: Louisville, Kentucky, 1945–1980*, the newspapers’ editorials and coverage of civil rights and race in the 1950s and 1960s “helped to create an atmosphere in which a change in race relations was seen as acceptable, desirable, and for the good of the city.” As a result, the newspapers became “objects of fury,” in the words of Louisville civil rights activist Anne Braden, among conservative whites in Jefferson County as well as throughout the state of Kentucky. The Bingham newspapers supported campaigns for school integration, open accommodations, and open housing during the 1950s and 1960s, movements that were met with organized resistance by whites. Just as many whites in the Deep South came to see the East Coast-based news media as one of the liberal actors enforcing racial integration against their wishes, so too did Jefferson County racial conservatives see the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* as not just advocating racial integration, but actually pulling the strings that ensured its implementation.6

In the 1970s busing was implemented in cities including Pontiac, Detroit, Charlotte, Denver, Memphis, Nashville, Buffalo, and Cleveland. Yet no city’s busing implementation attracted more media attention and subsequent scholarly attention than Boston. Beginning in 1974, Boston was beset by massive protests by citizens opposed to busing, violence in and outside of schools, and ugly racist rhetoric. The similarities between the antibusing movements in Boston and Louisville are striking, especially the campaigns against the local
news media waged by antibusers in both cities. In Boston, the target was the liberal *Boston Globe*. Antibusing activists canceled subscriptions, placed “Boycott the *Boston Globe*” bumper stickers on their cars, and blocked newspaper delivery trucks by lying down in the street. Violence was also directed at the *Globe*: vigilantes fired gunshots into the *Globe* office building, called in bomb threats, hijacked a delivery truck and pushed it into the Fort Point Channel, and told news dealers they would be firebombed if they continued to sell the newspaper. Like Jefferson County antibusers, Boston busing opponents saw the *Globe* as representative of the elite liberal establishment, resented its support of civil rights, and argued that it failed to report the truth about violence in the schools.\(^7\)

In his 1991 book *Boston against Busing*, Ronald P. Formisano argued that Boston’s busing opponents also resented the *Globe* because the newspaper refused to certify their campaign as a legitimate social movement. Certification was coined by the media scholar Todd Gitlin, who argued in his 1980 book *The Whole World Is Watching* that the news media have the ability to frame social movements as legitimate, and whether they do or do not is integral to a movement’s success or failure. The certification concept also applies to Louisville-area antibusers, who argued that the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* did not depict them as they saw themselves: patriotic citizens who were the victims of a tyrannical court order. The passionate belief in the righteousness of their antibusing cause was a major reason antibusers could not accept the Bingham newspapers’ coverage of their movement as fair, balanced, or objective. If the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* were not willing to state clearly that busing was wrong and antibusers were right, then they were not telling the truth as busing opponents saw it. The antibusing movement thus turned to other news media outlets that they believed told the truth. In October 1975 the antibusing organization National Organization to Restore and Preserve Our Freedom began publishing its own newspaper,
NAPF, devoted to busing opposition and criticism of liberalism, which by November 1975 claimed more than one hundred thousand readers. NAPF positioned itself as a truth-telling alternative to the alleged lies and distortions of the Courier-Journal and Times. NAPF, like conservative alternative news media in other cities such as Boston and Detroit, played an important role in providing a voice for the grassroots conservative movement against busing.8

“Busing Is a Product of Extreme Liberalism”

Louisville, located in the “border” state of Kentucky, was in 1975 a city that enjoyed a national reputation for progressive race relations yet had a long history of white resistance to racial integration in public schools, public accommodations, and city and suburban neighborhoods. Efforts to integrate predominantly white neighborhoods in Louisville and Jefferson County in the 1950s and 1960s were met with organized resistance and, at times, violence. In 1967, activists marching for open, integrated housing in Louisville were bombarded with objects by an angry white mob.9

Yet in 1956 Louisville had voluntarily ended de jure racial segregation in its public schools and peacefully implemented an integration plan at a time when cities throughout the Deep South were taking a “massive resistance” approach to school integration after the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Topeka Board of Education that found that segregated, “separate but equal” schools were unconstitutional. Initially, Brown appeared only to apply to public schools in the Deep South, where racially segregated schools were often mandated by law. By the late 1960s school systems in schools outside the South came under scrutiny by courts weighing lawsuits filed by civil rights groups. Many U.S. cities, including Louisville, Boston, and Detroit, were made up of neighborhoods rigidly segregated by race, and such
segregation was reflected in the racial makeup of “neighborhood” public schools. Furthermore, judges found that in some cities school boards had intentionally maintained segregated schools by steering white students to historically white schools and black students to historically black schools.¹⁰

In 1971 civil rights activists and the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights went to the federal courts to argue for a desegregation plan encompassing all of Jefferson County, in which schools outside Louisville were about 95 percent white, while schools in Louisville were more than 50 percent black. In July 1975 James F. Gordon, a Louisville federal judge, ordered the Louisville/Jefferson County school system to integrate its schools through a busing plan by the beginning of the 1975–1976 school year. (Though in 1974 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Milliken v. Bradley that suburbs were exempt from “metro” busing plans involving cities and surrounding municipalities, all of Jefferson County came under Gordon’s busing order because the city and county school systems had merged in April 1975.) The plan developed by the Jefferson County school administration called for the busing of 22,000 students, beginning on September 4, 1975.¹¹

Backlash against Gordon’s busing order was immediate. Activists formed a bewildering number of antibusing groups, the names of which identified opposition to busing and a larger sense of their conservative and antiliberal political beliefs. Jefferson County antibusing organizations included Citizens against Busing, Union Labor against Busing, Save Our Community Schools, Stop Tyranny and Busing, Parents for Freedom, Catholics against Busing, People United to Restore Our Constitution, Spirit of ’76, Mothers for Children’s Freedom, Taxpayers and Property Owners, and many others. At antibusing marches and rallies protestors employed patriotic rhetoric and symbolism that carried special meaning one year short of the nation’s bicentennial. Anticommunist and Christian rhetoric
was also voiced by protestors. A September 27, 1975, antibusing march in downtown Louisville that attracted about eight thousand people included marchers wielding dozens of U.S. and Confederate flags and thousands of signs with slogans such as “Stop Busing,” “Save My Future Children from Communism,” “Forced Busing Is against God’s Will,” “We Won’t Allow Communists to Rule Our Schools,” “Land of the What?” and “The First Continental Congress Just Turned Over in Their Graves.” At a march in southern Jefferson County earlier in September, the signs included “Hang Judge Gordon,” “Freedom Is Dead,” “Hitler Is Alive,” and “God Help Us.” As a tie-in to the contemporary hit movie Jaws, Jefferson County protestors wore T-shirts that depicted a shark devouring a school child, accompanied by the slogan “Jaws of Judicial Tyranny.”

The T-shirts, flags, signs, organization names, and rhetoric of Jefferson County’s antibusing protestors demonstrated that they considered themselves champions of liberty and individual rights, much like their antibusing counterparts in Pontiac, Detroit, and especially Boston. The most prominent antibusing group in Boston was called Restore Our Alienated Rights (ROAR), many Boston antibusers wore buttons that declared “Don’t Tread on Me,” and an East Boston group called itself One if by Land and Two if by Sea, recalling the midnight ride of patriot Paul Revere in 1775. The embrace of patriotic symbols had rich connotations in Boston, the symbolic birthplace of the American Revolution. The use of color-blind rhetoric that emphasized freedom, rights, and patriotism by grassroots conservatives was also common—and powerful—outside of New England.

Antibusing organizers in Jefferson County, Boston, Detroit, and Pontiac as well as leaders of the movement against “dirty” textbooks in Kanawha County, West Virginia—who also saw their campaign as a patriotic revolt against the tyranny of a liberal, secular-humanist establishment—maintained close ties. Prominent Boston antibusing leader and ROAR
national director Louise Day Hicks visited Jefferson County in August 1975 to speak at an antibusing rally, while more than one hundred members of ROAR traveled to Louisville three months later to show their support for the local antibusing movement. In turn, about twenty Jefferson County antibusers, including NAPF editor Bob DePrez, took part in a May 1976 South Boston antibusing rally, where the Louisville contingent staged a “Second Boston Tea Party” by dumping a gallon of red liquid (representing the blood of children spilled because of busing) into Boston Harbor. Louisville-area antibusers also took part in antibusing events in metropolitan Detroit and textbook protests in Kanawha County.14

Like their counterparts in Boston, Jefferson County antibusing activists employed methods of direct action protest learned from African American civil rights protests of the 1960s. Antibusing activists held rallies and marches throughout Jefferson County, called for boycotts of businesses that did not demonstrate support, wrote letters of protest to the city dailies and suburban newspapers, and walked off the job to demonstrate solidarity with the movement. Dozens of letters to the Courier-Journal written by Jefferson County busing opponents touched on the themes of freedom and rights emphasized by antibusers. A Louisville resident wrote, “Forced busing may be enforced by law, but it cannot be acceptable to those who want to protect our freedom. . . . We must insure freedom of choice to every individual and respect for all men’s rights if we are to live without fear of tyranny.” Antibusing groups also ran advertisements in the hated Courier-Journal and Times; a November 1975 full-page advertisement in the Courier-Journal declared, “Busing is a product of extreme liberalism.”15

When busing finally arrived on September 4, 1975, there were many protests outside of the schools but little violence. More than half of white Jefferson County students stayed home on the first day of school; some did so as a form of protest, while some parents kept
their kids at home because of fears of violence. On Friday night, September 5, violent
protests-turned-riots took place in Okolona and Valley Station in southern Jefferson County.
Protestors clashed with police, who used tear gas to suppress the disorder, while windows
were broken at various schools and forty school buses were vandalized. In total, 192 people
were arrested and fifty injured. On Monday, September 8, the school buses continued to roll,
with armed national guardsmen stationed at schools and on some buses. News about the
disorder in Jefferson County made the front pages of newspapers throughout the country
and even the covers of national magazines such as *Time.*

“Only Believe What You’ve Heard Here”

On September 3, the evening before the school year began, an antibusing rally at
Louisville’s Kentucky State Fair and Exposition Center attracted more than ten thousand
people. Concerned Parents president Sue Connor told the crowd to boycott all businesses
that supported busing and to drop subscriptions to the *Courier-Journal* and *Times.* “Ladies and
gentlemen,” Connor told the crowd, “the word is boycott, boycott, BOYCOTT!” Connor,
who was probably the most vocal and visible Jefferson County antibusing leader, accused the
*Courier-Journal*, the *Times*, and WHAS-TV of underestimating the size of crowds at antibusing
rallies and marches, downplaying the extent of the boycott of public schools by children, and
failing to cover alleged acts of violence committed by black students against white students
in recently integrated schools. At a rally later that month, Connor told a crowd of six
thousand, “Only believe what you’ve heard here tonight and what you’ve seen. Don’t always
believe what you read in the papers and see on local TV.” Antibusing activists constantly
criticized the Bingham newspapers and urged busing opponents to stop buying and reading
the *Courier-Journal* and *Times*. At an August 25 Save Our Community Schools rally, a speaker
urged a boycott of both papers. “[T]he whole world’s eyes have been gouged out by the super liberal press we’ve become addicted to,” he said.  

In September and October 1975 Times reporter Bob Hill covered little else but the activities of antibusing organizations such as Concerned Parents. In a 1988 interview Hill recalled that antibusers “didn’t ever agree with what we wrote. They always thought we underestimated the size of the crowds. We’d say three hundred marched, they’d say three thousand.” Indeed, antibusers in Jefferson County constantly claimed that the newspapers grossly undercounted attendance at antibusing events; Boston antibusers accused the Globe of the same kind of undercounting. A Courier-Journal reporter covering an antibusing march in late October on Dixie Highway in southern Jefferson County was accosted by a pair of marchers. “We don’t need you here,” a woman told the reporter. “What are you going to say, that there were 25 of us?”

Bob Hill recalled that though he got along with most antibusing activists, the atmosphere at many antibusing meetings was intimidating because the attendees made no secret of their antipathy for reporters, photographers, and cameramen representing the Bingham news media outlets. “The whole two months the air was charged,” Hill remembered. “It was just a tense time all the way around, very tense. Anytime you were in a room full of people, most of whom, 99 percent didn’t agree with you, didn’t particularly want you there other than to use you for coverage, things could happen.” Reporters and cameramen covering antibusing events in 1975 and 1976 were evicted from antibusing meetings and rallies, harassed, and even physically attacked. In one incident, Hill and United Press International reporter Richard Walker were sitting on the hood of a car in the parking lot of the Kentucky State Fair and Exposition Center, waiting for an antibusing rally to begin. The men were asked to leave by two members of Concerned Parents. When Hill told
the members that he had a legal right to stay, one of the busing opponents began punching the reporters. Hill was left with a bloody nose; Walker, a bruised cheek and mouth. Afterward, several antibusing activists apologized to Hill and Walker for the incident.19

The situation was also tense for those reporters who covered area meetings of the Ku Klux Klan where both busing and the media were castigated by Klansmen. Far Right, explicitly racist organizations such as the Klan, the Citizens’ Council, the National States’ Rights Party, and Posse Comitatus were active in the Jefferson County antibusing movement but attracted a relatively small number of local whites. At a Klan rally in early September, attendees made threatening remarks to an ABC television film crew and accused the network of biased coverage. At the same meeting, Klan members hung effigies of Judge Gordon and Barry Bingham Jr. A week later in Bullitt County, immediately south of Jefferson County, Klansmen forcibly evicted a Courier-Journal photographer and confiscated his film, roughed up a Courier-Journal reporter, and smashed the back window of the newsmen’s car as they made a hurried getaway.20

Three different marches by antibusing demonstrators in downtown Louisville in September 1975 made stops in front of the Courier-Journal and Times Company offices, where protestors vented their anger by chanting “Stop your paper!,” “Down with the news!,” and “Cancel, cancel!” On November 22, several thousand antibusers marched downtown, where they scuffled with police and demonstrated in front of the Courier-Journal and Times building. The crowd chanted “Communist Journal, Communist Journal,” and protestors broke seven of the building’s windows, resulting in $3,000 in damage. The Courier-Journal did not make an editorial response to the incident, but the Louisville Defender, the city’s weekly black newspaper and a supporter of busing, blasted the “stupidity” of those antibusing marchers who broke the windows as well as those who called black bystanders slurs such as
“boy” and “nigger.” Those actions, the Defender wrote, brought out the “true colors” of some of the antibusing protestors: “their capabilities of violence and vandalism.”

Elsewhere in downtown Louisville on November 22, Courier-Journal and Times vending boxes were vandalized and three WHAS-TV newsmen were forcibly evicted by a crowd in front of the Federal Building. The eviction of the television news reporters demonstrates that the local print media were not the only news outlets criticized and harassed by busing opponents. The Bingham-owned WHAS-TV was regularly subjected to criticism; Louisville resident Raymond Warren wrote in a letter to the Courier-Journal that he was disturbed to find that local TV stations “do not report the news as it is,” so he called WHAS to tell them to report the news accurately. Both WHAS and WAVE television stations were flooded with calls complaining about their coverage. Comments leveled at WHAS included “You’re a Communist” and “Your station is a liar.”

“Nobody Wins When You Lose Your Cool”

Both the Courier-Journal and Times enjoyed excellent national reputations. In 1964 and again in 1974 Time magazine named the Courier-Journal in its list of the ten best American daily newspapers. In a 1988 interview Courier-Journal and Times publisher Barry Bingham Jr. said that his newspapers had established a strong liberal position on race relations by the mid-1970s; thus, there was no question that the Courier-Journal and Times would support the busing order. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the newspapers signaled their support for racial equality by hailing court decisions striking down segregation and backing the city’s integration of public schools following the 1954 Brown decision. The Bingham newspapers’ position on civil rights made them enemies of whites who resisted integration and believed
the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* played an active role in forcing integration on the white citizens of Louisville and Jefferson County.\(^{23}\)

Racial conservatives also linked the Bingham newspapers with communism, which many proponents of racial segregation believed was at the heart of the civil rights movement. The newspapers’ associations with the former communist and local civil rights activist Carl Braden contributed to the belief that the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* were “Red” newspapers. In the mid-1950s Braden purchased a home on behalf of a black family in the predominantly white suburban neighborhood of Okolona because a restrictive covenant prohibited the sale of the home to non-whites. At the time, Braden was a Courier-Journal and Times Company employee. Despite the fact that the *Courier-Journal* distanced itself from Braden by blaming him for inciting racial trouble in a page-one editorial, the connection was stamped fairly permanently in the minds of anticommunist racial conservatives in Jefferson County.\(^{24}\)

As the front-page editorial about Braden demonstrates, the Bingham newspapers’ stance on racial integration had limits. The *Courier-Journal* and *Times* tended to credit “white city fathers” more so than African American community activists for civil rights gains. During the open housing struggles in Jefferson County in the mid- and late 1960s, the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* called for compromise and voiced concerns about protecting the city’s positive image. Thus, the newspapers tended to counsel patience and calm—a role that many city newspapers of the postwar era played during local crises. For example, during the busing controversy in Charlotte and Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, in the early 1970s, the *Charlotte Observer* and the Charlotte business community pushed for a compromise on busing to avoid incidents of unrest and violence that might damage the city’s reputation and frighten off industry and investment. Busing opponents in Charlotte disputed the *Observer*’s coverage, boycotted the newspaper, and, according to the historian Matthew D.
Lassiter, alleged “a conspiracy by the news media and the downtown elite to cover up the success” of the antibusing movement.\textsuperscript{25}

In the eyes of white conservatives in Jefferson County, however, the \textit{Courier-Journal} and \textit{Times} were unabashed, radical supporters of civil rights. Bingham himself had strong personal convictions about civil rights, and during the 1970s he was a regular participant in editorial page meetings and wrote at least one editorial a week for either or both newspapers. Thus, there was no question that the newspapers would support busing, but the busing-related violence and upheaval beginning in 1974 and still plaguing Boston in 1975, and the backlash by Boston antibusers against the \textit{Globe}, concerned Bingham. He and about a dozen \textit{Courier-Journal} and \textit{Times} editors traveled to Boston to spend a day talking to \textit{Globe} publisher Bill Taylor, editor Tom Winship, and other \textit{Globe} staff (as well as Boston mayor Kevin White) in the summer of 1975. Bingham and his editors surely learned that the \textit{Globe} and other Boston news media outlets had met with city and school officials two weeks before busing began in Boston and pledged support of the busing order and agreed to downplay violence. After the Boston trip, representatives from the \textit{Courier-Journal}, \textit{Times}, the Bingham-owned TV and radio stations, and other local media outlets met and agreed to a set of guidelines for reporting of the busing implementation. The guidelines called for no reporters, photographers, and TV cameras inside schools, designated press areas outside of schools, and promised unobtrusive reporting designed to avoid inflaming conflict. The text of the guidelines was printed in both the \textit{Courier-Journal} and the \textit{Times}. Representatives of local media outlets then met with Judge Gordon, who publicly backed the guidelines.\textsuperscript{26}

The Bingham newspapers also participated in a campaign calling for the peaceful implementation of the busing order that used the slogan “Nobody Wins When You Lose Your Cool” that included print advertisements and TV and radio spots. The \textit{Courier-Journal}
provided free advertising space for the campaign, which was also advertised on city and county billboards. The city’s weekly black newspaper, the *Louisville Defender*, also participated. The news media agreements and the “Nobody Wins When You Lose Your Cool” campaign did little to assuage the resentments of antibusers who believed that the Bingham newspapers *were* the city liberal establishment, working in cahoots with city officials, civil rights groups, and the despised Judge Gordon. The agreement and the “Cool” campaign also provided ammunition for antibusers to accuse the newspapers of printing probusing propaganda and to argue that the newspapers were unable to provide fair, objective coverage of busing or the antibusing movement.\(^{27}\)

One day before the school year kicked off and buses began transporting thousands of Jefferson County students to new schools, the *Courier-Journal* called on the community’s citizens to peacefully obey the law. While busing opponents were calling Judge Gordon a tyrant, the *Courier-Journal* called Gordon a “pillar of strength,” even in an editorial that took issue with Gordon’s ban on large protests in Jefferson County in early September—an edict interpreted by antibusers as yet another unconstitutional, tyrannical act by the powerful liberal establishment. The newspapers also criticized the tactics of antibusing organizations. A *Times* editorial called the picketing of a gas station that serviced school buses by the Sue Connor–led Concerned Parents a “spectacle.” There were many more examples of editorials that for antibusers proved that the Bingham newspapers never had and never would print a positive word about their efforts.\(^{28}\)

Yet the newspapers did make an effort to provide a forum for busing supporters and opponents alike. In the summer of 1975 the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* began receiving a deluge of letters on the busing issue, the majority of which expressed opposition to the busing plan. On October 4, 1975, the *Courier-Journal* said that it had carried 425 letters on the
busing issue since early August and had devoted fifteen additional pages to accommodate the volume. Bingham recalled in a 1988 interview, “[A] newspaper is responsible to let the community see what people think and we published virtually every letter we got and it took pages. It really did.” In the same interview, Bingham also recalled that he invited antibusing leaders to the newsroom to discuss their views, but the results were frustrating for both sides: “They were arguing a case which they knew they were not likely to win. I mean, it was very unlikely the newspapers [were] going to turn around and say, ‘Well, we’ve been wrong all along and all those black kids ought to go to black schools and the white kids always just be in the white schools.’”

One of the reasons that antibusers in Boston and Louisville could not accept the editorial positions of the Globe and the Courier-Journal and Times was that the newspapers told community members that they should obey the law and put their children on buses headed for integrated schools—yet the children of the publishers, executives, and editors of the newspapers were often unaffected by the busing orders. In Boston, busing opponents were quick to note that eighteen of the top twenty editors at the Globe lived in the suburbs and were thus outside the jurisdiction of the busing order. A Boston elected official who opposed busing recalled the anger working-class activists felt toward such elites at the Globe: “Those that editorialize go home to their suburban house. It’s very easy for the elite, or those that had more means to tell us how to live our life.” For blue-collar Jefferson County residents, it was difficult to accept editorials supporting integration from a publisher who had inherited his father’s newspaper empire and wealth. Even more galling, Barry Bingham Jr. sent his children to private schools.

To borrow Todd Gitlin’s idea, antibusers resented the local news media because they would not certify the antibusing movement as legitimate. Antibusers saw themselves as
victims whose grievances were every bit as legitimate as those of civil rights protestors, who busing opponents believed had been backed enthusiastically by the news media. Formisano distilled these frustrations in *Boston against Busing*: “The liberals who in their view controlled the media would never anoint them, as it were, with victim status, never allow them to be draped in a mantle of morality.” Antibusers in Boston neighborhoods such as South Boston and Charlestown and in Jefferson County working-class suburban towns such as Okolona and Valley Station believed that they were the forgotten people—the silent majority, the good guys who paid their taxes, worked hard, obeyed the law, and wanted to send their kids to good, safe schools. Barry Bingham Jr. characterized blue-collar Jefferson County resentment against the newspapers in a 1988 interview:

Well, I think the media get a lot of blame from people who for one reason or another think that their side of the story just really doesn’t get adequate coverage, and in this community, and I don’t think this will be any surprise to anyone, people who live in southwest [Jefferson County] have figured that everybody’s against them. The government is against them, the media is against them—they’re the last to get anything good and the first to get anything bad.

Antibusers throughout the country had also absorbed tactical lessons from the civil rights movement, including non-violent direct action, civil disobedience, and, especially, the role the news media can play in publicizing their cause. When *Times* reporter Bob Hill covered the antibusing movement, he noted that despite their anger toward the news media, antibusers recognized they needed coverage and publicity from the very news media outlets they disparaged: “They were out there protesting, and if nobody knew about it, what good is it? So they understood that.”31
**NAPF: “Say No to Binghamism”**

The fact that the Bingham newspapers enjoyed a monopoly on daily news in Jefferson County was noted by antibusers. In a 1977 letter to the suburban weekly newspaper *Shively Newsweek* that complained about the bias of the Bingham-owned print and electronic news media, an antibuser wrote, “A news monopoly can protect, promote or kill.” Antibusers sought a local news source that reflected their concerns, supported their cause, and told the *truth* about busing. October 1975 saw the debut of *NAPF*, a tabloid-sized newspaper devoted to the antibusing cause. *NAPF* was a nonprofit publication published by the National Organization to Restore and Preserve Our Freedom, a Jefferson County organization led by the prominent antibusing leader Bob DePrez. *NAPF*’s primary enemy was busing, and it was the central theme of each issue. The front page of the November 23, 1975, edition featured the declaration “STOP BUSING” printed in large letters, and readers were encouraged to cut out the slogan so they could display it prominently on the windows of cars, businesses, and homes.³²

*NAPF* promised readers that it would provide an alternative to “Binghamism,” which was the term used by antibusers to describe the powerful city elites that they believed ruled Louisville and Jefferson County. Of course, the most prominent representatives of Binghamism were the *Courier-Journal* and *Times*—and according to *NAPF*, those newspapers intentionally distorted and suppressed the news. For example, *NAPF* accused the Bingham newspapers of failing to report that communist and socialist literature was distributed at an October 1975 probusing rally. The article declared, “You deserve the truth, you need the truth to maintain your freedom.”³³

“The truth” was precisely what *NAPF* promised its readers. Bob DePrez told a crowd of 150 people gathered for an antibusing rally in October 1975 that *NAPF* was
“going to tear the [Courier] Journal down, block by block, brick by brick, with the truth.”

The truth-telling theme as stressed by NAPF was best exemplified in a front-page cartoon in its November 23, 1975, edition that depicted a smiling man wearing a jacket and tie reading NAPF, the cover of which read, “Telling it like it is.” Next to the NAPF reader stood a pipe-smoking, bespectacled older man, perhaps a member of the city elite, reading the Courier-Journal and Times but looking over the shoulder of the NAPF reader. On the front page of the Courier-Journal and Times were such “headlines” as: “Everythings Fine,” “Busing’s Good,” “Only 10 out of School,” and “Why Fight It?” In other words, NAPF could be trusted to provide factual news, while the Bingham newspapers were more interested in portraying busing as successful and maintaining the city’s good image. NAPF also provided news about violence in the schools, which antibusers in Jefferson County, Detroit, and Boston agreed that local daily newspapers and TV stations intentionally suppressed because they wanted to downplay violence. In Detroit, the newspaper Northeast Detrailer ran front-page stories about violence in the schools; readers wrote to the newspaper to thank it for providing the “truth” about what was really happening in their children’s schools (see chapter 2). 34

NAPF appealed to antibusers because it appeared to be everything that the Courier-Journal and Times were not: a truth-telling source of news that antibusers could think of as our paper. NAPF instilled the idea that it represented the community and its people by calling on readers to support the paper through sales, advertising, and volunteer work. A notice that ran in several issues declared:

This is your Free Press. It belongs to you, please support it with donations, subscriptions, and volunteer work. We need a lot of office help and delivery boys to sell papers. Reporters, you are our reporters. Stores willing to sell our publication, this is your paper, support it, work for it, it’s our freedom and the Freedom of our children.
Business Men—Advertising is a vital supporter of a paper. Support a paper like NAPF that supports the free system that allows your business to exist. Our fight is for freedom. Support the people’s freedom and free people can support your business.

Advertisers and readers responded to NAPF’s call. The twelve-page February 20, 1976, issue contained no fewer than 106 advertisements placed by local businesses, antibusing groups, and private citizens.35

Like a large number of antibusers in Louisville, Boston, and other cities, NAPF employed patriotic rhetoric and imagery to describe the busing movement and a wider conservative backlash against liberalism. NAPF articles paraphrased the Declaration of Independence and Gettysburg Address, quoted Ben Franklin, and made references to the upcoming bicentennial. NAPF’s commitment to telling the truth extended beyond the busing issue to a critique of all things liberal: it blamed liberals and communists for gun control, affirmative action, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), permissiveness, illegal drug use, secular humanism, social engineering, and constraints on free enterprise and property rights.36

NAPF was not the only newspaper devoted to antibusing in Jefferson County. In September and October 1975, at least three different antibusing publications began what were likely short-lived publishing runs. One such publication, an antibusing newsletter published by the owner of a printing company, contained “strong attacks against the media and against the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times specifically” and called for boycotts of both newspapers, according to the Courier-Journal. The co-chairman of the newsletter group said the boycott was aimed only at the newspapers, and not radio and TV stations, because “they are the only newspapers in town, and the impact they have is greater than any office in the Commonwealth.” Another antibusing publication, The Issue, appeared in early October and distributed ten thousand copies of its debut edition, according to the Times. An editor of
The Issue said the publication was necessary because the city’s daily newspapers were not providing enough information on “school attendance, incidents at schools and at protest rallies.”

Conservative alternative news media were also important for conservative working-class residents in Boston, Detroit, Charlotte, Baltimore, Milwaukee, and Kanawha County, West Virginia. In Boston and Detroit, publications produced by the antibusing organization ROAR as well as weekly neighborhood and suburban newspapers such as South Boston Marshal and Northeast Detroiter were essential to local antibusing movements—they provided news about meetings and rallies, carried antibusing columns, and printed letters written by antibusers. They also reported, in sometimes sensationalistic fashion, the “truth” about school violence and made explicit references to black-on-white violence. Talk radio was also important; Boston’s Avi Nelson became one of the voices of the local antibusing movement because of his popular local radio program. Another alternative to the Globe was the South Boston Information Center, founded by Boston antibusers to tell people “what’s really happening,” because Boston’s busing opponents felt they could not trust information from either City Hall or the Globe.

Conservative alternative news media were vital to grassroots conservative movements and helped connect conservative activists across the country. NAPF reminded its readers that antibusing was not just a local movement by running news about antibusing organizations in Boston, Detroit, Pontiac, and other cities, and also kept readers abreast of the activities of West Virginia’s textbook opponents. NAPF maintained contact with antibusers in Detroit and Boston and ran reprints from newspapers friendly to the antibusing movement such as the Macomb (Mich.) Daily and the Boston News Digest. In addition, Detroit antibusing leaders saved clippings of NAPF articles in their files.
Though the figure cannot be confirmed, NAPF claimed in February 1976 it was reaching more than “100,000 Kentuckiana readers.” As a point of comparison, in September 1975 the Courier-Journal had a daily Monday-through-Saturday circulation of 211,348. NAPF was not a daily, and printed irregularly in 1975 and 1976, and the “100,000” figure was likely exaggerated. Yet the evidence suggests that NAPF received robust support from Jefferson County advertisers, volunteers, and readers. NAPF’s presence and popularity reflected the extent of antibusing sentiment in Jefferson County in 1975 and 1976, and the demand for news from a source other than the Courier-Journal and the Times. Yet the reality was that neither NAPF nor antibusing-friendly suburban newspapers such as Shively Newsweek could hope to rival the Courier-Journal and Times in any serious way. Still, NAPF had hope for the future of conservative news media. A 1976 NAPF article declared, “A lot of little papers like ours getting the truth out to the people will eventually overpower the suppressed news media that now serves our nation.”

“It’s Time for the White People to Have Their Civil Rights”

Busing opponents in Boston and Louisville believed that their local newspapers smeared them by portraying them as bigots and racists. Antibusers denied that their cause was motivated by racism; as a NAPF article argued, the issue was “freedom, not racism.” Antibusers conceived of themselves not as segregationists employing methods of massive resistance to protect a racial order, but instead as victimized, righteous citizens participating in a revolt against tyranny, a revolt that was every bit as legitimate as the one waged by the revolutionaries of 1776. Like many conservatives of the 1970s, antibusers and the publications that supported them rarely employed explicitly racist language—the “discredited rhetoric of massive resistance”—but instead used “a language of color blindness that
resonated nationwide,” as the historian Jacquelyn Dowd Hall wrote in 2005. This kind of color-blind language emphasized American rights and freedoms as guaranteed in the Constitution.41

Anticommunist rhetoric was also regularly used by busing opponents in Jefferson County and Boston. In letters to the Courier-Journal and Times and in remarks at rallies and marches, antibusing partisans argued that busing signaled that the United States had abandoned principles of freedom for the un-American political systems of socialism and communism. For example, in a 1975 letter to the Courier-Journal Jefferson County resident Norma Howard urged Americans to “stamp out forced busing” and “wake up, lest you wait to be awakened by the sound of the hammer and sickle falling for then it will be too late.” Some antibusers implicated the Courier-Journal and Times in the communist conspiracy. At a September 4 march in southern Jefferson County, an antibuser accosted a Times reporter and asked, “You work for Barry Bingham, the thirty-third most powerful Communist in the United States?” Strident anticommunism was also rampant in NAPF, which argued that busing was a communist conspiracy to enslave America and that the Bingham newspapers wanted to brainwash its readers with communist ideology. NAPF ran reprints of articles from Far Right anticommunist publications and printed a widely disseminated set of rules supposedly followed by communists titled “Communist Rules for Revolution.” Like many integration opponents during the civil rights era, NAPF suggested that communists were secretly fanning the flames of conflict over integration. The newspaper speculated that it was actually communists who set off an explosion of dynamite in March 1976 that damaged the same Okolona home that Carl Braden purchased in the 1950s for the Colemans, an African American family, who still lived there in the mid-1970s. The NAPF article, “Communist
Dynamite,” argued that communists, not white racists, had also been behind the violence in 1954 connected with integration of predominantly white neighborhoods.42

There is a danger in focusing too closely on the role of color-blind language and anticommunism when analyzing grassroots conservative movements of the 1970s such as busing: it is tempting to conclude that antibusers were far more concerned about their rights and freedoms and opposition to liberalism and communism than they were racial integration. Yet anticommunism and opposition to liberalism expressed in color-blind ways should not be considered as something distinct from resistance to integration and racial resentments. As Tracy K’Meyer writes, the kind of anticommunism found in NAPF “illustrated the ideological connections made between opposition to integration through busing and the resistance to federal government authority.” By insisting that busing was not a racial issue, by using color-blind rhetoric stressing constitutional rights, by characterizing their movement as a patriotic movement in the tradition of the Minutemen, and by using the term forced busing rather than court-ordered busing, antibusers worked to legitimize their cause by distancing it from race.43

During the conflict over open housing in Jefferson County in the mid- and late 1960s, southern Jefferson County provided the base for resistance to open housing legislation, just as it would provide the base for much of the opposition to busing in the mid-1970s. Though letters to the Courier-Journal in the late 1960s that opposed open housing usually employed color-blind language, racist rhetoric, signs, and symbols were employed by whites during the resistance to open housing in Jefferson County in the mid- and late 1960s. Racism was also evident in the Jefferson County antibusing movement of the 1970s. Indeed, racial slurs and epithets were used against black bystanders by some antibusing protestors at various rallies and marches in Jefferson County in 1975 and 1976; at a 1975 downtown
antibusing march, some marchers chanted “Kill these niggers.” Racist language and signs were also used by white young people outside of schools affected by busing.44

Many of the same antibusing leaders who vehemently denied that the antibusing movement was racist referred explicitly to race by arguing that whites had to demand their civil rights. For example, State Representative Robert F. Hughes of Louisville, a busing opponent and frequent critic of the local and national news media, said at an August 1975 rally, “The black people had their civil rights in the ’60s. Now it’s time for the white people to have their civil rights in the ’70s.” At another rally a few days later, antibusing leader Sue Connor shouted, “If Martin Luther King were here tonight, I’d say move over, buddy, here come Sue Connor and her people.” NAPF also claimed that busing was not a racial issue, but that claim was belied by other content published by the newspaper. For example, it reprinted an article titled “Truth about M. L. King” (written by future John Birch Society president John F. McManus) that linked the late civil rights leader with communism. The article was originally published by the John Birch Society and was also reprinted by the Citizen, the official newspaper of the Citizens’ Councils of America, a white-supremacist, anti-integration organization. In at least two issues NAPF also chose to run advertisements for a local Ku Klux Klan chapter.45

It is important to remember, however, that NAPF was not the voice of the antibusing movement in Jefferson County. Some of NAPF’s readers probably focused on the newspaper’s articles on busing and the antibusing movement and ignored the newspaper’s Far Right content. Neither the Boston nor the Jefferson County antibusing movements were monolithic. Some Jefferson County antibusing groups, such as the militant Stop Tyranny and Busing (STAB), rejected anything less than a full repeal of the busing order, while Joyce Spond’s Save Our Community Schools (SOCS) was an organization
comprising mostly middle-class residents who were open to compromise. In Boston, ROAR split into two factions: a more moderate wing led by Louise Day Hicks and a militant wing that supported George Wallace, made coded and explicit racist statements, and developed ties with the white supremacists in metropolitan St. Louis who published *Citizens’ Informer* (see chapter 3). However, it would also be a mistake, I argue, to suggest that racial resentment was the province of a minority of antibusing extremists.46

How does this discussion of race factor into my analysis of criticism of the news media? Determining to what degree race mattered to antibusers illuminates the role of race in the backlash against the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* as well as the backlash against the *Globe* and the so-called liberal news media generally. Some historians, including Kenneth D. Durr, who studied white working-class politics in Baltimore, have concluded that by the 1970s race-based resentments were no longer salient in the white working-class backlash against liberalism. Other historians, such as Thomas J. Sugrue and Heather Ann Thompson, suggest that race was at the heart of resistance to integration throughout the postwar era and into the 1970s. In this chapter and in this dissertation I find that racial resentments and resistance to integration often co-existed with color-blind rhetoric that articulated actual beliefs. In other words, explicit racists and non-racist conservatives, as well as the conservatives who existed somewhere in between those poles, did believe that they were patriots whose rights and freedoms were being threatened by liberal tyranny. Color-blind conservatism did not mask racism—it co-existed with it.47

**Conclusion**

Jefferson County busing foes remained active in 1976 and 1977, but the frequency and size of the protests diminished. *Times* reporter Bob Hill recalled in 1988 that after the
1975–1976 school year the antibusing movement “just kind of wore down. They had these things a year later, those anniversary marches and so forth. . . . The anger was still there, but I think the sense of being able to do anything about it was just about gone. They were just kind of stuck with it, like it or not.” Some groups, such as United Labor against Busing, abandoned demonstrations and concentrated on lobbying and legal strategies. Though Judge Gordon’s original busing order was modified over the years, it was not until 2007 that the U.S. Supreme Court struck down Jefferson County’s student-assignment plan, ruling that it placed undue emphasis on race.48

The Courier-Journal and the Times were hit hard by the antibusing boycott. Between September 1974 and September 1976 the newspapers’ circulation fell by 24,708, a drop of more than 6 percent. Between September 1970 and September 1980 the Courier-Journal’s circulation dropped from 233,383 to 186,308, a 20 percent decline; during the same period, the Times lost 13 percent of its circulation. Nationwide, afternoon papers such as the Times lost circulation during the 1970s, but the Courier-Journal’s circulation drop of more than 47,000 occurred during a decade when nationwide morning newspaper circulation increased nationwide by a little more than 13 percent. Those circulation losses, especially those of the Courier-Journal, suggest that the Jefferson County boycott had a significant economic impact on the Bingham media outlets.49

While the Bingham newspapers continued to lose readers, they were honored with awards for their busing coverage. In 1976, the Courier-Journal and WHAS-TV each captured a Sigma Delta Chi Distinguished Service Award for coverage of busing, while the Courier-Journal and the Times won the Pulitzer Prize for feature photography, also for their busing coverage. For the Courier-Journal, Times, and WHAS, the awards likely represented vindication for a job well done. For Jefferson County’s busing opponents, such awards “honored” two
newspapers and a television station that had turned their backs on a majority of their community’s people and opinions by failing to tell the truth about busing and the antibusing movement. For three decades the *Courier-Journal* and *Times* had supported civil rights and racial integration in Louisville and Jefferson County, and that support mattered. The newspaper wielded great power to legitimate the grievances of Jefferson County’s African American population as well as legislation and court orders designed to ameliorate discrimination. By 1975 white conservatives could no longer abide the Bingham newspapers’ commitment to liberalism and busing, which antibusers believed was an example of civil rights gone too far—reverse discrimination that infringed on white rights. In the next chapter, I examine the role played by the neighborhood weekly newspaper *Northeast Detroiter* as a voice and a forum for Detroit-area white conservatives who believed that liberalism and civil rights gone too far were to blame for the decline of their once-mighty city.\(^{50}\)
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Chapter 2

“The Only Honest Paper in Detroit”:

*Northeast Detroiter, a Newspaper for White Conservatives*

In 1974 Bert Henry wrote a letter to *Northeast Detroiter* that applauded its journalism. Henry wrote that *Northeast Detroiter* was “the only honest paper in Detroit. It is the only conservative paper and it is the only paper that is any good for anything besides wrapping fish.” Henry and other conservatives in northeast Detroit and its adjacent suburbs read *Northeast Detroiter* in the 1970s because they believed it provided honest, courageous, and truthful news and opinion on issues that mattered to the white homeowners who comprised the great majority of the newspaper’s readership: their residential neighborhoods, income and property taxes, crime and the policing of crime, and the public schools attended by their children. Those were the very issues that *Northeast Detroiter* and its readers believed that the city’s daily newspapers and television stations either ignored totally or, if they did cover such issues, they distorted the truth.¹

*Northeast Detroiter* provided a local news alternative for Detroit-area residents who believed that liberalism was to blame for the alarming decline of their city. By the 1970s Detroit had become the most prominent symbol of the deterioration of America’s industrial cities. Decades of deindustrialization and the white flight of millions of residents (mostly whites), thousands of businesses, and millions of tax dollars had devastated the city. *Northeast Detroiter* and its readers argued that racial liberalism and civil rights “gone too far” had destroyed once-thriving neighborhoods, workplaces, and the downtown area; led to out-of-control crime and liberal judges who refused to punish crime; ensured the election of a liberal black mayor who taxed Detroit’s white homeowners beyond their ability to pay; and
instituted reverse discrimination against whites through affirmative action programs and court-ordered busing.

This chapter provides a lens on how a weekly city neighborhood newspaper offered a source of news and a forum for white conservatives struggling with urban change. Like other conservative publications such as NAPF, Citizens Informer, and South Boston Marshal, Northeast Detrotier was a strident critic of the local and national “liberal” news media. In this chapter I make four principal arguments:

First, I demonstrate that Northeast Detrotier voiced the local and national concerns of its audience: the mostly white, working-class city and suburban residents who identified themselves as homeowners, taxpayers, and school parents. Homeowners turned to Northeast Detrotier because it provided readers the kind of local news that conservatives believed was ignored by the city’s mainstream print and electronic news media. Although Northeast Detrotier could not do its own reporting on national issues, it did provide opinion on both local and national issues that reflected the conservative political and cultural viewpoints of its readers. Northeast Detrotier readers felt that those kinds of conservative views were missing in the mainstream local and national print and broadcast media. Northeast Detrotier also served its readers by giving them a forum. Letters published in the “Editor’s Mail Box” overwhelmingly supported the newspaper’s point of view by decrying busing, affirmative action, urban crime, and the mayoral administration of Coleman Young. The newspaper’s willingness to print readers’ letters was a significant reason why loyal readers considered Northeast Detrotier “their paper.” It served as both a news outlet and a citizens’ forum for Detroit-area conservatives seeking the kind of news and conservative viewpoints that they believed the vast majority of the news media intentionally suppressed.2
Second, I argue that *Northeast Detroiter* played an essential role in publicizing, backing, and offering a forum for the grassroots campaign against busing in Detroit in the 1970s. When court-ordered busing was implemented in Detroit public schools in January 1976, *Northeast Detroiter* regularly ran front-page stories with reports on violence in schools affected by busing—almost always incidents in which black students attacked white students—in an effort to show that busing was a failed liberal experiment. The newspaper also provided large amounts of coverage of and publicity for the antibusing organizations Northeast Mothers Alert (NEMA) and its citywide successor, Mothers Alert Detroit (MAD). Other conservative neighborhood newspapers in Detroit were also vital to the local antibusing movement, just as the conservative suburban newspaper *Macomb Daily* of Warren, Michigan, was essential to antibusers in the suburbs north of Detroit. Conservative newspapers in other cities such as Louisville and Boston also played key roles in grassroots campaigns against open housing and busing in the 1960s and 1970s. Finally, conservative newspapers that supported antibusing such as *Northeast Detroiter* helped link like-minded conservatives across the country, just as the *Citizens Informer* helped link racial conservatives in St. Louis and Boston. Antibusing activists sent each other letters, newsletters, and newspaper clippings to keep each other informed about what was happening in cities where citizens were fighting busing and other liberal “evils.”

Third, like the Jefferson County, Kentucky, antibusing newspaper NAPF, *Northeast Detroiter* characterized itself as a truth-telling alternative to the liberal news media and the city establishment. In 1976 *Northeast Detroiter* provided detailed coverage of incidents of violence in Detroit public schools that had implemented court-ordered busing. The newspaper and its readers argued that incidents of violence were being covered up by the daily newspapers, the city school board, and the mayoral administration, all of whom had allegedly agreed to
downplay violence and portray busing positively. School parents and other readers thanked \textit{Northeast Detroiter} for its honesty and its courage to print the truth about what was happening in the schools. \textit{Northeast Detroiter} and many of its readers believed that the city’s two daily newspapers and its TV stations, as well as the national TV news networks, were beholden to liberal and civil rights interests and were therefore unwilling or unable to report the truth about issues such as busing, affirmative action, and urban crime. White conservatives in Louisville, Boston, Pontiac, and Charlotte also accused local news media of colluding with the city government, the business community, school officials, and the judges who had ordered busing. \textit{Northeast Detroiter} regularly criticized the mayoral administration for proposing plans for downtown development, such as a convention center, a sports arena, and a mass transit system that the newspaper and its readers felt were destined to fail and would be paid for out of the pockets of the city’s white homeowners.

Fourth and finally, I demonstrate that \textit{Northeast Detroiter} and its readers employed a mixture of “color-blind” conservative rhetoric that emphasized rights and freedoms and denied racism; coded language that suggested, implicitly, that blacks were responsible for crime and were inferior to whites; and, on occasion, explicitly racist rhetoric. Thus I again challenge the idea that racial resentments were no longer salient in white working-class urban politics of the 1970s. I argue that \textit{Northeast Detroiter} appealed to both city and suburban homeowners for whom racial resentments played an important role in their rejection of liberalism and the liberal news media.

\textbf{Detroit in Urban Crisis}

Detroit in the 1970s was a city plagued by the flight of industry, businesses, and residents (especially whites) away from the city to the suburbs; rampant crime; grave
financial problems; and intense racial polarization. Between 1950 and 1970 Detroit lost more than one hundred thousand manufacturing jobs, its population fell from 1.85 million to 1.51 million, and the city’s African American population increased from 16.2 percent to 44.5 percent, primarily due to white flight. Probably no other city symbolized the postwar decline of America’s cities more so than Detroit, especially after its devastating 1967 riot.³

Yet Detroit’s problems, particularly its racial tensions, did not emerge anew from the 1967 uprising. Even when Detroit was at its industrial peak and its automobile industry at its mightiest, racial conflict was constant. Throughout the twentieth century Detroit’s African Americans voiced grievances about workplace and housing discrimination and police brutality, while white Detroiters sought to maintain rigidly segregated neighborhoods. Detroit was a city dominated by single-family homes and made up of neighborhoods heavily segregated by race—either overwhelmingly white, overwhelmingly black, or in the midst of racial change. As in most U.S. cities, Detroit’s patterns of residential segregation were far from de facto—real estate agents, federal housing and mortgage agencies, and the legal and extralegal efforts of homeowner groups helped to ensure that many neighborhoods were largely off-limits to nonwhites. Whites’ defenses of their homes and neighborhoods were often stated in racially explicit ways. In the aftermath of the city’s 1967 riot, whites blamed the city’s black population for racial integration, declining neighborhoods and property values, rising taxes, and crime and urban unrest. In a climate of fear, many Detroiters chose to arm themselves; one estimate suggested that Detroit residents owned more than five hundred thousand handguns in the early 1970s. Detroit’s stark racial polarization was all too evident in the city’s 1973 mayoral election. Former city police commissioner John F. Nichols, who campaigned on issues salient to the city’s white homeowners—the policing of crime, the preservation of property values, and opposition to court-ordered busing—ran
against Coleman Young, an African American liberal who promised to abolish STRESS (Stop the Robberies, Enjoy Safe Streets), a controversial Detroit Police Department (DPD) anti-crime unit. In the end, Young narrowly won in a race in which he won 92 percent of city’s black votes; in defeat, Nichols won 91 percent of the white vote.  

While the city’s morning daily paper, the *Detroit Free Press*, endorsed Young in 1973, an altogether different kind of newspaper, *Northeast Detroit*, backed Nichols and called Young a “Negro Communist.” *Northeast Detroit* had been providing residents of northeast Detroit with a conservative voice since its founding in 1945. *Northeast Detroit* was one of four newspapers owned by Northeast Detrotiter Publications, which also published *Harper Woods Herald, Grosse Pointe Guardian*, and (beginning sometime between 1972 and 1974) *St. Clair Shores Herald*—all essentially the same newspaper under different names—and served 16,500 readers in northeast Detroit and seven city suburbs. (For the sake of simplicity I will refer to the newspaper as *Northeast Detroit.*) A weekly broadsheet, *Northeast Detroit* billed itself simultaneously as “An Independent Newspaper Devoted to the Interests of Homeowners and Taxpayers,” and as the “official” newspaper of the Northeast Homeowners Associations.

**The Politics of Homeownership**

The historian Thomas J. Sugrue has documented the history of white resistance to racial integration of predominantly white neighborhoods in Detroit. Between 1943 and 1965 Detroiters formed nearly two hundred neighborhood organizations (sometimes called “civic associations” or “improvement associations”); these organizations, Sugrue argues, “reshaped urban politics” in postwar Detroit by “moving the politics of race, homeownership, and neighborhood to center stage.” Members of Detroit’s homeowner groups shared the
common goal of protecting their most precious asset: their homes. Kenneth D. Durr, a historian of white working-class politics in postwar Baltimore, writes that the home “was a working-class family’s most valuable possession, usually held more tenuously than the property of the middle class.” White homeowners in Detroit joined forces with their neighbors to fight “blockbusting” practices by realtors, appealed to city officials to protect their neighborhoods, and used extralegal means such as threats and violence. Neighborhood associations were often at the heart of resistance to racial integration of predominantly white neighborhoods in other U.S. cities including Baltimore, Chicago, and Atlanta. Like most homeowner organizations in the city during the postwar era, the concerns of homeowners in northeast Detroit were primarily the safety and upkeep of their homes and neighborhoods, the threat of racial change to their properties, and taxes. Declining property values and rising taxes were major concerns for homeowners in Detroit, where the city government increasingly relied on property taxes for revenue as its tax base dwindled. Homeowner organizations were numerous and influential in northeast Detroit throughout the 1950s and 1960s. By the early 1970s neighborhoods in the northeast and the northwest areas were the last bastions of homeowner association activism in Detroit; thousands of other whites had sold their homes and left the city for the suburbs.6

As befitting an “official” homeowners association newspaper, *Northeast Detroiter* carried articles with coverage of the activities, meetings, and concerns of local homeowner organizations. *Northeast Detroiter* editors eschewed a strict demarcation between editorial comment and objective reporting, and thus many of its articles included strong conservative editorial commentary that would have seemed out of place outside a typical city daily newspaper’s editorial page. Traditional journalism standards of objectivity were not emphasized in *Northeast Detroiter*, which regularly used sensationalistic and partisan all-caps
headlines such as “CREEPING SLUMS THREATEN AREA,” “STATE LAND USE LEGISLATION IS PROPERTY RIGHTS SELL-OUT,” “HIGHER TAXES ARE PREDICTED AT ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT,” and “NO HELP FROM 911 EMERGENCY CALL.” Northeast Detroiter’s role as a voice (an often loud and alarmist one) for conservative white homeowners was well established by the 1970s. Following the 1967 riot, the newspaper helped foment fears that another violent uprising was imminent, city services would be sabotaged, and blacks would soon invade the suburbs and target white children for violence. For example, in February 1968 Northeast Detroiter ran an article titled “Civil War in Detroit’s Future,” accompanied by the sub-headlines “Rioters Heavily Armed,” and “Shoot at White Children.” The article suggested that homeowners should “make ready for the beginning of the end,” and that they should expect thousands to die across the nation.7

Perhaps no other issue preoccupied Detroit and its suburbs in the 1970s more than law and order. Northeast Detroiter was filled with information and commentary on crime and the policing of crime, and often suggested that crime was simply out of control. Beginning in the late 1960s conservatives across the country began to believe that crime was surging and little was being done to stop it. According to the historian Michael W. Flamm, crime “was the most visible sign and symbol of the perceived failure of activist government and of liberalism itself.” Fears about crime were particularly acute in Detroit, a city that had suffered through the 1967 riot and in the 1970s was undergoing major economic and racial change.8

Northeast Detroiter editors, writers, and the majority of its readers agreed that liberalism, particularly in the form of the city’s liberal establishment, was to blame for the city’s crime problem. As the columnist “Cassandra” (the nom de plume of a columnist whose identity Northeast Detroiter said was a “closely guarded secret”) wrote in 1974 that the
“implications of all-out liberalism” were “murder, rape, robbery and larceny.” Northeast Detroit articles such as May 1977’s “I Watched My Neighborhood Die” told of how once-safe neighborhoods had deteriorated because of crime, and provided information and tips for the protection of homes and neighborhoods. Stories about incidents of crime and reports about crime rates were regular front-page items—accompanied by headlines such as “Murder Suspect Is out on Bond; How Can It Happen?” Northeast Detroit also supported STRESS, the DPD special undercover unit that used aggressive measures to combat crime in poor, usually predominantly black, neighborhoods. Over a nine-month period in 1971, STRESS officers arrested 1,400 suspects and killed ten people, nine of whom were African Americans, and Detroit’s black citizens, according to the historian Heather Ann Thompson, had come to “view STRESS as little more than all-white, DPD-sanctioned vigilante organization.” Northeast Detroit readers and northeast Detroit homeowner associations enthusiastically supported STRESS; the Greenbriar Home Owner Association, for example, argued in a letter to Northeast Detroit that STRESS had been unfairly maligned by the liberal news media. Northeast Detroit and its readers also argued that liberal judges failed to effectively punish criminals. In a series of well-publicized trials between 1969 and 1973 local courts acquitted several blacks accused of violent crime, including the alleged murder of a STRESS officer. According to Thompson, by 1973 Detroit’s white conservatives believed that “radicals were taking over Detroit and that liberals were no longer simply fueling dependency through their myriad community programs—now they actually were catering to black criminals in their own courtrooms.”

Northeast Detroit columnists such as Cassandra and A. H. Stedman II regularly assailed liberalism and civil rights and consistently provided readers forceful right-wing opinion on local, national, and international topics. Like many antibusers in Boston and
Louisville, the white conservatives who read *Northeast Detrotier* were opposed to liberalism in all its forms, and they criticized court-ordered busing, affirmative action, welfare, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), sex education, abortion, the United Nations, and a host of other issues and concerns. Readers of the newspaper were able to share their anticommunist, antiliberal, and anti–civil rights views in *Northeast Detrotier’s* “Editor’s Mail Box.” The journalism historian James Carey described journalism as a model of information and conversation—and *Northeast Detrotier* offered its readers both. The newspaper printed large numbers of letters in every issue compared with most daily newspapers, did not prohibit regular letter writers from writing in week after week, and did not appear to edit letters for space. Over four issues in May 1974, *Northeast Detrotier* printed a total of fifty letters in the “Editor’s Mail Box,” including eighteen letters in the May 23, 1974, edition. Many of the regular contributors to the “Editor’s Mail Box” were vociferous critics of liberalism, including G. A. (Guy) Bachelard, who wrote in December 1977 that Detroit-area suburbanites should get ready for the same liberal initiatives and regulatory agencies that had crippled the city: “gems” including the Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, affirmative action, food stamps, and busing. Complaints about busing, government regulation of free enterprise and property rights, affirmative action, welfare assistance, and tax increases were regularly voiced in the “Editor’s Mail Box.” Readers also used the “Editor’s Mail Box” to praise *Northeast Detrotier*; a 1974 letter writer thanked *Northeast Detrotier* for its willingness to print every letter she sent in, and she noted that the city dailies had yet to print any of her letters.10
Conservative Media and Grassroots Social Movements

Like so many of the publications I examine in this dissertation, conservative newspapers such as *Northeast Detroiter* were vital sources of opinion and served as political forums for conservatives who said they had had enough of civil rights, liberalism, and the liberal news media. *Northeast Detroiter* also demonstrates that conservative news media of the 1970s could play important roles in grassroots conservative social movements such as opposition to busing. The newspaper offered local and national news about busing, publicized meetings and rallies of local antibusing organizations, praised the efforts of such organizations in columns and articles, invited antibusing activists to write guest columns, and allowed antibusing activists and ordinary citizens opposed to busing a forum for their views in the “Editor’s Mail Box.” Antibusers in Detroit and other cities claimed that the daily news media and electronic news media ignored busing opponents, and they turned to weekly neighborhood newspapers such as *Northeast Detroiter* for publicity and support. I demonstrate that *Northeast Detroiter* and other conservative news media in Detroit and other cities certified local antibusing movements and portrayed their activism as legitimate, praiseworthy, and even heroic.

In 1971 the city of Pontiac, located thirty miles northwest of downtown Detroit, instituted a busing plan that was met with fierce and sometimes violent resistance from antibusing protestors, many of whom charged that busing was unconstitutional and would lead to school violence. In the years that followed residents of Detroit and its suburbs lived in fear of busing, but in 1974 suburbanites were spared when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in *Milliken v. Bradley* that a metropolitan cross-district busing plan that included Detroit’s suburbs was unconstitutional. But Detroit public schools were not off the hook, and busing was finally implemented in January 1976. By that time Detroit’s antibusing movement had
been active for years. Among the antibusing groups that formed in Detroit in the early 1970s was North East Mothers Alert (NEMA), which eventually consolidated with antibusing organizations on the city’s west side to form Mothers Alert Detroit (MAD) in 1975. NEMA and MAD drew their support primarily from neighborhoods dominated by white homeowners, including northeast Detroit.¹¹

Throughout the early and mid-1970s *Northeast Detroider* made busing one of its focal points of coverage and reminded readers that if busing came to Detroit the result would be disaster. A major component of *Northeast Detroider*’s busing coverage was news about busing opposition. NEMA and MAD kept *Northeast Detroider* abreast of its activities, and the paper responded by providing those organizations with frequent and prominent coverage and by making it clear that the paper supported their efforts. NEMA and MAD’s tactics included rallies and marches, demonstrations against and boycotts of local businesses that supported civil rights groups, and boycotts of the city’s “liberal” daily newspapers. *Northeast Detroider* columnists declared their opposition to “forced busing” and their support of antibusing organizations in Detroit and other cities including Boston. For example, columnist Ross Christie Sr. praised MAD for its “courage” in a 1975 column titled “Racial Politics Is Object of Pro-bussing Officials.” Christie argued that “blacks are now using the Democratic party as a vehicle to force the entire nation to accept their version of Civil Rights.”¹²

In the mid-1970s MAD president Carmen Roberts was the most prominent antibusing leader in Detroit. She served on the city’s Region 7 school board and was also a member of the Detroit chapter of Happiness of Womanhood (HOW), a committed opponent of public-school sex education and the ERA. *Northeast Detroider* gave Roberts frequent coverage and anointed her with hero-like status. In a December 1975 front-page article *Northeast Detroider* wrote that Roberts “has been one of those that everyone is
depending on. Any action to silence her or to halt her leadership of the anti-bussing movement would be a direct attack on each and every parent who opposes the forced bussing of their children.”

Both NEMA and MAD used the “Editor’s Mail Box” to publicize their activities and call on readers to support the antibusing cause. In the November 7, 1974, “Editor’s Mail Box,” Pat Crump of NEMA called on antibusers to boycott downtown businesses, stop reading the daily newspapers, and only listen “to their radio for the news that was important.” NEMA also recognized the support it received from *Northeast Detrorter*. In a June 1975 bylined article titled “Northeast Mother’s Alert Anti-bus March Successful,” Ronnie Kloock of NEMA wrote that its recent antibusing parade “was a big success thanks to *Northeast Detrorter*. Your paper was one of two community papers that bothered to announce this event although press releases were sent to twenty-nine papers all told.” Kloock also declared, “Someone has to begin to listen to the plight of the silent majority!!!”

*Northeast Detrorter* was not the only community newspaper to offer coverage and support to Detroit’s antibusing movement. *East Side Community News*, which served Grosse Pointe, Harper Woods, and the east side of Detroit, provided frequent coverage of antibusing events. In April 1976 *East Side Community News* ran a front-page photograph of a very happy Carmen Roberts shaking the hand of George Wallace, the Alabama governor and outspoken opponent of busing and liberalism, who was visiting Detroit as part of his campaign for president in 1976. In June 1975 NEMA praised *Community News* for its “accurate” and “complete” reporting of a local antibusing rally. Another homeowners association newspaper, the monthly *“Hi” Neighbor*, also provided antibusing coverage and conservative views for Detroit residents. Finally, just six miles northwest of *Northeast
Detroit’s editorial offices, the Macomb Daily of Warren, Michigan, sided with busing opponents and gave them frequent and positive coverage.\textsuperscript{15}

Neighborhood newspapers similar to Northeast Detroiter and East Side Community News in other cities provided white working-class residents a conservative alternative to daily newspapers during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. In Baltimore, white working-class residents who resented the “lies” of the Baltimore Sun, which supported civil rights, turned to weekly newspapers such as South Baltimore Enterprise and East Baltimore Guide, newspapers that “stood up for the concerns of their constituents when most mainstream publications did not,” according to the historian Kenneth D. Durr. Like Northeast Detroiter, both the Enterprise and Guide provided news about violent crime that conservatives said the Sun covered up. And, like antibusing conservatives in Boston and Louisville, working-class whites in Baltimore came to see the Sun as representative of an elite liberal establishment that did not represent their interests.\textsuperscript{16}

Conservative alternative news media such as Northeast Detroiter helped busing opponents connect with conservative activists in other cities. Detroit antibusers clipped articles and “Editor’s Mail Box” letters from Northeast Detroiter and sent them to antibusers in Boston, Louisville, and other cities to keep them informed about their activities and the latest local news about busing. Sharing antibusing newsletters and newspapers such as the Louisville antibusing newspaper NAPF was also essential for connecting antibusers in different cities; for example, I found an incomplete edition of a November 15, 1976, edition of NAPF among Carmen Roberts’s archived antibusing papers. Detroit antibusers also shared publications and reprinted articles from local and out-of-town conservative publications in their own newsletters and publications.\textsuperscript{17}
“Our Paper”

A March 1976 letter from reader Lee Harrison to Northeast Detroit declared, “Many of your readers feel that this newspaper is ‘our paper’ since it is our source of information about what is happening in our neighborhood.” Readers considered Northeast Detroit “their” paper partly because, like so many community papers, it provided news about local events, clubs, and meetings, including school activities, Girl Scouts meetings, and single adult dance parties. More often, readers praised Northeast Detroit because they believed it told the truth. Like other conservative newspapers, Northeast Detroit provided news that readers thought that the allegedly objective mainstream news media ignored or distorted.18

Northeast Detroit’s role as a conservative truth-teller offering the facts Detroit’s liberal news media allegedly covered up was apparent in its coverage of school violence in 1976. January 26, 1976, marked the first day of busing for Detroit’s public schools, and over the next two months, nearly every front page of Northeast Detroit featured bold, all-capital-letters headlines that indicated that busing had created an epidemic of violence in northeast Detroit schools. Front-page headlines in February and March of 1976 included “SCHOOL VIOLENCE CONTINUES” and “AUTHORITIES CONTINUE TO HIDE VIOLENCE.” Northeast Detroit alleged that school authorities, city officials, and the city’s daily newspapers and TV stations were colluding to covering up violent incidents in the schools to make busing appear successful. A March 1976 front-page article declared, “SCHOOL OFFICIALS SAY NOTHING: ATTACKS IN SCHOOLS CONTINUE.” The accompanying article cited twenty-three separate violent incidents occurring in seven different schools, and concluded with accusations of censorship:

Despite efforts by the Detroit Board of Education, reports of violence in the schools and injury to local children continue to leak past the Board’s self-imposed censorship.
While radio, TV, and daily papers refuse to print [anything] other than the “everything’s calm” releases issued by the Schools, the Detroit Police are being called into the schools on the average of once every seven minutes in this city.19

Northeast Detroit’s coverage of school violence was often racially explicit and suggested that black students were responsible for the majority of the violence. Front-page stories on school violence usually included a lengthy list of violent incidents at each school in the newspaper’s coverage area. The vast majority of incidents reported by Northeast Detroit involved black students attacking white students, who were often portrayed as innocent victims who only fought back when provoked. In a March 18, 1976, front-page story titled “Negro Attacks Girl at Osborn; Girl Suspended,” Northeast Detroit reported that a white student used a racial epithet, but only after she had been attacked: “Angry and in pain, Julie lost her temper and called her attacker a ‘nigger.’” Although antibusers in Detroit and elsewhere often insisted that busing was not a racial issue, Northeast Detroit’s coverage of school violence made it clear to readers that the newspaper believed busing put white students at the mercy of violent black students.20

Northeast Detroit’s coverage of violence in Detroit’s public schools in early 1976 sparked a contentious debate about the newspaper’s ethics. The newspaper described its view of the criticism it had received in its March 18, 1976, edition, under the headline “Parents Group Would Censor Reporting of School Crimes”:

Northeast Detroit and Herald Newspapers has become the target of an apparent organized protest by three area groups this week. The protest came as a result of the continued publication of stories reporting crime and violence in northeast area schools.

Leveling charges of racism, irresponsibility, inaccurate reporting and attempting to discredit and destroy successful peaceful integration, were two school groups and one pro-bussing organization.
*Northeast Detroiter* printed the text of three different letters of complaint from two different mothers’ clubs and the Let’s Make It Work Committee, a group committed to the peaceful implementation of busing. The following week, the newspaper also printed a letter of complaint from the Region 7 Board of Education; the letter argued, understatedly, that a *Northeast Detroiter* article on violence in the schools “showed a very emphasized racial bias.”

While supporters of busing decried the newspaper’s “sensationalistic” coverage, loyal readers wrote in to the “Editor’s Mail Box” to argue that *Northeast Detroiter* was the only paper with the honesty and courage to print the truth—unlike school officials, the city dailies and TV stations, and the national news media. In the March 18, 1976 “Editor’s Mail Box,” John Dent wrote that he “opposed sensationalism in newspapers,” but he believed that *Northeast Detroiter* was “performing a major public service in printing the crime reports from local schools. We need that information.” In the same issue, Gary Brewer explained that *Northeast Detroiter* was important to him and other white parents opposed to busing and concerned about violence in the schools. “It is easy for people to sit back and yell RACIST when your paper prints the truth about what is happening in the schools,” he wrote. “Please remember that there is still a silent majority out here that looks forward to reading your paper. It is our one source of information that we know doesn’t give into the political pressures that effect the daily media.”

When violence flared in Boston during the 1974–1976 busing crisis, the neighborhood newspaper *West Roxbury Transcript* played a role similar to that of *Northeast Detroiter* as a voice for local white conservatives who believed that the *Transcript* told the “truth” about busing and school violence. Busing opponents in Boston, like their counterparts in Louisville and Detroit, accused the local news media, especially the *Boston Globe*, of downplaying violence in schools, especially incidents of black-on-white violence.
West Roxbury Transcript, on the other hand, did not downplay violence related to busing nor did it tone down stories about black-on-white violence. In addition, the popular antibusing columnist Dick Sinnott, whose columns appeared in West Roxbury Transcript and other conservative neighborhood newspapers opposed to busing such as South Boston Tribune, as well as the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association newspaper Pax Centurion, also called attention to black-on-white violence in Boston connected to busing while blaming the news media for allegedly depicting antibusers as racists.23

Northeast Detrotier provided a crucial conservative voice and forum for its readers, but even its enthusiastic backers were aware that a weekly newspaper could not match the influence of daily newspapers and TV stations. In a December 1976 letter, reader Peter Brower wrote:

I have found that reading your paper supplies me with critical information affecting my home, my taxes, and the safety of myself and my family.

In addition, I repeatedly read information here that I see nowhere else. To me, that means that your staff is doing a job that needs to be done.

I am just sorry that the daily papers, the TV Stations and the radio cannot cover some of these same issues. As much as I enjoy your newspaper, even you will have to admit that you can’t get your paper to as many people as—say, a TV station does.

Ellen Hook echoed Brower’s views in a December 1974 letter in which she thanked the newspaper for its fine coverage, but acknowledged that most Detroit-area residents were forced to rely on the city dailies for “day-to-day” information. Though conservative newspapers such as NAPF, South Boston Marshal, and Northeast Detrotier were beloved by their white conservative readership, the reality was that such papers could not hope to compete with mighty daily newspapers such as the Louisville Courier-Journal, Boston Globe, and Detroit Free Press—the kind of news media that conservatives associated with powerful local liberal establishments.24
The “Liberal Establishment–Controlled News Media”

I argue that city and suburban residents turned to Northeast Detroiter in part because Detroit’s daily newspapers and TV stations had failed to convince city and suburban readers and viewers that they shared a stake in the city’s future. In her 1991 book Making Local News, the media scholar Phyllis Kaniss explained that in the face of postwar suburbanization, daily newspapers attempted to position the city as a symbolic bond for a suburbanized, metropolitan audience. Northeast Detroiter’s urban and suburban readers, however, unambiguously rejected the idea that they should have a shared interest or responsibility in the future of Detroit’s downtown, just as conservatives nationwide rejected the idea of “metro” identity and governance. As citizens who identified themselves as law-abiding, taxpaying citizens, Northeast Detroiter readers objected to being taxed to pay for projects—liberal “schemes,” as they were often described by conservatives—that they believed would only benefit the central city and African Americans while penalizing white homeowners. Northeast Detroiter echoed such views and allowed its readers to express them directly in the “Editor’s Mail Box.”

Detroit conservatives believed that the city’s two daily newspapers, the morning Detroit Free Press, and, to a lesser extent, the evening Detroit News, did not tell the truth about Detroit’s stark reality and dim future. The Free Press was the more liberal of the two dailies, and it endorsed Coleman Young for mayor in 1973 and again in 1977. Joe Stroud, the editorial page editor of Detroit Free Press in the 1970s, told Phyllis Kaniss in 1984 that he used his column to emphasize hope for Detroit’s future. Yet this kind of spin likely created resentment among conservatives who interpreted the Free Press’s hopeful editorials as nothing but liberal exaggerations and lies. Some conservatives who read Northeast Detroiter also saw the city dailies and TV stations as propaganda mouthpieces for the city.
administration and business community. For example, both daily newspapers participated in a campaign launched in 1970 by Detroit’s Central Business Association called “Talk Up Detroit.” Detroit conservatives might have wondered how their daily newspapers could claim that they provided objective news about the city when they had promised the city’s business establishment they would “talk up” Detroit’s present and future.26

In Making Local News, Phyllis Kaniss also found that in some cities suburbanites believed that the local news media tended to exaggerate the benefits of downtown development projects such as convention centers and sports arenas and stadiums. In Detroit, both suburbanites and city homeowners rejected plans for downtown development, and white city residents were especially aggrieved because they believed that they would be the ones largely funding such projects through taxes. Such conservatives also cited the city’s crime problem as a major reason that downtown development projects were doomed. Northeast Detroiter and its readers blasted tax hikes proposed by Mayor Young to fund plans for downtown development and mass transit, and defended suburbanites who felt that they should not be taxed by the city. Shortly after taking office Young proposed that the city build a new downtown arena to prevent the Detroit Red Wings hockey team from leaving for the suburbs (a project that eventually became Joe Louis Arena, which opened in 1979). Northeast Detroiter argued that no taxpayer money should be used to build an arena when the city’s crime situation was so hopeless that no one wanted to venture downtown. Northeast Detroiter was also hostile to what it called mass transit “experiments.” It suggested that no one would use a mass transit system since so many jobs and department stores had fled to the suburbs; it also worried that mass transit might bring inner-city crime to the suburbs. Northeast Detroiter readers voiced concerns about personal safety when they critiqued proposals for downtown development and mass transit systems. In October 1976 Tim Liska
wrote that “[a]ll the mass transit in the world” would not change the fact that until “a woman is safe walking the streets of Detroit, there is nothing that would make me risk my life for a few bargains or an evenings entertainment. It isn’t Detroit that is dying. It’s the people who risk life and limb to venture out on its streets.”

_Northeast Detroiter_ writers and readers also accused the city and the local news media of covering up crime. In the fall of 1976, after a suburban man was killed near the Olympia, the decaying city hockey arena, reader Bob Brookley attacked the city for trying to cover up the incident. “NO COMMENT is the only answer Detroit officials for the death of a suburban man at the Olympia,” he wrote. “Well that’s typical of the Detroit attitude. They are luring suburbanites into the city with promises of entertainment and shopping bargains and then they are killing them.” Joining city officials in the crime “cover-up,” _Northeast Detroiter_ readers alleged, were city daily newspapers and TV stations. In the same November 11, 1976, issue in which Brookley’s letter appeared, Richard Monteferro criticized local television station TV2 (WJBK, Detroit’s CBS affiliate station) for suggesting that the suburbs were no safer than the city. Monteferro called TV2’s arguments “patently false and misleading,” and credited a _Northeast Detroiter_ article praising the suburbs for being safer than the city for opening “a lot of eyes to the crime situation.”

_Northeast Detroiter_ and readers who wrote in to the “Editor’s Mail Box” attacked the local and national “liberal” news media for allegedly supporting busing and insistent that it was a racial issue. In the December 16, 1976, front-page article “Forced Bussing Still Alive,” _Northeast Detroiter_ accused the liberal media of “brainwashing” the American public about busing:

The liberal media and others have taken years to brainwash the American people into the idea that the words racial and prejudice are the same.
Unfortunately, they have been all too successful in their efforts. By calling bussing a racial issue, they have forced Americans to believe that anyone who opposed bussing is prejudiced against minorities or are racists.

“Forced Bussing Still Alive” also argued that busing was an issue “forced” on Americans by liberals who had successfully created a “national guilt complex.” The columnists A. H. Stedman II and Cassandra also offered plenty of harsh criticism of the mainstream news media and argued that the liberal news media failed to report the truth about the communist conspiracy. In Stedman’s many columns and letters to the editor he referred to the “liberal establishment–controlled news media” and called the New York Times the “New York Pravda.” He also had harsh words for other news media outlets including Detroit Free Press, Detroit News, Time, and the television networks. On the other hand, Stedman was full of praise for Northeast Detroiter, which he said had the “guts and honesty” to reveal Mayor Young’s alleged ties to the Communist party. Stedman granted that Northeast Detroiter’s impact was smaller than the city’s “two liberal papers,” but argued that because Northeast Detroiter was not a member of the liberal elite establishment, it did not brainwash readers.

Detroit’s antibusing organizations and leaders were also frequent and strident critics of the allegedly liberal news media, which they believed did not report the truth about busing or violence in the schools because news organizations were in cahoots with local and federal government officials. At a 1976 antibusing meeting, antibusing leader Carmen Roberts said that the “news media are prostitutes for the federal government. They have made a deal with the Justice Department not to write anything negative about Detroit bussing so they won’t incite the community.” Linda Haerens, who served with Roberts in NEMA and MAD as well as the antifeminist organization HOW, echoed Roberts’s views about newspaper suppression of news about school violence in Northeast Detroiter’s “Editor’s Mail Box.”

“Keep printing the truth about the incidents in Detroit Public Schools,” Haerens wrote.
“Our major papers prefer to propagandize and maintain peace at all costs. Orders from the U.S. Justice Department no doubt.” Just like antibusers in Boston and Louisville, Detroit’s busing opponents believed that local and national news media were members of or partners with an all-powerful liberal establishment, and the unfortunate result was that such news media did not tell Americans the truth.\(^\text{30}\)

“The White Man’s Conception of Law and Order”

In her 2001 book *Whose Detroit? Politics, Labor, and Race in a Modern American City*, Heather Ann Thompson used the term “racially conservative” to characterize Detroiter who identified themselves as white homeowners opposed civil rights and liberalism. “Racially conservative” is an apt term to describe the philosophy of *Northeast Detroiter* and its readers, who rejected all forms of racial liberalism and civil rights in the 1970s, including affirmative action and busing. Writers and readers used different kinds of rhetoric when they commented on issues that involved race. Often, like many antibusers in Boston and Louisville, they used “color-blind” language that emphasized constitutional freedoms and the rights of parents. Coded language was also used to suggest, implicitly, that blacks were responsible for crime and were inferior to whites. Finally, explicitly racist rhetoric was used by *Northeast Detroiter* and readers to characterize African Americans as undeserving, incapable of hard work, and prone to crime and violence.\(^\text{31}\)

For *Northeast Detroiter* and its loyal readers, affirmative action was a liberal experiment designed by liberal elites that favored undeserving minorities and victimized hard-working whites. Affirmative action was particularly controversial in Detroit, where the auto industry and police department had instituted widely publicized affirmative action programs. The historian Dennis A. Deslippe has chronicled the hostile reaction of white officers in the
DPD who saw affirmative action as a threat to the time-honored seniority promotion system. Many white officers also interpreted affirmative action as yet another case of meddling by liberal elites who did not have to bear the burden of the liberal programs they designed, implemented, and advocated. City police officers opposed to affirmative action expressed their sense of victimization in racially explicit terms at a May 1975 rally in downtown Detroit; they held signs that read “Do Whites Have Rights?” and “Real Affirmative Action: Fire the Mayor.” Northeast Detroiter echoed the views of Detroit police officers who blamed liberals and liberalism for “reverse discrimination.” It ran front-page stories on affirmative action in the auto industry, including an article headlined “AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IS KILLING THE BIG THREE AUTO COMPANIES” in November 1976, while a front-page headline of the same month read, “Affirmative Action, Government by Edict.”

While Northeast Detroiter’s coverage of “reverse discrimination” emphasized color-blind expressions of rights and fairness, its coverage and opinion on crime was often racially explicit. In fact, Northeast Detroiter editors believed they had a responsibility to its readers to tell the truth about black crime, because other city news media would not tell that truth. In the aftermath of the 1967 riot Northeast Detroiter had made racially explicit claims that black violence threatened whites, including white children. Northeast Detroiter editor Jim Schmidt, who often reported for work armed with a handgun, said in 1968 that he believed the news media had “a gentleman’s agreement to play down the news of racial tension”; thus, Northeast Detroiter had a duty to make Detroit’s black population aware that the city’s whites were “armed to the teeth. If the militant Negroes plan to riot and snipe, they’d get killed immediately.”
In the 1970s *Northeast DetrOtter* ran front-page headlines emphasizing race such as “Negro Communist Seeks Election,” about Coleman Young’s bid for the mayor’s office, and “Negro Attacks Girl at Osborn,” about black-on-white school violence. *Northeast DetrOtter* argued that because Mayor Young was black, the city administration was only concerned with Detroit’s black citizens and the inner city. The columnists Cassandra and A. H. Stedman II also used racist language in their columns. In an October 1974 column Cassandra praised antibusing protestors in Boston and attacked the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), calling it a “pressure group” that had “sold the country on the idea that separation of the races is immoral; therefore, irreligious and unlawful.” In a column responding to the termination of STRESS, Cassandra argued that Detroit’s blacks had a higher tolerance for crime than did whites. “To impose the white man’s conception of law and order in Detroit’s large Black population has been repeatedly interpreted by them to be ‘oppression,’” Cassandra wrote. Cassandra also used anti-Semitic rhetoric to argue that Jews were “manipulator[s].” Cassandra’s fellow columnist Stedman often used a language of rights to defend a conservative silent majority allegedly tyrannized by liberalism and civil rights, but he used racist language to fend off any notions that whites should feel guilty about slavery. Stedman and other columnists argued that Martin Luther King Jr. was a communist and should not be honored as a hero. Finally, in an unbylined May 1976 column in *Northeast DetrOtter* titled “Thin Line Separates Racism and Civil Rights,” the anonymous writer claimed that he was not a racist, but then went on to blame Detroit’s problems squarely on blacks:

The white race has achieved a high level of civilization and it took centuries to reach this level. The African peoples remained the same through these centuries and did not begin to advance until there was contact between the two races. . . . Detroiters who remember when Detroit was predominantly white remember when they could walk out alone at home. They remember when Detroit was not known as “Murder City” and when
criminals were prosecuted. They remember when downtown stores did not have iron shutters outside and armed guards inside.34

Northeast Detrotier letter writers used racially explicit language in the “Editor’s Mail Box” when lamenting Detroit’s crime problems and the specter of tax hikes to pay for downtown development. In the Christmas Day 1975 “Editor’s Mail Box,” Gregg Lesinski complained that Michigan residents were “taxed to the limit of their ability to pay,” and then wrote sarcastically, “I agree with Mayor Young. Let Detroit help itself IF it wants too, but let those of us living in the suburbs alone. It is bad enough we have to work in that jungle without have to pay to feed the animals too.” Stan Simek wrote in March 1977 that if the downtown arena plan went forward, the victim would be the white taxpayer. He wrote that the arena should be called “Young’s White Donkey,” instead of a white elephant: “The ‘white’ part of the name is for us, the taxpayers, and the ‘donkey’ part is for the jackasses who voted to approve the whole mess.” Readers also resented that, from their point of view, blacks were now in charge. Edna St. John complained in an October 1974 letter that black people were once known as “colored,” but then they demanded to be Negroes, then Afro Americans, and then Blacks. “The way the government, the Civil Rights Commission and the courts are going, pretty soon well have to call them all ‘SIR.’”35

Conclusion

In his 2003 book Behind the Backlash: White Working-Class Politics in Baltimore, 1940–1980, Kenneth D. Durr argued that explicit racial resentments had largely disappeared from white urban working-class politics by the 1970s. The racist language and opinions found in Northeast Detrotier, a newspaper that provided a source of information and a forum for white working-class conservatives in the 1970s, belies Durr’s contention. Northeast Detrotier readers and Detroit antibusers often argued that they were not racists, and blamed liberals and the
liberal media for characterizing them as racists. Those claims were also voiced by busing opponents in Boston, Louisville, and other cities. Yet the racism found in *Northeast Detroiter*, a conservative newspaper considered by many readers and busing opponents as “our paper,” cannot be dismissed as the province of a small minority of racist extremists. Only a handful of readers wrote letters to complain about the racism or anti-Semitism found in *Northeast Detroiter* and its “Editor’s Mail Box.” In fact, *Northeast Detroiter*’s racially explicit coverage of school violence in 1976 was lauded by its readers. This chapter argues that racial resentments were key factors in the rejection of liberalism by *Northeast Detroiter* and its readers, and I suggest that the fact that those racial resentments were voiced implicitly and explicitly in *Northeast Detroiter* and its “Editor’s Mail Box” was a significant reason why its loyal readers read the newspaper, wrote letters to it, and preferred it to the “liberal” news media.36

I make similar arguments about the salience of racial resentments in chapter 3. Like antibusers in Louisville and Detroit, Boston busing opponents often denied that they were racists and blamed the news media for portraying them as racists. Yet a number of prominent Boston antibusing leaders enthusiastically welcomed the support of the virulently racist St. Louis–area Citizens’ Council newspaper *Citizens Informer*, which offered a steady critique of racial liberalism, busing, and the liberal news media throughout the 1970s.
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Chapter 3

“The Voice of the No Longer Silent Majority”:

The St. Louis *Citizens Informer*, Liberal News Media Bias, and Busing in Boston

In the summer of 1975, Jack Doran of South Boston, Massachusetts, wrote a letter to the editor of *Citizens Informer*, a monthly newspaper published by the St. Louis–area chapters of the Citizens’ Councils of America. Doran was one of thousands of Bostonians active in the movement against court-ordered busing. He wrote:

> Not all of Boston was in sympathy to the cause of so-called “civil rights” workers who invaded Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, and the others. By our resistance [to busing] alone, you know the position of South Boston’s 38,000 residents. . . .

> Keep in touch. I enjoy the CITIZENS INFORMER newspaper and the Council’s monthly national THE CITIZEN publication. You’re doing a fine job.

Doran’s letter was one of at least eighteen written by twelve different Boston antibusing activists and organizations printed by *Citizens Informer* in 1975. The letters declared opposition to busing, thanked *Citizens Informer* for its support of Boston’s antibusing movement, signed up for subscriptions, asked for copies of the newspaper to distribute to other Boston antibusers, and praised the newspaper’s point of view.¹

*Citizens Informer*’s support was welcomed by two of Boston’s most prominent antibusing groups, ROAR (Restore Our Alienated Rights) and S.T.O.P.; antibusing leaders such as Boston city councilor Albert “Dapper” O’Neil; the popular antibusing talk-radio host Avi Nelson; the official newspaper of the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association, *Pax Centurion*; and the antibusing newspaper *South Boston Marshal*. In addition to printing the letters of Boston antibusers, *Citizens Informer* reprinted antibusing articles originally published by *Pax Centurion* and *South Boston Marshal*. And in January 1975 two St. Louis–area Citizens’
Council leaders traveled to Boston for a two-week visit hosted by Boston antibusing leaders, where they were welcomed as honored guests at antibusing rallies at which copies of *Citizens Informer* were distributed.²

This chapter focuses on the criticism of the news media and liberalism levied by an explicitly racist newspaper that advocated white supremacy and racial segregation. I demonstrate that white resistance to racial integration was a primary motivation for some conservative critics of the news media in the 1970s. I also show how conservative newspapers could make important connections with other racially conservative opponents of integration and the allegedly liberal media in a distant city. This chapter makes four principal arguments:

First, I demonstrate that conservative alternative news media were often crucial in voicing and disseminating the liberal news media critique and in connecting like-minded conservatives who shared views about busing, race, liberalism, and the news media. As I explained in chapter 1, antibusing leaders in Louisville and Boston argued that the “liberal” news media supported busing and intentionally distorted news about busing and opposition to it. I argue that *Citizens Informer* provided a vital link that connected white conservatives in St. Louis and Boston. Antibusers in Boston and St. Louis–area members of the Citizens’ Council shared a deep conviction that liberalism was destroying the United States: in their view, liberals were responsible for the country’s diminishing prestige around the world as well as détente and appeasement of the Soviet Union; the radical concepts of feminism, legalized abortion, sex education in public schools, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), and homosexual rights; court decisions that kicked prayer out of the schools, took away guns from law-abiding Americans, and allowed murderers and rapists to run free; and “civil rights” in the form of busing, affirmative action, and open housing, all of which penalized
whites and rewarded minorities. *Citizens Informer* called itself the “Voice of the No Longer Silent Majority,” and both the newspaper and antibusers nationwide believed that a liberal establishment committed to secular humanism and socialism was stripping away the freedoms of hardworking, taxpaying, and God-fearing Americans.³

Second, I argue that *Citizens Informer*, like many other conservative alternative news media, characterized itself as a truth-telling alternative to the allegedly liberal news media. Like antibusers in Jefferson County, Kentucky, and Detroit opponents of affirmative action, busing, and the ERA, white conservatives in St. Louis and Boston argued that the news media were the most powerful members of the liberal establishment, distorted the truth, and “brainwashed” Americans with liberalism and civil rights. William J. Adams, a resident of South Boston, one of the primary bases of the Boston antibusing movement, wrote at least five letters published by *Citizens Informer* in 1975 and 1976. In the April 1975 issue he wrote that people in “Southie” respected *Citizens Informer* because it had the “guts” to tell it like it is—unlike liberal papers such as the *Boston Globe*. However, there were newspapers in Boston that had the kind of “guts” Adams admired—publications such as *Pax Centurion, West Roxbury Transcript, South Boston Marshal*, and *South Boston Tribune*—as well as antibusing columnists and radio talk-show hosts such as Dick Sinnott and Avi Nelson, all of whom offered conservative Bostonians the kind of truth-telling that they believed the liberal, supposedly objective news media failed to provide.⁴

Third, I demonstrate that conservatives did more than just complain about the alleged bias of local and national news media. *Citizens Informer* took local and national action by publishing its own newspaper, organizing protests against local media outlets, demanding equal time from local radio and television stations for conservative and “white-oriented” viewpoints, and by writing letters of complaint to the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) that cited alleged violations of the Fairness Doctrine by “liberal” electronic news media outlets.5

Fourth, this chapter argues that segments of the Boston antibusing movement, including some of its most vocal, powerful leaders, approved of *Citizens Informer’s* opposition to liberalism and its unambiguous racism. I thus challenge historians who argue that resistance to integration and racial resentments were less salient by the 1970s in the politics of working-class whites. Boston antibusers complained that the Globe and other allegedly liberal news media unfairly portrayed Boston’s busing opponents as racists, and Jefferson County busing opponents made the same kind of complaints. The majority of the antibusing groups and activists in Boston publicly distanced themselves from racist rhetoric and insisted that busing was not a racial issue. Yet, as this chapter will make clear, some of Boston’s most prominent and powerful antibusing leaders welcomed the support of *Citizens Informer*, a newspaper that argued that blacks were intellectually inferior, sexually deviant, and to blame for urban blight and crime. The Citizens’ Councils of America, founded in Mississippi in 1954 to galvanize resistance against “forced integration,” included in its official logo the motto “States Rights, Racial Integrity” situated below U.S. and Confederate flags. That logo appeared on the front page of each issue of *Citizens Informer*. The white-supremacist views of *Citizens Informer* were readily apparent to anyone who read a single issue of the newspaper.6

*Citizens Informer* and its links with the Boston antibusing movement tell us much about the nature of antibusing activism, grassroots conservatism, and the racial resentments of whites in the 1970s. It reminds us that resistance to integration and white racism were not exclusive to the Deep South. Institutional and individual racism were pervasive not only in Little Rock, Charlotte, Birmingham, and Atlanta but also in Jefferson County, St. Louis, Boston, Detroit, and Pontiac—and racial resentments were often the most salient
motivations for white conservatives in the 1970s who complained about and took action against court-ordered busing and the liberal news media that they believed were biased against whites. This chapter supports the historian David Greenberg’s argument that white proponents of racial segregation believed that news media reporting on civil rights and race relations was liberally biased; in this case, that belief was held by white conservatives with decidedly racist views outside the Deep South.7

A “Modern, Professional Approach to White Supremacy”

The Citizens’ Council was founded in Mississippi to provide organized resistance to court-ordered integration in the aftermath of the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education ruling. As opposed to the Ku Klux Klan, the Citizens’ Council represented a “modern, professional approach to white supremacy”; membership was open and public, and its activities were meant to be law-abiding and nonviolent. The Citizens’ Councils of America published a monthly magazine, the Citizen, and produced its own syndicated radio show, Forum, which was broadcast in twelve states. Citizens’ Council chapters in other states besides Missouri also published their own newspapers; the Citizens’ Council of Louisiana published the Councilor, a fortnightly tabloid that claimed a national circulation of more than two hundred thousand. (For more on the Councilor, see chapter 6.)8

The newspaper Tri-State Informer was founded in 1969 by businessman Carl Helt in Cairo, Illinois, a small city located about 150 miles from St. Louis that was in the midst of serious racial conflict in the late 1960s. Beginning in 1967, Cairo’s black community responded to unemployment, segregation, and white vigilante activity by launching a campaign that included demonstrations, picketing, a boycott of downtown businesses, and lawsuits. Helt founded Tri-State Informer to serve, in his words, the “thoroughly fedup citizens
of Cairo [who] were tired of [a] violent revolutionary black minority, getting all the attention of area and national news media.” *Tri-State Informer* argued that Cairo’s civil rights campaign was a communist conspiracy.⁹

In 1971 *Tri-State Informer* was purchased by Citizens’ Council member Fred C. Jennings and moved to Overland, Missouri, a suburb west of St. Louis. Jennings and unpaid Citizens’ Council volunteers produced the monthly tabloid and relied primarily on advertising income for revenue. The February 1975 issue included forty-six advertisements for St. Louis businesses including barbershops, service stations, restaurants, taverns, beauty salons, and a chiropractor, as well as Cairo small businesses. As of 1975 the paper cost 20 cents a copy, with subscriptions set at $3 a year. *Citizens Informer* (Jennings changed the name from *Tri-State Informer* in 1974) served twenty-four Citizens’ Council chapters including several in St. Louis and central Illinois as well as chapters in Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, Virginia, and cities including Chicago, Memphis, and Kansas City. However, the primary focus of the newspaper was on Citizens’ Council chapters in metro St. Louis and central Illinois, and *Citizens Informer* kept its readers aware of council meetings and events, public tributes to Confederate dead, a Council-sponsored softball team, and on the sports and social activities of private, white-only academies. *Citizens Informer* backed Citizens’ Council members who campaigned for local public office. The Citizens’ Council enjoyed some degree of political legitimacy in the St. Louis area; Richard Gephardt, the future Democratic party leader in the House of Representatives and in 1976 a St. Louis alderman, visited a Metro-South Citizens’ Council meeting in 1976 to speak out against busing and hiring quotas.¹⁰

St. Louis, like many other American cities during the postwar period, suffered from massive deindustrialization, the white flight of both businesses and residents, a reduced tax
base, and policy decisions that exacerbated those problems. The white conservatives who read *Citizens Informer* blamed blacks for the decline of St. Louis and lamented “socialistic” programs such as welfare that they believed took money from hardworking taxpayers and was handed out to undeserving minorities. The official motto of *Citizens Informer* was “The Voice of the No Longer Silent Majority,” employing the term President Richard M. Nixon had coined in 1969 to characterize those Americans who supported the U.S. military effort in Vietnam; by the early 1970s the term had been adopted by Americans who rejected liberalism and embraced traditional beliefs in God, family, and country. *Citizens Informer* and its readers rejected détente with the Soviet Union and called for the United States to leave the United Nations; demanded an end to welfare assistance and affirmative action; rejected legalized abortion, the ERA, and gay rights; defended the right of Americans to own guns, control their property as they saw fit, and practice free enterprise; resisted ideas about regional and metro governance; decried increases in property and income taxes; and bemoaned what they believed was the nation’s abandonment of traditional Christian values. *Citizens Informer* printed slogans scattered throughout its issues such as “Support Your Local Police,” “Register Commies . . . Not Guns!,” “Stop E.R.A.,” “Stop Forced Busing,” and “Gun Control Means People Control.”

Like most conservative publications of the 1970s, *Citizens Informer* was concerned about sociocultural issues involving gender and sexuality. The newspaper kept readers up to date on the anti-ERA activism of Phyllis Schlafly, who lived in nearby Alton, Illinois, and her organizations STOP ERA and Eagle Forum (see chapter 4 for more on Schlafly’s pro-family activism and media criticism). The newspaper praised Schlafly and argued that the proposed amendment “would weaken the family, undermine alimony and child-support laws, and lead to a host of social evils ranging from homosexual marriages to unisex toilets.” *Citizens*
Informer ran notices on upcoming STOP ERA events; reported on local speeches delivered by Schlafly, including one before an audience of John Birch Society members; and covered a 1979 anti-ERA rally in Washington, D.C., that included a photograph of Schlafly being interviewed by editor Fred C. Jennings. Citizens Informer agreed with Schlafly’s contention that the “controlled” media were unfair to Schlafly and other pro-family activists and intentionally blacked out coverage of anti-ERA events.12

In addition to its original content, Citizens Informer reprinted articles and columns from other conservative publications including the Utah Independent, a newspaper “dedicated to the Constitution, liberty, morality, truth”; the Christian anticommunist publication Christian Crusade Weekly (which I examine in chapter 5); and the gun-enthusiast magazine Guns and Ammo. It also published columns written by conservative syndicated writers including Victor Riesel and E. P. Thornton, whose opinions appeared in conservative publications nationwide. Nearly all the letters printed by Citizens Informer in its letters-to-the-editor section from 1974 to 1980 echoed the newspaper’s conservative racial views. It received letters from readers across the country, including J. Kesner Kahn of Chicago, Illinois, whose missives appeared more often than not in Citizens Informer’s letters section. Kahn also wrote articles for the decidedly conservative (but not racially explicit) monthly newspapers Free Enterprise and Independent American, and he supported Boston’s antibusing movement by donating stamps to the Boston antibusing organization S.T.O.P. Paul Chiera of Silver Spring, Maryland, noted in a series of letters that he was a regular reader of conservative publications such as Review of the News, Phyllis Schlafly Report, and Don Bell Reports, as well as the syndicated columns of the conservative James J. Kilpatrick, a frequent critic of the news media. Letters written by Kahn and Chiera suggest that Citizens Informer was a member in a large network of conservative alternative news media that shared letter writers,
article reprints, and syndicated columns, and helped to direct readers to other publications in that conservative print news media network—which included racially explicit and non-racially explicit conservative publications.¹³

**Blacks and Liberals Are to Blame**

The political, cultural, and racial views found in *Citizens Informer* were grounded in the philosophies of white supremacy and anticommunism, yet many of the newspaper’s opinions were shared by conservatives nationwide who also resented liberal philosophies and programs. Throughout the 1970s *Citizens Informer* provided a mix of racially explicit language; coded racial language about crime, welfare, law and order, and blight; and color-blind rhetoric that stressed constitutional freedoms that was the most common rhetoric used by conservatives of the 1970s. The newspaper’s use of both race-specific and color-blind rhetoric was apparent in its coverage of issues such as busing, affirmative action, gun control, and law and order.

*Citizens Informer* and its letter writers blamed African Americans for crime and defended the right of citizens to defend themselves with firearms. The only way to combat crime, the newspaper reasoned, was with tough punishment. Accordingly, it praised local judges who meted out tough sentences while bemoaning “liberal” judges who “coddled” criminals. The sense that crime was out of control and judges were doing little to stop it—an opinion shared by many conservatives of the 1970s (fears about black crime and complaints about liberal judges who coddled criminals were pervasive among Boston busing opponents, for example)—was conveyed by *Citizens Informer* in a November 1974 front-page story titled “What Kind of Justice Do We Have?” The article reported that a Vietnam War veteran and his father had allegedly been beaten to death by illegal immigrants in Valmeyer, Illinois, but
the grand jury had declined to indict three of the four men charged. Like the publishers and readers of the Detroit neighborhood newspaper *Northeast Detroiter*, *Citizens Informer* and its readers argued that the supposedly objective mainstream liberal news media refused to tell the truth about crime and who was to blame for it. *Citizens Informer*, on the other hand, believed it had the courage to tell that truth. A 1974 story about a nineteen-year-old white woman killed while shopping in St. Louis reported that two black teenage suspects had been arrested by police. “No mention was made of race in accounts of this heinous crime by the major news media,” *Citizens Informer* reported, “but the accused killers are very definitely black, according to police.” Readers echoed worries about unsafe streets in racially explicit letters to the editor. World War II veteran Clifford C. Haines of Chicago wrote in January 1975 that “blacks are running rampant making our streets, buses, ‘L’ trains, parks, schools and even our neighborhoods unsafe.”

The white-supremacy philosophy of *Citizens Informer* was evident in stories on a range of issues besides crime. The newspaper was clearly proud of the fact that it told the “truth” about racial differences. *Citizens Informer* claimed that blacks “caused ghettos”; argued that blacks were by nature sexually promiscuous, deviant, and prone to preying on young white women; and cited “recent scientific studies” that allegedly proved that whites were superior to other races. The newspaper also reported on white-supremacist organizations in other countries. It covered a speech by England’s National Front chairman John Tyndall before the Memphis Citizens’ Council in June 1979, where he spoke of the superiority of the white race and its culture. Like many defenders of racial segregation in the Deep South, *Citizens Informer* argued that civil rights leaders and their organizations were communists or socialists, or were dupes of the “Reds.” And like the Louisville antibusing newspaper *NAPF*, *Citizens Informer* argued that Americans should not honor the memory of Martin Luther King Jr. and
that the truth about King’s communist ties had been suppressed by the liberal news media. Several readers also attacked King and liberals who wished to commemorate him. G. H. “Bud” Abbott of Nellyville, Missouri, wrote that he opposed Southeast Missouri State University’s plan to erect a memorial statue honoring King on its Cape Girardeau campus.15

Letters to the editor printed in *Citizens Informer* often included racist rhetoric and praised the newspaper for telling the truth about race. Lonnie Robert Lindsay, of Dallas, Texas, wrote in 1975 that *Citizens Informer* “is about the only source of the facts.” He blamed the 1968 “Forced Open Housing” law and other civil rights bills for turning “the Negroes loose on White People.” P. A. Kennedy of High Point, North Carolina, wrote that reading *Citizens Informer* “is somewhat like breathing fresh mountain air after being forced to breath[e] the air of the ghetto. . . . Reading your paper makes me feel clean. Makes me feel like maybe—just maybe—the White People have a chance. We are an endangered species you know!”16

“The Silent Majority Speaks”

Whether it was reporting on crime, busing, or other topics, *Citizens Informer* regularly flayed the “liberal news media” for alleged biases and distortions. Headlines such as “CBS Accused of Anti-white Bias,” “Conservative Judge Being Attacked by Liberal Media,” and “Crime Statistics Belie Media’s Image of Blacks” laid bare the newspaper’s attitudes about the news media and their alleged cover-up of the truth about racial issues. The newspaper argued that the liberal news media had applauded the “antics” of Martin Luther King Jr. and other civil rights leaders who broke the law again and again, but now, hypocritically, criticized the same kind of nonviolent tactics being used by busing opponents in Boston and textbook opponents in West Virginia. *Citizens Informer* recommended that its readers avoid
the liberal media and instead turn to truth-telling conservative publications such as *Christian Crusade Weekly, Christian Beacon*, and the *Citizen*.17

*Citizens Informer* was an avid supporter of George Wallace, whose resistance to integration as governor of Alabama, his brand of populist conservatism, his Christian faith, and his frequent denouncements of busing, liberalism, and the liberal news media had enormous appeal for Citizens’ Council members. Wallace received frequent coverage in *Citizens Informer*, often on the front page accompanied by photographs of the candidate. While some conservatives criticized the news media for continuing to link Wallace with white racism in the 1970s, *Citizens Informer* blamed the allegedly liberal news media for doing the opposite: portraying a “New Wallace” whose views on race had mellowed. “Time has not changed George Wallace’s voice,” *Citizens Informer* wrote in February 1974. “It has only served to show an ever increasing number of Americans HOW RIGHT HE WAS AND HOW RIGHT HE IS!”18

Writers of letters to *Citizens Informer* bemoaned the bias of the liberal media. Edith F. Clites of Camden, Delaware, wrote in the February 1974 issue that “the liberal element” was in charge of the broadcast media “and wish to keep the public in the dark as to what is going on.” A. Wick of Jennings, Missouri, who also wrote articles for *Citizens Informer*, complained of CBS “distortion.” He blasted *Guns of Autumn*, a CBS news documentary on hunting that aired in September 1975, which was also criticized by conservatives and conservative publications including NAPF and *National Spotlight*. Wick argued that CBS produced “racial propaganda”: “If you will reflect on the type of programs they have broadcast about the South, George Wallace, Civil Rights, Integration, School Busing, you will have to conclude that their program ‘Guns of Autumn’ was no more dishonest than the other things they broadcast.” He advised that citizens stop buying daily newspapers and subscribe to “good
conservative newspapers”—truth-telling news media—such as *Citizens Informer* and *Christian Crusade Weekly* (for more on *Christian Crusade Weekly*, see chapter 5). Clearly, white racial conservatives of the 1970s had vivid memories of the news media’s coverage of the civil rights movement in the 1960s, and those memories informed their opinions of the “liberal” news media in the 1970s.¹⁰

*Citizens Informer* and members of the Citizens’ Council did more than just complain about the liberal news media. Every month the newspaper chronicled the activities of the St. Louis–area Citizens’ Council Fairness in Broadcasting Committee (FIBC), an organization founded to seek air time for white conservative views and ensure that radio and television stations adhered to FCC Fairness Doctrine rules, which required that broadcast stations provide equal time for contrasting views on matters of public importance. Believing that most radio and TV outlets provided more time for liberal and African American viewpoints, the FIBC appealed to local radio and TV outlets for equal time to present Citizens’ Council and white viewpoints, and it filed complaints with the FCC when it felt a local media outlet was not adhering to the Fairness Doctrine. The kind of media-reform tactics used by the FIBC were also used by other conservatives, including pro-family activists opposed to the ERA (see chapter 4).²⁰

The FIBC’s appeals to local stations for equal time were often successful. Local Citizens’ Council field director Gordon Lee Baum appeared on several local radio and TV programs, including a January 1974 appearance on “At Your Service,” a KMOX radio (a CBS affiliate) program. Baum voiced opposition to busing and urged whites to organize against it. Other representatives of the FIBC appeared on St. Louis TV and radio programs to speak about busing, abortion, gun control, “out of control” crime, the ERA, regional government, and the alleged liberal bias of the news media. Because local TV station KSD
had aired National Association for the Advancement of Colored People announcements, the FIBC successfully appealed to KSD to carry Citizens’ Council recruiting spots. One of the spots urging listeners to join the Citizens’ Council declared, “Don’t let your freedoms slip away. The silent majority is now speaking out.” The FIBC filed FCC complaints against two other St. Louis TV stations, KPLR and the educational station KETC, for allegedly airing programming that favored blacks and leftists. The FIBC did credit certain stations and reporters for fairness; in 1974 it praised local reporter Max Roby of KSD for “impartial” reporting and called him one of the best reporters in St. Louis.21

*Citizens Informer* and its FIBC column often criticized network news and entertainment programs. The newspaper declared in March 1974 that network shows “should be balanced by the networks to allow for pro-white views.” The January 1975 FIBC column criticized Norman Lear, the producer of the network comedies *All in the Family*, *Maude, Sanford and Son*, and *Good Times*, which the FIBC argued fed “audiences a steady diet of sugar-coated leftist propaganda (referred to as ‘social commentary’ by the liberal news media),” and promoted abortion and interracial marriage. *Citizens Informer* also alleged that network comedies such as *Barney Miller* and *Soap* had a “preoccupation with homosexuality.” *Citizens Informer* urged readers to write letters of complaint to the networks and program advertisers. The FIBC column in the November 1974 *Citizens Informer* listed the addresses of NBC, CBS, and ABC, and urged viewers to write to the networks with their complaints and “remind them that the airwaves belong to the people.”22

In March 1974 *Citizens Informer* attacked the alleged propaganda of the CBS made-for-TV drama *The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman*, based on a novel about a black woman living in the South. The FIBC sent letters of complaint to CBS and the FCC, accusing the network of “deliberate distortion of the truth and historical events stacked with bias[ed]
opinions designed to brainwash the public and to instill feelings of guilt in the white population.” The complaint also called the program “one-hour of undiluted anti-white racism.” The FCC eventually rejected the complaint. A North Carolina chapter of the Citizens’ Council also complained to CBS and the FCC about *The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.*  

_Citizens Informer_ carried news about FCC policy; in 1974 it praised the FCC mandate that TV stations make program logs public, calling the decision a “boon for citizens action groups trying to get broadcast stations to comply with the ‘fairness doctrine.’” _Citizens Informer_’s FIBC column also explained how members of the Citizens’ Council members could participate in the FCC “ascertainment” process. The commission required that all broadcast stations applying for renewal of broadcast licenses ascertain the local community; in other words, interview local citizens and organizations to determine the community’s local issues and broadcast needs. In 1976 Gordon Lee Baum was among the “community leaders” ascertained by the news director of the CBS affiliate KMOX-TV. Baum said in his ascertainment interview that the news media, in particular television news, had to present unbiased news and present the concerns of the white majority. Baum was also ascertained by WIL radio, the largest country-and-western music station in St. Louis, and he identified busing as a vital community issue. Other conservatives also involved themselves in the ascertainment process during the 1970s. Phyllis Schlafly encouraged her pro-family supporters to participate in ascertainment in order to influence the news and programming content of local radio and TV stations.  

_Citizens Informer_ covered the Memphis Citizens’ Council’s efforts to combat liberal media bias, which included a May 1, 1978, protest march in front of WMC-TV in Memphis where members of the Citizens’ Council demanded equal time for the “white conservative
viewpoint.” The Citizens’ Council claimed that WMC promised that it would be able to air a commentary on Martin Luther King Jr., but the station had reneged. Photos published by *Citizens Informer* of the demonstration showed protestors holding U.S. and Confederate flags and signs reading “Station Unfair” and “No Voice for Whites.” The Memphis members of the Citizens’ Council said they would also be sending letters of complaint to businesses that advertised on WMC. The Memphis Citizens’ Council also picketed the “lopsided” Memphis TV station WHBQ and boycotted its sponsors, monitored local programming in search of “liberal/black” bias, and filed FCC complaints against local stations.25

The campaign against the liberal media waged by Citizens’ Council chapters was supported by the Citizens’ Councils of America. The *Citizen*, the national Citizens’ Councils of America monthly, provided an explanation of the Fairness Doctrine in its January 1972 issue, and Citizens’ Council leadership conferences included information sessions about the doctrine. The efforts of Citizens’ Council chapters to ensure the Council had a voice on local and national broadcast media and to counteract the bias of the liberal media had roots in earlier Citizens’ Council activism during the massive-resistance era. In addition to Citizens’ Council newspapers and radio programs, the Council produced its own syndicated TV program, *Citizens’ Council Forum*, which was broadcast in states inside and outside the Deep South. In Jackson, Mississippi, the presence of Citizens’ Council members in managerial positions at TV stations often ensured that Council programs were provided air time and network news coverage of civil rights was censored during the 1950s and 1960s.26

Citizens’ Council members also fought back against the alleged bias of network television by writing letters of complaint to program sponsors. In 1956 news outlets reported that an upcoming CBS episode of *Playhouse 90* would be based closely on the murder of the fourteen-year-old African American Emmitt Till in Mississippi in 1955. U.S.
Steel, which sponsored the program, received more than three thousand letters of complaint, and the company pressured the show’s writers to revise the script. The Citizens’ Council celebrated the victory by thanking those “who helped in protesting against this proposed anti-South, pro-Negro propaganda show” and argued that “all objectionable TV shows could be eliminated” if citizens wrote letters to sponsors. In Jackson, members of the Citizens’ Council often telephoned the NBC affiliate station WLBT to complain about NBC programming and demand equal time; their complaints likely received rapt attention, because the station’s general manager was a Council member. The FCC reprimanded WLBT and other Mississippi TV and radio stations in 1962 for biased coverage of civil rights activism and violent reaction to such activism. In 1969 the FCC stripped WLBT of its license, a move that might have contributed to action by Citizens’ Council chapters in the 1970s to push the FCC to punish networks and stations that allegedly broadcast antiwhite programming and to ensure white views were heard (and seen) on TV and radio.27

“Liberty Dead in Boston?”

In November 1975 the St. Louis–area Citizens’ Council program the Silent Majority Speaks debuted on the local country-and-western station WGNU (a station that advertised in Citizens Informer). An advertisement for the program in the November 1975 Citizens Informer featured the words “SILENT AMERICA” in bold-face type, and urged the 98 percent of “good, loyal Americans to speak up,” because the news received by Americans mostly concerned the “other” two percent. The debut program dealt with busing and gun control; the second program, broadcast on December 18, 1975, focused on busing in Boston and was hosted by Gordon Lee Baum and Thomas Bugel, the Citizens’ Council members who
had visited Boston earlier that year. The show’s live call-in guests that afternoon were the Boston antibusing leaders Dapper O’Neil and Avi Nelson.\(^{28}\)

The appearance of O’Neil and Nelson on “The Silent Majority Speaks” indicated the close links that had been established by St. Louis–area members of the Citizens’ Council and Boston antibusing leaders. It was *Citizens Informer* that made those links possible. *Citizens Informer* and the Citizens’ Council publicly advocated white supremacy and segregation, while the majority of antibusing leaders and groups in Boston insisted that they were not racists and blamed the news media for depicting them as bigots. Yet the links between St. Louis–area segregationists and prominent Boston antibusers made possible by *Citizens Informer* belies claims that white racism did not motivate powerful factions of the Boston antibusing movement.

Even before it began focusing on busing in Boston, *Citizens Informer* regularly ran articles on local and national news about court-ordered busing. It provided coverage of the activities of the local Citizens’ Council antibusing group, the Committee against Busing, and printed antibusing petitions in the newspaper to be cut out and distributed by readers so they could collect signatures. An October 1975 story on a Committee against Busing protest at the federal courthouse in St. Louis chided local newspapers for undercounting the number of protestors that *Citizens Informer* claimed actually attended. Jefferson County and Boston antibusers as well as antifeminists made similar claims that the news media undercounted attendance at their meetings, rallies, and marches and overestimated the attendance at events held by their liberal opponents.\(^{29}\)

*Citizens Informer* argued that busing was wreaking havoc in other cities besides Boston: a front-page headline in February 1975 declared that busing was “destroying” Denver. The newspaper kept readers informed on the many court decisions involving busing
and used racially explicit language about white rights, black inferiority, and sexual relations between blacks and whites when it criticized busing. In response to a 1974 federal court ruling in favor of busing, editor Fred C. Jennings wrote, “The Integration Idiots have won another round and America has taken another step toward mongrelization.” *Citizens Informer*’s belief that the Citizens’ Council stood on the side of antibusers was demonstrated in a 1976 article announcing the formation of a Kentuckiana Citizens’ Council to serve Jefferson County and the Louisville area; it was headquartered on Dixie Highway in southern Jefferson County—as *Citizens Informer* correctly described it, the “very heart” of the most “vigorous and adamant” antibusing resistance.30

*Citizens Informer* began focusing much of its attention on Boston once court-ordered busing began there in September 1974. It printed front-page photographs of “racial turmoil” in the city, “the result of massive forced busing” ordered by Judge W. Arthur Garrity Jr. The photographic captions written by *Citizens Informer* often emphasized the race of antibusing protestors: a November 1974 caption accompanying a front-page photo of a Boston antibusing march stressed that it was “white students” who were marching against busing. The newspaper also kept readers up to date on the efforts of Boston antibusing leaders to win or hold on to political office. It reported in December 1975 that the antibusing leaders Louise Day Hicks and Dapper O’Neil had won seats on the Boston city council, “Pixie” Palladino had been elected to the school committee, and Chet Broderick, a strident antibuser and a critic of “liberal” police commissioner Robert DiGrazia, had been re-elected chairman of the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association (BPPA). O’Neil, Broderick, and Palladino frequently criticized the *Boston Globe* and other allegedly liberal news media. When George Wallace visited Boston in January 1976, *Citizens Informer* ran a front-page story that mentioned that Wallace, another outspoken opponent of busing, was joined on stage by
O’Neil and Palladino. The article conveyed pleasure at witnessing three “scrappers”: Wallace, “Dapper,” and “Pixie,” all together on one stage.31

In its coverage of Boston, *Citizens Informer* regularly stressed the whiteness of the city’s antibusers and characterized them as heroic, hard-working, and patriotic whites fighting back against liberalism. For both *Citizens Informer* and Boston busing opponents, nothing was more symbolic of “out-of-control” liberalism than court-ordered busing. According to antibusers, powerful liberals including politicians, judges, bureaucrats, civil rights organizations, and the news media had colluded to force busing on the nation, and silent majority Americans had to fight back against the liberal establishment. In Boston, the liberal establishment was represented by the *Boston Globe*, Judge Garrity, and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. *Citizens Informer* gleefully reported a September 1974 incident in downtown Boston in which antibusers threw tomatoes and eggs at Kennedy, who was seen by conservatives as a representative of both the Boston and national liberal establishment. Antibusing groups in Boston and other cities also used rhetoric and slogans that recalled the American Revolution to portray themselves as rightful descendants of American founders who fought for liberty and against tyranny. The April 1975 *Citizens Informer* article “Liberty Dead in Boston?” reported on the activities of ROAR on the 205th anniversary of the Boston Massacre, which included a memorial service in honor of the symbolic corpse of “Miss Liberty.”32

In January 1975 field director Gordon Lee Baum and fellow Citizens’ Council member Thomas Bugel spent two weeks in Boston as guests of local antibusers. The March 1975 issue of *Citizens Informer* featured two articles co-written by Baum and Bugel—“Federal Judge Imposes Police State in Boston” and “Bostonians Organize to Fight Judicial Tyranny”—which recounted their visit as well as a dozen photographs snapped by the
visitors. Baum and Bugel praised the “good people” of Boston who were fighting busing and wanted to connect with other opponents of “forced integration”:

The vast majority of the anti-busing leaders interviewed in Boston are not only eager to develop a united effort in their city, but expressed the desire to develop closer relations and communications with other anti-busing organizations and Citizens’ Councils throughout the country. They realize the necessity of creating a unified national effort to stop busing and problems related to forced integration.

The dedication and efforts of the leaders and active members of the anti-busing groups in Boston is an inspiration to white communities throughout the nation.

Baum and Bugel went on to describe other “dedicated” and “hard-working” organizations opposed to “forced” integration, including antibusers, founders of private white-only schools, George Wallace, and the Citizens’ Council, an organization “fighting against forced integration and federal tyranny for over 20 years.”

Bugel (who returned to Boston in September 1975, when he again spent time with Dapper O’Neil) and Baum were not the only members of the Citizens’ Council to visit Boston during that city’s busing crisis. In March 1975 sixteen-year-old Gary Black of Belleville, Illinois, a member of the Central-Illinois Citizens’ Council, was invited to Boston as an “honored guest” of South Boston residents after he raised $400 to help the Boston antibusing movement. He spent three weeks in Boston and attended ROAR meetings and other antibusing marches and events. Citizens Informer ran a first-person account of Black’s visit on the front page of its May 1975 edition, along with a photograph (that had originally appeared in the March 13 Boston Herald-American) of Black with Boston city councilor and busing opponent Louise Day Hicks, who was shown attaching an antibusing button on Black’s lapel.

In addition to Baum and Bugel’s report on their Boston visit, the March 1975 issue of Citizens Informer included a press release written by Dapper O’Neil that declared
opposition to busing. At the bottom of the release *Citizens Informer* described O’Neil as a “new breed” of honest elected officials who represented “little people . . . the Middle Americans.” O’Neil thanked *Citizens Informer* in a letter that appeared in the next issue, calling it a “great paper.” *Citizens Informer* also received letters from ROAR and individual opponents of busing from the Boston area. Charles “Charlie” W. Ross Jr., the director of the South Boston antibusing organization S.T.O.P., wrote in a December 1975 letter that he wanted copies of the newspaper, thanked *Citizens Informer* for its Boston coverage, and praised the opinions of Jennings. William J. Adams of South Boston, who wrote frequently to *Citizens Informer*, expressed in a December 1975 letter his resentment of liberal elites who he said called antibusers racists, bigots, and fascists. The enemy, according to Adams, was the L.I.E.: the “Liberal Intellectual Establishment.” *Citizens Informer* also printed poems written by Boston busing opponents that used imagery of the American Revolution and the Civil War to characterize their movement. Jo Stockbridge of Boston contributed the poem “If Paul [Revere] Was Here Today,” while Eddy, a poet from “Southie,” penned a verse based on the “Gettysburg Address” that argued that forced busing and judicial tyranny must be eliminated by the people.35

*Citizens Informer* and Boston antibusers believed passionately that the “liberal” news media were to blame for propagating liberal initiatives like busing, for providing overly sympathetic coverage to minority groups, and for insufficiently covering and distorting the political activism of conservatives such as those fighting busing. Antibusers seeking conservative truth-telling alternatives to the “biased” *Globe* and TV news turned to newspapers that opposed busing such as *Pax Centurion*, *South Boston Marshal*, and *West Roxbury Transcript*, as well as local radio talk shows hosted by antibusing personalities such as Avi Nelson and Joe Casper. Beginning in 1976 *Citizens Informer* ran reprints of articles from
*Pax Centurion* that spelled out conservative positions on issues such as gun control, urban crime and punishment, affirmative action, federal bureaucracy, the courts, and welfare cheats. The importance of *Pax Centurion* to antibusers in Boston was noted by *Citizens Informer*, which said that *Pax Centurion* had consistently carried news about busing and the schools that had been suppressed by Boston’s liberal news media.36

*South Boston Marshal* demonstrated a fierce opposition to liberalism from its inception in 1980. In its second issue, antibusing activist Nancy Yotts, a member of the National Association for Neighborhood Schools (NANS), a national antibusing organization that included prominent antibusers such as Carmen Roberts of Detroit and Jean Ruffra and Bob DePrez of Jefferson County serving in leadership positions, wrote a letter asking the paper to “always stand against those liberals who have been trying to destroy this community.”

*South Boston Marshal* included articles and columns written by leading Boston antibusers such as Pixie Palladino, Dapper O’Neil, and Chester Broderick of the BPPA and *Pax Centurion*, as well as nationally syndicated conservative columnists such as Phyllis Schlafly and E. P. Thornton, whose columns also appeared in *Citizens Informer*. Columns and articles in and letters to *South Boston Marshal* frequently criticized the news media, particularly the *Boston Globe*, and contrasted the *Globe*’s alleged bias and lack of objectivity with *South Boston Marshal*, a paper that “told it like it is.” In the *Marshal* Chester Broderick complained about the failure of Boston’s daily papers to practice “objective journalism,” and columnist Edward P. Shallow noted the “unmitigated bias of the *Globe*’s reporting on the racial and political situation in Boston” since busing was ordered. In the early 1980s *Citizens Informer* ran reprints of *South Boston Marshal* columns that touched on busing and other conservative issues.

Sharing reprints of articles and columns was clearly important to newspapers in St. Louis and Boston that were opposed to busing—as was criticizing the allegedly liberal news media.37
Newspapers such as *South Boston Marshal*, *Citizens Informer*, and NAPF emphasized the truth-telling concept to contrast themselves with the allegedly untrustworthy liberal news media: *South Boston Marshal* declared that it “Really Tells It Like It Is,” Dapper O’Neil’s *South Boston Marshal* column was titled “Telling It Like It Is,” Avi Nelson claimed he was one of the few newsmen in Boston to tell it like it is, and NAPF used the same kind of rhetoric. Bostonians who wrote to *Citizens Informer*, signed up for subscriptions, and distributed copies of the paper to other antibusers did so in a quest to read and share publications that they believed told the truth about busing and forced integration—the kind of truth-telling that the liberal *Globe* and the liberal news networks could not or would not provide. Boston busing opponents who read *Citizens Informer* certainly would have agreed with the newspaper’s November 1974 claim that there was a news “blackout” on what was really happening in the city. “The national news media has magnified all out of proportion the few disturbances created by whites, as usual, and down-played or ignored the many acts of violence by blacks against whites occurring in Boston,” *Citizens Informer* wrote. “White citizens throughout the nation are rallying to the support of the whites in South Boston.” *Citizens Informer* also praised Avi Nelson, who it said had become a “hero” in Boston for airing antibusing sentiment on his show, which listeners had dubbed “Radio Free Boston.” Nelson said in 1975 that he was “the only one in the media in Boston coming out and telling it like it is.” Nelson’s Boston radio show included antibusing guests including Louise Day Hicks and fellow city council member John J. Kerrigan, an outspoken critic of busing and the news media who referred to journalists as “media maggots.” Nelson regularly criticized the “liberal” *Globe* on his show and also criticized the women’s movement, amnesty for draft evaders, and big government, and defended free enterprise.38
A Liberal Citadel?

The historian David Greenberg’s 2008 article in the journal *The Sixties: A Journal of History, Politics, and Culture* argued that the “liberal media bias” concept derived from resistance to civil rights and integration in the Deep South the 1950s and 1960s. Segregationists believed—correctly—that the East Coast news media helped the civil rights movement in the Deep South win national attention—and sympathy—in the 1950s and 1960s. The antimedia rhetoric found in *Citizens Informer* drew on the critiques of the news media that the Citizens’ Council and its publications had been making since the 1950s. In the 1970s racial resentments fueled much of the anger directed toward the local and national media by antibusers. A South Boston antibuser complained, “How come when Negroes have a civil rights march people pay attention, but when we do nobody stirs? Don’t we have civil rights?” A Boston antibusing leader summarized his view of how the media framed antibusers in just a few words: “They were heroes and martyrs—we were racists.”

Indeed, one of the major complaints of *Citizens Informer* and of antibusers in Boston, Detroit, and Louisville was that the media unfairly portrayed them as racists. Though Boston’s busing crisis included much ugly violence and racism (graffiti laden with racial slurs such as “Niggers Suck” and “White Power” appeared throughout Boston), a majority of antibusing leaders and rank-and-file insisted that busing was not a racial issue. As Formisano reminds us in *Boston against Busing*, there was no single, united antibusing movement in Boston, just as there were no single, unified antibusing movement in Detroit or in Louisville. Boston antibusing leaders such as Palladino, O’Neil, and Kerrigan represented the right wing of the antibusing movement. These were the leaders who on occasion used racist rhetoric and were the most hostile in their criticisms of the news media and especially the *Globe*. They were also the leaders who appeared to be the most enthusiastic about the support of *Citizens
Informer and its white viewpoint. It would be incorrect, then, to assume that Citizens Informer appealed to most antibusers in Boston. In addition, the majority of Boston busing opponents who wrote to Citizens Informer did not use explicitly racist language—yet they must have been aware of the newspaper’s explicit racism.\(^4\)

The connections established between Citizens Informer and Boston antibusers, however, suggest that many antibusers, including some of the most prominent leaders of the movement, welcomed the white supremacist views of Citizens Informer and the Citizens’ Council. Letters to Citizens Informer written by Boston busing opponents indicated that they were as troubled about “race mixing” as were members of the Council. Many Bostonians opposed to busing considered their movement to be consonant with Boston’s tradition as the “cradle of liberty.” Yet perhaps, as Baum and Bugel wrote in Citizens Informer after their visit to the city, Boston was not the “liberal citadel” many thought it to be, and its citizens shared many of the same racially conservative views as did members of the Citizens’ Council:

The “liberal” national news media has led the rest of America to believe that Boston was the “citadel of liberalism.” A leftist stronghold. Actually, Boston is populated largely by hard-working, law-abiding, patriotic white people—such the same as those you will find in Michigan, Missouri or Mississippi. Good, up-standing people (often referred to as the Silent Majority or Middle Americans), who only want to live their lives with as little government interference as possible. The one thing they expect of government, which it fails to do, is protect them from the criminal element. But, evidently, the federal government is more interested in “racial quotas” and “social experimentation.”

The current anti-busing movement has dramatically shown that Boston is definitely not a “liberal citadel,” and that the majority of responsible citizens throughout the nation are united in their opposition to liberal schemes such as forced busing to achieve racial balance or quotas.

In the introduction to their 2010 book *The Myth of Southern Exceptionalism*, the editors Matthew D. Lassiter and Joseph Crespino warn against history that portrays “epic showdown[s] between the retrograde South and a progressive nation” and “attributes the rise of modern conservatism primarily to white southern backlash against the civil rights
movement.” While this chapter examines a newspaper that embraced the politics of white supremacy of the “retrograde South,” it also argues that those politics appealed to white conservatives in a northern city. I argue that *Citizens Informer* did not “southernize” white conservative busing opponents in Boston with their racial views; instead, its opinions appealed to Bostonians with already established racial resentments.41

White conservatives of the 1970s sought out, read, and shared newspapers that they believed were “telling it like it is.” Local conservative newspapers played vital roles in conservative antibusing movements in other cities besides Boston. Detroit and Louisville antibusers who complained about the liberal bias of their local daily newspapers and television stations, as well as the national news networks, turned to conservative media that they felt provided truth instead of liberal bias. The similarities and consistency of the conservative, antiliberal views found in *Northeast Detroiter*, *NAPF*, *South Boston Marshal*, and *Citizens Informer*, and the topics of interest given coverage in those newspapers (busing, crime, law and order, affirmative action, property rights, gun control, taxes, regional government, the ERA, abortion, secular humanism, etc.) are striking. In chapter 2, I analyzed *Northeast Detroiter*, a newspaper that served as a news source and a public forum for white conservative Detroiters who, like white conservatives in Boston, Louisville, and St. Louis, were opposed to busing and other manifestations of racial liberalism in the 1970s. Like *Citizens Informer*, *Northeast Detroiter* offered readers a steady critique of liberalism by rejecting busing and affirmative action, publicizing the activism of local antibusing groups, and scapegoating African Americans for urban crime.

Though I argue that racism was often a driving force behind white conservative resentments of liberalism and the liberal media during the 1970s, there were other motivations that were more salient for other conservative critics of the news media during
that decade. In the next chapter, I demonstrate that conservatives’ concerns about sociocultural issues such as the ERA, sex education in the public schools, and homosexual rights were driving forces behind conservative campaigns to protect the family and children from the influences of feminism, liberalism, and the propaganda and brainwashing power of the liberal-oriented news and entertainment media. However, such conservatives were often also committed busing opponents who believed the news media unfairly portrayed antibusers as racists. In other words, cultural conservatives who criticized the news media often resented all of the political, cultural, and social dimensions of 1970s liberalism.
1 “Letters to the Editor: Boston Update,” Citizens Informer, July 1975, p. 10. The Citizen was published by the Citizens’ Councils of America. All copies of Tri-State Informer and Citizens Informer were accessed at the Wilcox Collection at the University of Kansas. See Tri-State Informer and Citizens Informer, RH WL G600, Wilcox Collection of Contemporary Political Movements (Kansas Collection, Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas). The author found eighteen letters written by twelve different Boston antibusing activists in ten issues of Citizens Informer in 1975. No copy of the November 1975 edition was found in the Wilcox Collection, and Citizens Informer printed a combined August–September 1975 edition.
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Chapter 4

Antifeminism, the News Media, and “Women’s Lib Propaganda”

In 1973 conservative women opposed to feminism and the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) accused the National Organization for Women (NOW) of extortion. Earlier that year NOW’s Detroit chapter had signed an agreement with the Detroit television station WXYZ in which the station promised to seek to add women to its staff; to consult with NOW members regarding hiring and programming decisions; to air ninety minutes of programming each year portraying women in “nonstereotype” roles; and to produce, at the station’s expense, two NOW public service announcements (PSAs).¹

For “pro-family” conservatives, the WXYZ/NOW agreement was part of a nationwide campaign by NOW to bully stations into signing such agreements, which they claimed bound broadcast stations to airing “women’s lib” programming approved by NOW, hiring only NOW-approved female employees, and subjecting staff to feminist “brainwashing” sessions. According to its opponents NOW presented stations with two choices: either sign an agreement, or NOW would petition the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to take away the station’s broadcast license. Longtime anticommunist activist Phyllis Schlafly, the recognized leader of opposition to the ERA, argued that the agreements would require stations to air radical feminist propaganda. In the October 1973 edition of her monthly newsletter Phyllis Schlafly Report, Schlafly urged her supporters to take action. “Tell the station,” Schlafly wrote, “that you and your friends and other responsible community leaders will support the station in resisting this raw attempt to suppress freedom of speech and press.”²
ERA opponents, like most conservatives of the 1970s, believed that the majority of the nation’s news media were biased. They also believed that the kind of TV agreements being pursued by NOW would ensure that the television airwaves would become even more liberal than before. Schlafly’s call for pro-family conservatives to fight NOW’s attempts at media “extortion” demonstrated that ERA opponents saw media activism as a vital component of their strategy to defeat the proposed amendment and fight back against liberalism.

This chapter shifts attention away from analyses of the class-based and racial resentments that fueled news media criticism by busing opponents and other racial conservatives in the 1970s to a focus on the role of cultural conservatism on criticism of the news and entertainment media. The ERA opponents who made media criticism and media-reform action a major strategy were motivated by concerns about the family, gender roles, parental control, dangers to youth, and moral degradation. They blamed liberalism for creating a permissive society that endangered the nation’s morals. The liberal news media, they also argued, threatened traditional families and their children by legitimizing the ERA; at the same time, the news media either ignored, distorted, or ridiculed pro-family conservatives and their views. Thus, like busing opponents in Boston, Detroit, and Louisville, antifeminists felt that the “liberal” news media did not certify their cause.³

Pro-family conservatives also regularly criticized the entertainment media, especially television programming, and that criticism was closely linked to their resentment of the news media. Publications such as Phyllis Schlafly Report informed their readers about the alleged biases of the news media and the allegedly dangerous, antifamily programming aired by TV networks. Cultural conservatives said that the entertainment media pushed the liberal, permissive, and un-American ideas, trends, and programs that pro-family conservatives
rejected and fought against: the ERA; sex education and liberal textbooks in the schools; and allegedly immoral, perverted sexual behavior such as premarital sex and homosexuality. They also argued that the entertainment media glorified sex, drug use, and violence. Together, network TV news and entertainment programming wielded immense power. Cultural conservatives considered network TV to be a monopoly run by unelected elites who were able to poison and brainwash American families night after night with entertainment programming that attacked the family, derided Christianity, and questioned traditional American values. The TV monopoly threatened the modes of authority valued by cultural conservatives: parents, the family, the church, and the Bible. Indeed, Christian beliefs were shared by an overwhelming number of ERA opponents, and Christian conservatives were essential to the backlash against liberalism and to the growing political power of cultural conservatives in the 1970s and into the 1980s.

Concerns about moral decay and the poisoning of children’s minds and souls were shared by Christian conservatives such as Billy James Hargis and Cold War anticommunists generally (see chapter 5). Some anticommunists believed that “smut” on TV, in Hollywood films, and on the newsstands was the work of a communist conspiracy designed to weaken the moral fiber of American youth. Anticommunism was also central to opposition to the ERA, which opponents believed would “de-sex” women, lead to unisex toilets, require women to serve in the military, and promote abortions and lesbianism. As the historian David K. Johnson has shown, the Cold War–era campaign against homosexual “perversion” was part of an anticommunist effort to root out men and women whom anticommunists believed lacked American and Christian values.4

While the first three chapters of this dissertation primarily focused on conservative criticism of local news media, this chapter provides an examination of news media criticism
and activism by conservatives on the local and national level. Pro-family leaders such as Phyllis Schlafly argued that fighting back against the perceived bias of the news and entertainment media was essential to the movement. ERA opponents believed local and national broadcast news media were overwhelmingly pro-ERA, and antifeminists worked to combat the alleged imbalance by taking local and national action. Locally, they demanded that stations refuse to sign agreements with NOW or rescind existing agreements; wrote letters to newspapers criticizing such agreements; and sought out businesses that advertised on stations that had made agreements with NOW to ask them to complain to the station. Antifeminists could also take national action against local news media outlets by filing complaints with the FCC about NOW agreements with TV stations and alleged violations of the Fairness Doctrine. Finally, antifeminists could file FCC complaints against television networks to complain about allegedly unbalanced news and entertainment programming. The FCC’s regulatory powers offered a media-reform tactic for conservatives and liberals alike. In the early 1970s liberal and conservative individuals and organizations filed petitions-to-deny with the FCC with unprecedented frequency, but they were almost always unsuccessful; the commission denied an overwhelming majority of complaints by both conservative and liberal petitioners.5

This chapter also argues that though racial and class-based resentments were less salient than were sociocultural issues for most pro-family conservatives who criticized the news media, the great majority of ERA opponents were political conservatives and committed opponents of liberalism. For example, I demonstrate that many of the Michigan women who took action against the NOW/WXYZ agreement were the same women who led the antibusing movement in Detroit and who read and wrote in to the racially conservative newspaper *Northeast Detrotier*. These were women who considered their
antibusing and pro-family activism—movements in which criticism of the allegedly liberal news media was crucial—as closely linked with their opposition to other forms of liberalism.

Finally, this chapter also supports arguments I have made in previous chapters. I show that like most conservative critics of the news media in the 1970s, ERA opponents believed that a powerful, elite liberal establishment threatened the freedoms of Americans, and those antifeminists believed the news and entertainment media were some of the most powerful representatives of that establishment. Though Phyllis Schlafly was not a member of the working class, she voiced the resentments of conservative working-class women when she complained that many of the judges who ordered busing and the school board members who supported it sent their children to private schools, and that NOW was led by radical lesbians as well as a snobby elite of female college professors, lawyers, and urban professionals who enjoyed poking fun at the God-fearing, stay-at-home mothers who objected to the ERA. I also again demonstrate the important role played by conservative alternative news media in grassroots conservative movements of the 1970s. The most significant publication in the movement against the ERA was *Phyllis Schlafly Report*, which provided news about ERA opposition as well as information on issues of concern to conservatives including busing, taxes, affirmative action, abortion, permissiveness, and the threat of international communism. *Phyllis Schlafly Report* articles were reprinted in conservative publications throughout the country, including *NAPF, South Boston Marshal, Citizens Informer*, and dozens if not hundreds of other conservative publications, which helped to make opposition to the ERA a salient issue for a growing number of conservatives in the 1970s.6

I illustrate my arguments in this chapter by telling three stories. The first story details the WXYZ/NOW controversy; the second examines *Phyllis Schlafly Report*’s efforts to fight
ERA and the alleged bias of the news and entertainment media; and the third analyzes two events that shed light on the importance of media criticism and media-reform activism for pro-family conservatives: a pro-ERA rally in Springfield, Illinois, in 1976, and the 1977 International Women’s Year (IWY) conference and pro-family counter-rally in Houston. Before I tell those stories, however, I will provide background information on cultural conservatism, the ERA, and the pro-family movement.

**Cultural Issues, Gender, and Grassroots Conservatism**

In his 2005 book *Phyllis Schlafly and Grassroots Conservatism: A Woman’s Crusade*, the historian Donald Critchlow argued that cultural issues such as abortion, sex education, school prayer, homosexuality, and feminism “revived” the Right during the 1970s. The historian Marjorie Spruill also suggests that for some 1970s conservatives the specter of “Godless feminism” supplanted “Godless Communism” as the greatest threat to America. However, I suggest that antifeminism nestled comfortably with anticomunist and antiliberal views on issues such as property rights, free enterprise, taxes, busing, and affirmative action for many conservatives of the 1970s. For conservatives, the most visible manifestation of feminism and women’s liberation was the ERA, a proposed amendment to the U.S. Constitution that would prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender. Congress passed the ERA on March 22, 1972, and within a year thirty states had approved it, with only eight more states needed for ratification. Initially the ERA sparked little controversy or opposition, but in 1972 Phyllis Schlafly began to mobilize pro-family resistance to the proposed amendment. Schlafly argued that the ERA would not provide women with any rights they did not already have, and that it would subject women to the military draft, abolish alimony payments, and even mandate unisex bathrooms, among other evils. 

---
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When Schlafly founded STOP (Stop Taking Our Privileges) ERA in 1972 she already had two decades of experience as an outspoken anticommunist activist. A resident of Alton, Illinois, near St. Louis, she wrote a number of books on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and international communism; she also ran for Congress twice, but was never elected to any public office. Schlafly hosted the Daughters of the American Revolution radio program *America Wake Up* in the 1960s and in 1967 she began publishing the monthly *Phyllis Schlafly Report*, which kept readers abreast of issues of interest to conservative anticommmunists. The first issue of *Phyllis Schlafly Report* to express opposition to the ERA appeared in February 1972, and in September 1972 she hosted the first national STOP ERA conference in St. Louis. According to Critchlow, Schlafly succeeded in mobilizing tens of thousands of conservatives in the 1970s because she “discovered a genuine populist sentiment in a large female population that opposed the ERA, feminism, and modern liberalism with the same intensity of emotion that feminists brought to their cause.” Schlafly’s trenchant opposition infuriated her primary opponent, NOW, which Schlafly considered the leading proponent of the ERA. During a 1973 debate, the prominent feminist and former NOW president Betty Friedan screamed at Schlafly, “I’d like to burn you at the stake!”

Grassroots conservative campaigns of the Cold War era against the ERA, sex education, and gay rights were often led and organized by women. Women did not just lead grassroots conservative movements that dealt with issues of gender. Women in Pontiac (Irene McCabe), Louisville (Joyce Spond, Sue Connor), Boston (Louise Day Hicks, “Pixie” Palladino), and Detroit (Carmen Roberts) were prominent antibusing leaders. Such leaders were also successful in making connections with other women and men nationwide who
were involved in campaigns against busing, the ERA, abortion, sex education, gay rights, and “liberal” textbooks.9

“At the roots of the anti-communism, anti-feminism, and pro-family movements in post–World War II America,” Critchlow wrote in his biography of Schlafly, “remained a conviction that the nation must not stray from its religious foundations and values lest society collapse into anarchy.” The religious backgrounds of women opposed to the ERA (including Schlafly, a Roman Catholic) inspired their activism; 98 percent of anti-ERA activists said they belonged to a church. Not only were ERA opponents religious, many were also anticommunists deeply suspicious of the Soviet Union and the United Nations. In a 2004 book on conservative alternative media, Richard A. Viguerie and David Franke argued that Schlafly was successful because she focused on the single issue of ERA and avoided partisan politics—but the evidence suggests otherwise. Throughout the 1970s Phyllis Schlafly Report focused on issues besides the ERA such as the dangers of marijuana, how federal housing programs had devastated U.S. cities and towns, and the efforts of West Virginia parents to overturn the implementation of “dirty” textbooks in public schools. Schlafly was also an outspoken busing opponent; the October 1971 Report featured the front-page story “How to Stop Busing Now!”10

The conservative Detroit women who discovered the existence of the WXYZ/NOW agreement and informed Schlafly about it were also opposed to the ERA and a range of other issues they considered manifestations of liberalism. Many of them served in leadership roles in the antibusing group Northeast Mothers Alert (NEMA) and the Michigan chapter of the antifeminist organization Happiness of Womanhood (HOW). The prominent Detroit antibusing leader Carmen Roberts was chair of NEMA and was later president of NEMA’s citywide successor, Mothers Alert Detroit (MAD), and also served as the HOW
Michigan chapter’s education chair, while Patt Barbour, Shirley Wohlfield, and Linda Haerens, all prominent members of NEMA and MAD, served as the HOW chapter’s director, secretary, and publicity chair, respectively. The Michigan chapters of HOW and STOP ERA worked in tandem to defeat bills for sex education curricula in Michigan public schools, and both organizations were opposed to abortion and homosexuality. The conservative women who participated in countermovements against the ERA, sex education, and busing did so because they believed they were all liberal ideas that endangered their children and threatened parental control. Roberts, who characterized herself as a housewife and a mother of two, complained that “libbers” tried “to make ‘mom’ and ‘apple pie’ sound like dirty words,” and argued that “the majority of women in the United States feel like Happiness of Womanhood does. Not like your libbers do. Because the majority of women are home.”

Just like the other conservatives I examine in this dissertation, the women who belonged to the STOP ERA, HOW, and NEMA/MAD shared a deep antipathy toward the “liberal” news media: Roberts once characterized the news media as “prostitutes” acting under orders from the federal government. Schlafly and antifeminists nationwide also believed that the news media were unfairly biased against conservatives. That alleged bias had serious ramifications for antifeminists because they believed that feminists who backed the ERA received prominent and favorable coverage from the print and broadcast media. For antifeminists, the WXYZ/NOW agreement represented another astonishing example of the media’s blatant favoritism of ERA supporters.
Giving In to NOW’s “Extortion”

Pro-family activists were correct when they argued that the WXYZ/NOW agreement represented a larger campaign by NOW to reform the broadcast media. Beginning in 1972 NOW chapters, acting independently and in collaboration with civil rights, church, and other liberal-oriented groups, sought to reach agreements with radio and television stations, or, when such efforts were unsuccessful, filed petitions-to-deny with the FCC seeking suspension of a station’s broadcast license. NOW hoped its media-reform efforts would lead to improved portrayals of women on radio and TV and increase the number of women employed in managerial and programming positions at broadcast stations. ERA opponents, on the other hand, argued that since NOW was a radical group that did not represent a majority of women, no broadcast station could possibly serve the community’s public interest by entering into an agreement with NOW.13

In May 1972 NOW’s New York chapter filed an FCC petition-to-deny against New York City television station WABC after NOW representatives had attempted but failed to meet with the station to discuss programming and employment. That FCC complaint, the historian Allison Perlman writes, “inaugurated what would become a near-decade long fight between NOW and television stations across the country.” NOW had been founded in 1966 and by the early 1970s had become one of the most prominent women’s organizations in the country, with hundreds of local chapters, and had made ratification of the ERA one of its primary objectives. NOW’s national office in Chicago made available to the organization’s chapters a media-reform “kit” that included negotiating tips, information on license-renewal challenges, and lists of renewal dates for TV stations, while NOW chapters often monitored the programming of local stations. By mid-1974, fifteen agreements between NOW chapters
and local stations had been reached. These included agreements between NOW chapters and
television stations in Pittsburgh (three different stations), Houston, San Diego, and Denver.¹⁴

NOW’s media-reform efforts followed in the footsteps of civil rights groups. In
Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ, et al. v. FCC, a U.S. Court of Appeals ruled
in 1969 that members of the public had an interest in the renewal of broadcast licenses and
thus must be recognized by the FCC. The decision meant that individuals and community
groups could petition the commission to argue that a local station’s license renewal should
be denied. Civil rights groups as well as church, Latino, gay and lesbian, and
environmentalist groups used the petition-to-deny strategy often in the late 1960s and 1970s
in an effort to change the programming and hiring practices of broadcast stations.
Community groups also formed media-reform coalitions such as the Memphis Coalition for
Better Broadcasting and Atlanta’s Community Coalition on Broadcasting; the latter group
represented twenty civil rights groups and successfully negotiated agreements in 1970 with at
least twenty-three radio and TV stations in the Atlanta area. In the agreements stations
promised to seek African American hires, air programming that included positive portrayals
of African Americans, and fund scholarships for young black people. When agreements
could not be reached, groups and coalitions often filed petitions-to-deny with the FCC.
NOW joined forces with civil rights, church, and other women’s groups to form media-
reform coalitions; in Pittsburgh, such a coalition negotiated an agreement with WTAE-TV
that, among other stipulations, promised the formation of an advisory council that included
local members of NOW.¹⁵

In 1949 the FCC had established the Fairness Doctrine (which was rescinded in
1987) to ensure that broadcast stations provided a range of views to serve their communities.
However, the commission did not actively seek out violations but “instead passively waited
for citizens to file complaints, and [it] took no action on the vast majority of those complaints,” according to the media scholar Heather Hendershot. The *United Church of Christ* decision of 1969 made the petition-to-deny option available to citizens and groups, but FCC renewal of licenses tended to be nearly automatic. In the early 1970s the FCC received about two thousand program complaints in a typical year, and in one such year the commission followed up on only about 8 percent of such complaints and in the end made only five rulings against broadcast stations. One study estimated that a Fairness Doctrine complaint had a one-in-one-thousand chance of success between 1973 and 1976. Beginning in 1960, broadcast stations were also expected to “ascertain” their local communities—in other words, determine their community’s broadcasting needs—as a part of the license renewal process every three years, but the commission did little to explain exactly what community needs were. The 1969 *United Church of Christ* decision also made possible citizen agreements between stations and community groups, and between 1969 and 1975 the FCC encouraged citizen agreements—the very kind that WXYZ and NOW agreed to in 1973.16

WXYZ was an ABC affiliate station that first went on the air in 1948 and was, as of 1972, the number-one news station in Detroit. Like all television stations in Michigan, WXYZ was required to apply for renewal with the FCC in 1973. Joan Israel, president of NOW’s metropolitan Detroit chapter, contacted WXYZ vice president and general manager James Osborn and soon worked out a six-page agreement. In addition to stipulations about programming, hiring, and PSAs, WXYZ said it would consider “sensitivity sessions” on women’s issues for the station’s management and programming staff. Once the agreement was completed, NOW promised WXYZ it would not challenge the station’s FCC renewal. WXYZ then included the agreement in its FCC license renewal application, and the commission approved WXYZ’s renewal—for the time being—in September 1973.17
According to *Phyllis Schlafly Report*, WXYZ initially refused to provide a copy of the agreement when Elaine Donnelly, chair of STOP ERA’s Michigan chapter, requested one; but WXYZ provided Donnelly with a copy after the FCC informed the station that such an agreement must be kept in a station’s public file. *Detroit News* soon picked up the story (perhaps because Donnelly or other members of STOP ERA, HOW, or NEMA alerted the newspaper), and in an October 2, 1973, story titled “New Battle of Sexes: Lib vs. Anti-lib,” the *News* aired the complaints of the “anti-libs.” Donnelly told the *News* that NOW would soon be dictating network TV policy: “If NOW can get away with this agreement today, what are they going to do three years from now? How are they going to turn the screw?” In the same article, antibusing leader Carmen Roberts said that she was concerned with how the PSAs produced by NOW and aired on WXYZ would affect children; she claimed that NOW’s views had already “infiltrated” the schools. Roberts, Donnelly, and the other conservative Detroit women opposed to the agreement did not believe that NOW was a legitimate community organization but instead a radical and dangerous group that had forced its philosophies onto the community’s airwaves. They also argued that WXYZ had given in to NOW’s “extortion” by signing the agreement under threat of an FCC petition-to-deny.18

The local chapters of STOP ERA, HOW, and NEMA—all named in the complaint filed with the FCC—hired James T. McKenna, an attorney with the Washington, D.C.-based Center for the Public Interest, who told the *News* he was dedicated to fighting socialist and collectivist influences. McKenna argued that the WXYZ/NOW agreement “violated the public’s right to protection from undisclosed bias” and was the result of extortion by NOW. McKenna wrote a formal letter of complaint to the FCC, requesting that WXYZ’s broadcast license be suspended, and Donnelly filed comments with the commission in support. The complaint described NOW as a “private, radical political action group,” and claimed that the
agreement had given a “major portion” of WXYZ’s “special programming for the benefit of and subject to the control of NOW.” McKenna also objected to the “sensitivity” sessions mentioned in the agreement, which he argued would subject WXYZ employees to “bogus . . . psychiatric brainwashing.”

Conservatives outside of Detroit learned about the WXYZ/NOW agreement when the October 1973 Phyllis Schlafly Report detailed the controversy under the front-page headline “Women’s Lib Suppresses Freedom of Press.” Schlafly charged that NOW was “secretly going around the country attempting to compel television and radio stations to sign an agreement which surrenders authority over programming, public service announcements, and hiring and personnel policies directly into the hands of NOW.” A few “courageous” stations, however, had refused to comply with the “threats” of NOW. As was common in her anti-ERA articles, Schlafly challenged the legitimacy of NOW and its members. She called NOW members “belligerent and threatening,” stressed the alleged influence of homosexuals in the organization, and insisted that NOW was a radical group that did not represent the interests of a majority of American women. Schlafly also credited the “alert members” of the Michigan chapters of STOP ERA and HOW for exposing NOW’s secret campaign, and she urged readers to follow their example.

In October 1975 the FCC denied McKenna’s complaint and granted WXYZ’s license renewal. The FCC did not agree that NOW was a radical group and found that the agreement only bound WXYZ to “consider carrying informational public service announcements as it would do for any responsible community group.” However, the FCC decision also indicated that the complaint prompted the commission to reconsider its position on future agreements between NOW and broadcast stations. In a concurring
statement, FCC commissioner James H. Quello said that while he agreed with the decision, he was concerned about whether NOW represented the concerns of all women:

I believe that the views and philosophies of other responsible women groups . . . are also entitled to full consideration in ascertaining the overall needs of females in the service area and should be represented in the programming to meet those needs.

After all, no one feminist group, regardless of how laudable its objective, has been authorized to act as bargaining agent for women as a class or for the public at large.

Two months after its WXYZ decision the FCC released a policy statement that retreated somewhat from its formerly enthusiastic view toward citizen agreements. Donnelly was among those who filed comments on the citizen agreement issue, and she was cited and quoted in the policy statement several times. The commission acknowledged the danger of stations feeling “compelled to yield to organized pressure groups without regard to the merits of their complaints,” but largely left it up to stations to decide if they wanted to enter into agreements. Though it appears that the complaints of Michigan antifeminists, particularly Donnelly, prompted the FCC to rethink its policy on citizen agreements, in the end their efforts to revoke WXYZ’s license or at the very least invalidate the station’s agreement with NOW had failed. Yet antifeminists were able to employ other tactics to fight NOW’s efforts to influence the media, and they used their own news media to spread the word about the ERA, the news media’s allegedly unfair coverage of the ERA, and the dangers of the entertainment media.21

“The Opponents of the ERA Are Blacked Out by the Media”

The conservatives Richard A. Viguerie and David Franke stressed the role of alternative news media in building a conservative movement in their 2004 book America’s Right Turn: How Conservatives Used New and Alternative Media to Take Power, and credited Phyllis
Schlafly Report for ensuring the eventual defeat of the ERA. The Report was essential to the anti-ERA movement because, according to the authors, the feminist supporters of the ERA had “all—all—the nation’s media on their side.” In the 1970s Phyllis Schlafly Report was the primary voice of the antifeminist movement and served as the primary means of communication for anti-ERA activists across the country. I argue that Phyllis Schlafly Report also played a significant role in disseminating the idea of news media bias among pro-family conservatives in the 1970s.22

The value Phyllis Schlafly Report placed on the issue of news media bias was evident in its April 1976 issue, which was titled “How to Cope with TV and Radio Bias.” In that issue the Report again took up the issue of NOW’s efforts to obtain station agreements and explained why pro-family conservatives had to combat them. The issue identified three ways antifeminists could take media-reform action. First, readers were told to form local coalitions representing at least twenty organizations, including local chapters of STOP ERA and the Eagle Forum (another conservative organization led by Schlafly), “any and all religious groups,” pro-life groups, labor unions, and even liberal groups. Such a coalition would then present a position paper on NOW (provided by the Eagle Forum) to local radio and TV stations. By forming such coalitions, pro-family activists would provide stations with the community backing to “resist NOW’s threats.” TV and radio station managers would even welcome the support, Schlafly predicted, because it would give them the ammunition to neutralize NOW and allow broadcasters to present both sides of the issue. Second, ERA opponents needed to participate in the ascertainment processes of local broadcast stations, and the Report provided a list of eighteen community problems that could be identified by conservatives to broadcast stations, including TV violence; crime in the public schools; drug and alcohol use, “high school immorality”; permissiveness; busing; the Panama Canal treaty;
the loss of U.S. military superiority; secret TV and radio contracts; ERA; abortion; “sexism” against traditional female roles as wives, mothers, and homemakers; and employment discrimination against the “husband and father who is trying to provide for his family.” The issues identified by the Report as salient to communities demonstrates that antifeminism and the media efforts of antifeminists were more than just about fighting ERA: pro-family activists were concerned with a wide array of local and national issues they associated with liberalism. Third and finally, the Report encouraged supporters to monitor TV programming—just as NOW members had been doing since 1972: “Dedicated women in every community must keep tally on every station and program so that you will have the names and dates with which to confront the station.”

The “How to Cope with TV and Radio Bias” issue of Phyllis Schlafly Report urged pro-family Americans to either do something to influence broadcasting or “stop complaining about the steady stream of lib spokespersons who saturate the tube.” It also outlined the potential for conservatives to reform the news and entertainment media in a series of statements beginning with the phrase “It is time”: “It is time,” Schlafly wrote, “broadcasters become more sensitive to the glaring subject-matter omissions in most media programming and news coverage.” It was also time that broadcasters

- “seek out and respond” to the majority of Americans, who believed in and practiced “traditional moral and family values.”
- “stop permitting themselves to be a conduit for the constant portrayal of adultery, abortion, perversion, drugs, crime, and violence under the shibboleth that they are portraying ‘life as it really is’ and providing ‘entertainment.’”
- “stop acquiescing in the strident demands and negative attitudes of the women’s libbers who are seeking their own self-centered and special-interest goals.”
Such statements demonstrate that Phyllis Schlafly and her supporters believed the news media and entertainment programming wielded tremendous power to influence the minds and morals of American adults and youths. 

While the April 1976 *Phyllis Schlafly Report* focused on media reform more so than any other issue of the Report during the 1970s, Schlafly often spoke out against the alleged bias of the liberal media in the Report. She argued that the liberal media were guilty of a number of biases and disservices to the American public. Echoing other anticommunists of the 1970s, she insisted that the press did not treat the communist threat with the appropriate seriousness. In 1977 she wrote that the biggest news story of the decade was neither space exploration, the Vietnam War, nor the Watergate scandal, but instead the Soviet Union gaining strategic military superiority over the United States—but because of their liberal bias and their desire to avoid “stale news,” the news media had avoided the issue. The Report also accused the liberal news media of making a “hullabaloo” about freedom of the press during the Pentagon Papers controversy but failing to report crucial news about U.S. economic foreign policy. And, echoing later complaints of antibusing activists in Detroit, Louisville, and Boston, in 1972 Schlafly praised the “brave” parents fighting busing in Pontiac and San Francisco who “had to endure the daily scorn of the news media, but they did not give up.”

In the 1970s conservatives and liberals alike objected to sex and violence on television. Schlafly was typical of conservatives who complained that families and children were being exposed to immoral programming on network television. Such programming, Schlafly said, compromised the ability of parents “to train their children in obedience to the laws of God and country.” Christian anticommunists of the 1960s and 1970s made similar
claims, arguing that the news and entertainment media’s immense power threatened traditional sources of information and authority such as parents, the Bible, and the church. Christian conservatives also waged battles against pornography that they believed threatened American children. Phyllis Schlafly Report backed the fight against smut on the airwaves, in Hollywood films, in bookstores, and on magazine racks. The March 1977 issue offered tips for readers on how to prevent children from watching inappropriate TV programs, encouraged viewers to write to their local affiliate stations to complain about such programs, and provided information about a directory of television sponsors that readers could purchase and then use to write letters of complaint to advertisers. The Report also attacked Playboy magazine, “perhaps the most militantly anti-marriage and anti-family force in the United States today”—not only because of its content but also because the magazine allegedly created a pro-ERA “front” organization called Housewives for ERA that provided tax-exempt foundation money to finance ERA supporters.26

In the 1970s antifeminists waged a campaign of criticism against women’s magazines, which they argued were among the worst offenders of disseminating antifamily and pro-ERA propaganda. Phyllis Schlafly and other ERA opponents associated women’s magazines with a New York–based elite sorority of women who were out of touch with the opinions of most American women. Schlafly argued that the reason women’s magazines printed so many stories about ERA, almost all of them “blatantly” supporting the amendment, was because the editor of Redbook had persuaded other publishers of women’s magazines to push the ERA—evidence, for Schlafly, of an elite liberal media conspiracy. She added that “thousands” of anti-ERA letters had been sent to women’s magazines, but they had had no effect: “Most editors arrogantly used their freedom of the press to present only the pro-ERA side, and to distort, ridicule, or falsify the Stop ERA side.” Again, Schlafly advised that
readers complain to advertisers, and in the August 1976 edition of the *Report* she included a list of magazine advertisers, their addresses, and a sample letter of complaint readers could send to companies that advertised in women’s magazines.27

When Schlafly criticized the broadcast media, she drew from her own experiences as a frequent guest on radio and TV programs as a representative of ERA opposition. In October 1973 Schlafly appeared on NBC’s *Today Show* with the president of the League of Women Voters for a debate on the proposed amendment. Writing in the November 1973 *Report*, Schlafly claimed that the pro-ERA forces had been “so badly hurt” by her performance that “they cooked up a scheme to secure extra time on the TODAY Show to attack Phyllis when she was not there to refute their misstatements.” In addition, she took issue with *Today Show* host Barbara Walters, who had read “verbatim” a pro-ERA letter supposedly written by the attorney general of Pennsylvania that not only allegedly misrepresented Schlafly but, as it turned out, was actually written by a young female lawyer employed in the attorney general’s office. Her experience on the *Today Show*, Schlafly argued, proved that ERA supporters were unfairly blocking opportunities by ERA opponents to state their case, because pro-ERA forces “can only score when the opponents of ERA are blacked out of the media.” *Phyllis Schlafly Report* urged readers to write to NBC to protest and request time for Schlafly to respond as the Fairness Doctrine mandated.28

Schlafly’s appearance on the *Today Show* prompted Elaine Donnelly, chair of the STOP ERA Michigan chapter and the future national media chair of STOP ERA, to file a complaint with the FCC, one of a number of complaints she filed in the early and mid-1970s. In July 1973 she had written to NBC to complain about an appearance by the feminist Gloria Steinem on the *Helen Reddy Show*, arguing that the network should allow equal time for Schlafly. NBC rejected Donnelly’s suggestion, but Schlafly did appear on
NBC’s Today Show in October. Donnelly agreed with Schlafly that the Today Show had treated her unfairly, and she submitted a complaint against NBC in January 1974, but the FCC ruled in favor of the network. In 1975 Donnelly submitted several complaints about media coverage of the ERA and the upcoming International Women’s Year of 1977. Donnelly argued that NBC, ABC, and WXYZ had violated the Fairness Doctrine by presenting programming favoring the ERA and “women’s lib.” The FCC again ruled against Donnelly, arguing that the networks and WXYZ had all provided “contrasting viewpoints” on such issues. Donnelly was not the only STOP ERA member who tried to influence broadcast programming by petitioning the FCC. Philadelphia’s STOP ERA chapter complained to the FCC in 1974 about a program on the ERA sponsored by the League of Women Voters and aired on WPVI-TV. The FCC ruled that STOP ERA did not establish that WPVI had failed to provide contrasting viewpoints in its overall programming.29

Other cultural conservatives and antifeminists took action against local and national media in the 1970s, but like Elaine Donnelly, they had little to no success. The pro-family group Happiness of Womanhood complained about liberal media bias and NOW agreements in its publications. In its June 1974 newsletter, HOW warned its members about TV stations signing contracts with NOW, and told readers to check with their local stations to determine if such agreements had been signed. Also in 1974, HOW’s Houston chapter complained that radio station KIKK of Pasadena, Texas (a suburb of Houston), had failed to provide equal time for an opposing viewpoint to an editorial that praised NOW. Once again, the FCC ruled in favor of the broadcast station.30

Another pro-family activist, the popular singer Anita Bryant, received national attention for her efforts to overturn an ordinance protecting the rights of homosexuals in Dade County, Florida, in 1977. Her organization, Protect America’s Children, was founded
by Bryant “to help put a stop to evils in our society that are threatening our children today”;
those alleged evils included the ERA, sex education, secular humanism, “unrestrained sex
and violence on television,” and homosexuality. Bryant indicted the liberal media for
supporting “gay rights”—a term she pejoratively placed in quotes—and praised journalists
who dismissed homosexual rights as a legitimate concept. In the 1978 book At Any Cost, co-
written by Bryant and her husband Bob Green, the authors argued that the media
hypocratically described Bryant as controversial but never described gays in the same way.31

“The Pictures the Press Didn’t Print”: Springfield and Houston

In this section I provide an examination of three events in two cities: a 1976 pro-
ERA rally in Springfield, Illinois, and the National Women’s Conference and Schlafly’s Pro-
family Rally, which were held simultaneously in Houston in November 1977. These events,
and the antifeminist reaction to and participation in them, once again demonstrated that
ERA opponents made media criticism a key tactic in their movement. The Springfield and
Houston events also showed that ERA opponents employed media criticism as a way to
attract coverage from the very media they criticized. Like busing opponents in Boston and
Louisville, antifeminists understood that they needed mainstream media coverage to attract
attention and support.

In May 1976 supporters of the ERA gathered in the Illinois capital of Springfield to
courage the state legislature to ratify the amendment. Some media outlets estimated that
twelve thousand gathered for the rally, but Schlafly countered in the June 1976 Phyllis Schlafly
Report that the number was closer to 3,500. Schlafly’s claim was similar to those of antibusers
in Louisville and Boston, who often complained that the news media grossly underestimated
attendance at antibusing events and overestimated the attendance of probusing gatherings.
Schlafly also blamed full-page advertisements in “eastern newspapers” such as the *New York Times*, pro-ERA PSAs on television stations, and “free editorials and news articles in some metropolitan newspapers” for drumming up attendance at the Springfield rally. She wrote further:

The free media given to this rally was so tremendous that you would think it was the most important national event since an American walked on the moon. The day after the demonstration, the *New York Times* gave it a front-page picture plus a large inside story. There was extensive coverage all across the country, and newspapers whose readers never heard of Springfield, Illinois published large pictures of the rally. Some papers printed a full page of pictures. Of course, there was network television coverage.

Despite what she described as blanket coverage by the news media, Schlafly argued the media failed to report who actually organized the rally, and what kind of people participated in it. It was led by NOW, an organization that according to Schlafly used “radical and anti-family tactics” to push for abortion, taxpayer-funded child care, and “pro-lesbian” legislation “so that perverts will be given the same legal rights as husbands and wives.” Like antibusers who claimed that the news media portrayed civil rights protestors as courageous and heroic but portrayed busing opponents as bigots and racists, antifeminists believed that the news media refused to certify their movement as legitimate but happily legitimated the hippies, radicals, and lesbians who allegedly led NOW.32

Schlafly’s complaints about the media coverage given the Springfield rally appeared in a *Phyllis Schlafly Report* issue titled “The Pictures the Press Didn’t Print,” which included several pages of photographs taken by ERA opponents of the rally’s attendees. These were the photos, Schlafly wrote, that

the press failed to print. See for yourself the unkempt, the lesbians, the radicals, the Socialists, and the government employees who are trying to amend the U.S. Constitution to force us to conform to their demands. Even these pictures don’t tell it all, however, because they don’t reveal the obscene language and the foul four-letter words that are part of the everyday language of the women’s lib movement.
The photos showed ERA supporters marching under lesbian, socialist, and public-employee banners, women handing out the socialist newspaper the *Militant*, and bearded “hippie” types. Another photograph showed STOP ERA’s contribution to the rally: a hired plane that flew over the event with a large banner that read “Illinois Women Oppose ERA—Libbers Go Home.” The dismissive language used by the *Report* to characterize ERA supporters—libbers, perverts, hippies, unkempt, foul—was used to de-certify the ERA movement. On the other hand, *Phyllis Schlafly Report* characterized antifeminists as clean, happy, God-fearing, child-rearing, and patriotic women.33

Houston’s National Women’s Conference in November 1977 was the capstone of a series of state conferences marking the International Women’s Year (IWY) of 1977. Schlafly decided a pro-family conference was needed to counter the allegedly unfair and unrepresentative domination by feminists of the IWY leadership. The IWY conference attracted two thousand official delegates and twenty thousand attendees. Though about 20 percent of the elected delegates were social conservatives, the primary rallying location for antifeminists was the Astro Arena, where anywhere from fifteen thousand to twenty thousand conservatives attended Schlafly’s Pro-family Rally, which included conservative speakers voicing opposition to the ERA and abortion and defenses of traditional roles for women.34

The December 1977 *Phyllis Schlafly Report* declared that the Pro-family Rally “was one of the most amazing events that ever happened.” Schlafly contrasted the Pro-family Rally and the IWY conference: while the Pro-Family Rally was full of happy, loving, and God-fearing people, the IWY was made up of intolerant people with “a chip on their shoulders.” The *Report* sought to de-certify ERA supporters by suggesting they were atheists, bigots, and beyond reason, and by equating them, especially lesbians, with obscenity, perversion, and
pornography. Under the sub-headline “Lesbian Arrogance,” the December 1977 Report commented on the “total commitment” of the IWY organizers to the rights of homosexuals and lesbians. Schlafly noted that the IWY conference allowed lesbians to display and “peddle” lesbian “booklets, buttons, and devices which were offensive, obscene and pornographic” at the conference and around it. Offensive pamphlets, according to Schlafly, included *Our Bodies Ourselves*, *Good Vibrations*, and *What Lesbians Do*, while buttons displayed slogans such as “Trust in God, She Will Provide,” “F— Housework,” “A Woman without a Man Is Like a Fish without a Bicycle,” and “Mother Nature Is a Lesbian.” Schlafly also objected to the IWY conference’s failure to condemn “the worst exploitation of women—pornography. The reason is obvious: Women’s Lib has too big a stake in an alliance with pornographers. The lesbian pamphlets are just as pornographic as the smut peddled by the pornography profiteers in the adult bookstores.”

The historian Marjorie J. Spruill writes that both the IWY conference and Schlafly’s Pro-family counter-event received “extensive” press coverage. Spruill also demonstrates that feminists and antifeminists in Houston believed that the news media exploited the idea of “American women engaged in a massive ‘cat fight.’” Schlafly believed that the vast majority of the media coverage centered on the IWY conference rather than the Pro-family Rally. In fact, the IWY conference was a “media event,” Schlafly argued, and “not an authentic convention at all. That means it was staged for the benefit of the media coverage.” Schlafly claimed that prominent IWY commission members including Bella Abzug put out “phony tips” to the media that suggested ERA opponents would create a confrontation that might include violence—predictions that Schlafly said did not have “a shred of truth in them” but instead were phony claims designed to attract press coverage. The IWY conference, Schlafly argued, was an inauthentic and pre-scripted event, while the “Pro-Family Rally was a
genuinely “authentic and exciting event. . . . Unfortunately, it didn’t get the coverage it deserved.” Once again, Phyllis Schlafly Report certified ERA opponents and de-certified ERA supporters by suggesting that antifeminists were honest, real, and courageous, while feminists by nature were manipulative, pre-scripted schemers.  

Antigay activist Anita Bryant echoed Schlafly’s characterization of the IWY conference and her claims that there was insufficient media coverage of the Pro-family Rally. Bryant wrote in 1978 that the events in Houston showed that feminists “have one aim: destroy the social structure on which America rests.” The majority of IWY conference delegates were “anti-male, antiwhite, antifamily, anti-Christian, and anti-American from start to finish.” And, in contrast, Schlafly’s Pro-family Rally was “well-ordered” but “largely ignored by the media.”

Conclusion

Marjorie Spruill wrote that the IWY conference represented a turning point “that sealed the fate” of the ERA and “gave rise to the ‘Pro-Family Movement,’” which shaped conservative politics in powerful ways in the 1980s and beyond. By 1980 the ERA was all but dead and Ronald Reagan, a political and cultural conservative, had captured the presidency. On June 30, 1982, the time limit for ratification of the ERA expired. Phyllis Schlafly and her supporters had won their decade-long battle, and it was won, in the view of conservatives, despite the fact that supporters of the ERA had “all—all—the nation’s media on their side.” Such claims are surely exaggerated. Even if we accept the contention of antifeminists that the IWY conference received too much attention from the media, the fact that the “Battle of Houston” received “enormous” media coverage offered “a rich opportunity for Phyllis Schlafly and the pro-family movement to air their differences with
feminists in a national forum,” according to Donald Critchlow. For ERA opponents and other conservatives of the 1970s, news media criticism was motivated by deeply held convictions about and frustrations with the “liberal news media,” but it was also a cool-headed strategy. They complained that the liberal news media would not portray them as they saw themselves—victims with legitimate grievances. By criticizing the news media, conservatives and alternative conservative news media certified themselves by portraying themselves as victims courageously waging—and in the case of ERA opponents, eventually winning—a noble cause.  

In the next chapter, I examine Cold War–era Christian anticommunists who made criticism of the news and entertainment media a significant component of their conservative activism. Like Phyllis Schlafly and her anti-ERA supporters, Christian anticommunists such as Billy James Hargis believed that the mass media wielded immense power to brainwash the American family and the nation’s children with liberalism, communism, and pornography.
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Chapter 5

Christian Crusade Weekly, Christian Anticommunism, and the Liberal Press

In a 1977 article titled “The Leftwing Propaganda War against America,” the Christian anticommunist preacher Billy James Hargis wrote, “Are we being brainwashed by our own free press and by a controlled TV, presided over by a handful of men in the three TV networks, and by a left-wing press battalion that perverts the truth? More and more each day the answer appears to be a deafening yes.” Hargis’s question—and his answer to it—appeared in the newspaper Christian Crusade Weekly, the flagship publication of Christian Crusade, an organization founded by Hargis in 1947. Throughout the 1970s Christian Crusade Weekly critiqued the news media in front-page articles such as “The Biased Liberal News Media,” “The Fourth Estate That Became the Third Reich,” and “The Unfairness of News Media.” Like other Christian anticommunists of the 1960s and 1970s, Christian Crusade Weekly argued that the news media published slanted, biased news that favored liberal policies and ideals, promoted domestic and international communism, and encouraged liberal permissiveness that endangered the American family.¹

According to Christian Crusade Weekly the most flagrant disseminators of liberal propaganda were also the most powerful members of the news media: the three major television networks; daily newspapers including the New York Times, Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times; and national magazines such as Time, Newsweek, Life, and Look. Christian Crusade Weekly also indicted the wider mass media; it accused network television entertainment programming of foisting “sex and violence” into American living rooms, blamed Hollywood for corrupting American youth, and attacked “smut peddlers” such as Playboy magazine.²
Christian Crusade Weekly was one of many Christian anticommunist publications of the 1970s that criticized the news media. Why did Christian anticommunists insist that newspapers, magazines, and TV news were participants in an anti-American conspiracy? First, Christian anticommunists believed that international communism was as dangerous a threat to the United States in the 1970s as it was at any time during the Cold War. They believed that the news media offered Americans distorted and inaccurate reporting on the communist menace, and the airing and printing of such alleged misinformation was tantamount to treason. For Hargis and the Christian conservatives who shared his worldview, the news media’s slanted coverage of the U.S. military effort against communism in Southeast Asia was proof that the liberals who owned, managed, edited, and wrote for major news media outlets favored America’s communist enemies.

Second, as the historian Daniel K. Williams has noted, Christian conservatives believed that they were ignored by the mainstream news media. Yet they noted the attention news media outlets provided to the civil rights and antiwar movements, which many Christian anticommunists believed were communist conspiracies. Furthermore, Christian anticommunists believed that on those rare occasions when they received attention from the “establishment” news media, they were characterized as paranoid laughingstocks. For example, Hargis was stung by news articles that ridiculed his weight and his southern drawl. However, the criticism of the news media by Christian anticommunists was far more than just about personal vendettas. Christian Crusade Weekly sometimes made hyperbolic claims about a Marxist, Satanic conspiracy in the news media. But just as often, the newspaper marshaled factual evidence in an effort to prove that magazines, newspapers, wire services, and TV networks were guilty of distorting the news through a liberal prism.
Third, Christian anticommunists believed that “liberal propaganda” threatened traditional sites and sources of information and authority: God, the Bible, the church, and parents. Though mainstream media outlets claimed that they objectively and fairly provided the facts, Christian conservatives complained that the liberal press published and aired misinformation that undermined the moral absolutes of God and family. To check the power of the alleged leftwing propaganda, Christian anticommunists produced their own newspapers, magazines, and radio and television programs. While liberal newspapers, magazines, and TV networks allegedly brainwashed Americans with liberal distortions and lies that denied God, conservative publications such as *Christian Crusade Weekly* positioned themselves as truth-telling alternatives to the “liberal” news media by promising their readers Christian truth and the “pro-American facts.”

*Christian Crusade Weekly* shared many of the same traits as most of the conservative media critics analyzed in this dissertation, the majority of whom were men and women who considered themselves conservatives, patriots, and Christians. For example, the St. Louis–area editors of and writers for the pro-segregationist monthly *Citizens Informer*, the “pro-family” activists in Phyllis Schlafly’s STOP ERA organization, and antibusing activists in Boston, Detroit, and Jefferson County, Kentucky, often indicated that their activism was closely linked to their faith in a Christian God. Christian anticommunists were unique, however, because they believed that liberalism and communism were not just dangerous threats, but literal evils. Conservative anticommunists such as Hargis believed that end times were near, and they also believed that the news media’s liberal and communist propaganda, if unchecked, would literally deliver a “death blow” to America. When Hargis wrote in the January 25, 1970, edition of *Christian Crusade Weekly* that he wanted the news media to become “more objective and more pro-American,” he was demanding the truth. Hargis and
likeminded Christian anticommunists believed in a world of binaries: God versus Satan, good versus evil, and American freedom versus communist slavery, and though Hargis said he wanted objectivity from the news media, what he really wanted was the absolute, God-given truth as he saw it.⁶

Hargis’s and Christian Crusade’s worldview and their criticism of the news media were also partially founded on racially conservative beliefs. As media scholar Heather Hendershot argues, in the late 1960s and 1970s Hargis adeptly masked “the racist foundations of his cold war activism.” In the 1950s and 1960s Hargis had advocated racial segregation, partnered with other Christian anticommunists who also advocated it, and associated with anticommunists on the anti-Semitic right. In the 1970s, however, he denied he was a racist, and *Christian Crusade Weekly* was a strong supporter of Israel during that decade. *Christian Crusade Weekly* did not employ explicitly racist rhetoric in the 1970s, but at times the newspaper was racially paternalistic. I argue that Hargis’s segregationist past helped shape his views on civil rights, communism, liberalism, and the news media. In the 1970s, he maintained that the news media had never recognized the truth that the civil rights movement was a communist conspiracy.⁷

Determining precisely what Hargis or any of the conservatives profiled in this dissertation actually believed—as opposed to what they said they believed—is always difficult. I suggest that most conservatives who criticized the allegedly liberal news media in the 1970s did believe, and believed passionately, that the news media were biased. But conservatives also used media criticism as a rhetorical tactic to build up a conservative audience, to frame themselves as victims of bias, and to seek attention from the very news media they criticized. It is no easy task, then, to draw lines between political strategy and political belief. That task is even more difficult when studying Billy James Hargis, a man who
portrayed himself as a committed Christian and anticommunist but someone who his critics argued was as a charlatan who called himself a doctor but received his degrees from dubious degree mills, built his personal wealth from the donations of gullible Christian Crusade supporters, and took sexual advantage of male and female students at the college he founded.  

Christianity looms large in any analysis of postwar conservatism and in my analysis of conservative critiques of the news media during the 1970s. This chapter on *Christian Crusade Weekly* and other Christian anticommunist publications of the 1970s offers a detailed examination of the news media criticism of Christian anticommunists—who played a vital and ever-growing role in 1970s conservatism and helped lay the foundations for the immense political influence of Christian conservatives in the 1980s and beyond.

**Christian Crusade and Christian Anticommunism**

Billy James Hargis founded Christian Echoes National Ministry, Inc., popularly known as Christian Crusade, in 1947. Along with Billy Graham, Carl McIntire, John R. Rice, Bob Jones Jr., Major Edgar Bundy, Fred Schwarz, and Robert Schuller, Hargis was one of America’s most prominent “celebrity preachers” of the Cold War era. By the early 1960s he had built Christian Crusade into what was probably the largest anticommunist organization in the country. Hargis and his brethren believed communists were enemies of Christ and the United States because they prohibited the worship of God, free enterprise, and property ownership, the very principles on which America had been built. Christian anticommunists argued that God was on America’s side in the struggle against communism, called for an aggressive containment of the Soviet Union and other communist nations, advocated for the
rights of Christians “enslaved” in such nations, and demanded that communist subversives in the United States be rooted out.9

Historians such as Daniel K. Williams, Darren Dochuk, Lisa McGirr, and William Martin have demonstrated that growing numbers of Christians began to embrace conservative political activism during the Cold War era. Such Christian conservatives believed that liberals had replaced faith in a Christian God with a misguided faith in the federal government, a faith apparent in the widespread acceptance of liberal programs associated with the New Deal and the Great Society. Decisions by the Supreme Court that prohibited prayer and Bible reading in public schools also signified to Christian anticommunists that America’s Christian heritage was under siege. Christian anticommunists were often racially conservative; Hargis and other prominent Christian conservatives argued in the 1950s and 1960s that the civil rights movement was a communist conspiracy. Concerns about social and cultural issues also became more salient during the 1960s for Christian anticommunists as well as Cold War conservatives generally. Increasingly, conservatives fretted about sex education in the public schools, sexual promiscuity, premarital cohabitation, the women’s movement, homosexuality, drug use, and rock and roll—all of which, they believed, were the inevitable byproducts of liberal permissiveness. However, in the 1970s Christian Crusade and other Christian anticommunists on the Right never abandoned their belief that communism was at the root of America’s decline.10

**Christian Crusade Weekly Battles the “God Killers”**

*Christian Crusade Weekly* represented just one piece of Christian Crusade’s media empire, which also included books, audio tapes, a syndicated radio program, and “Billy James Hargis and His All-American Kids,” a syndicated television show that featured
Hargis’s commentary and patriotic songs performed by American Christian College (a college founded by Christian Crusade) students. Hargis’s trendsetting ventures into Christian anticommmunist book publishing, direct-mail fundraising, and cable TV broadcasting provided fundraising and media models for Christian conservatives of the 1980s. Christian Crusade books (some of which were authored or coauthored by Hargis) reached hundreds of thousands of readers, and focused on subjects including the news media, the Left, urban disorder, the control of public schools by the federal government, abortion, and the hidden communist brainwashing messages in the music of the Beatles.¹¹

Though Christian Crusade’s influence peaked in the early 1960s, it remained one of the most prominent anticommmunist organizations in the United States in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In 1969 it replaced its monthly magazine and weekly newsletter with a single national weekly newspaper designed to reach a wider conservative audience. Christian Crusade printed 65,000 copies of the debut issue of Christian Crusade Weekly, and by 1973 the newspaper’s circulation reached a peak of 190,000. Though he was not the editor, Hargis’s voice and personality were predominant in Christian Crusade Weekly, and his articles often featured colorful titles such as “Satanic Conspiracy to Thwart American Dream.” In the debut issue Hargis promised that Christian Crusade Weekly would provide its readers the facts denied to Americans by network television, national magazines, and liberal newspapers. The legitimacy of Christian Crusade Weekly and the illegitimacy of the liberal news media were often stressed by the newspaper. In 1971 Hargis echoed other editors of conservative periodicals who viewed their publications as fact-finding, truth-telling alternatives to the liberal media by declaring that at Christian Crusade Weekly, “We tell it like it is.”¹²

Readers of Christian Crusade Weekly were frequently reminded that Christians were engaged in a “fight to the finish” with the forces of the “slave-world” of communism—a
fight that pitted God against Satan. The newspaper wrote about the persecution of Christians in the Soviet Union, North Korea, and other communist nations, and when President Richard M. Nixon visited communist China in 1972, Christian Crusade Weekly called the visit the “political blunder of the 20th century.” The newspaper’s commitment to anticommunism was also seen in its calls for U.S. victory in Vietnam, opposition to the “giveaway” of the Panama Canal, and insistence that the United Nations (UN) was a communist conspiracy.¹³

In his 2010 book God's Own Party: The Making of the Christian Right, Daniel K. Williams wrote that the “sexual revolution, sex education, race riots, the counterculture, increases in drug use, and the beginning of the feminist movement convinced [conservative Christians] that the nation had lost its Christian identity and that the family was under attack.” Christian Crusade Weekly was committed to protecting families and their children from communist subversives as well as liberals and secular humanists—the “God killers.” Christian Crusade’s preoccupation with dangers to 1970s-era American youth was reflected in Hargis’s 1973 Christian Crusade Weekly article, “Let’s Quit Kidding about Today’s Youth.” Christian Crusade Weekly often focused on issues of sexual morality such as sex education, sexual promiscuity, homosexuality, and abortion. The newspaper supported Christian parents who wanted to maintain family authority and protect their children, and it backed grassroots campaigns against sex education and “anti-Christian, anti-American, Communist, filthy-language” public school textbooks. For example, Christian Crusade Weekly voiced support of parents fighting a sex education curriculum in Anaheim, California, as well as parents fighting the implementation of “liberal” textbooks in Kanawha County, West Virginia. The newspaper blamed the news media for portraying such parents as ignorant and uneducated, and it published articles written by West Virginia anti-textbook leaders. There were further threats
to the family, the home, and children that required Christian vigilance: Drug use, urban and campus disorder, the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, and “hippie” rock festivals all threatened America’s future, according to Christian Crusade Weekly, as did welfare assistance, government-subsidized housing, affirmative action, metro government, and court-ordered busing, all of which the newspaper deemed as assaults on “homes and neighborhoods.” Christian Crusade Weekly characterized its readers as “silent majority” Americans who were fed up seeing their tax dollars wasted on un-American liberal schemes.\(^\text{14}\)

“The Unfairness of News Media”

Christian Crusade’s belief that the news media were waging a propaganda war dated back to the 1950s, when Hargis accused the news media of undermining Sen. Joseph McCarthy’s efforts to combat domestic communism and giving the senator and other loyal patriots a bad name. Hargis’s 1965 book, “Distortion by Design: The Story of America’s Liberal Press,” accused the news media of promoting socialist world rule, undermining free enterprise, and “repudiating the Faith upon which this nation is built.” Soon after Christian Crusade Weekly began publishing in October 1969, Vice President Spiro Agnew attracted widespread attention for speeches denouncing the news media, in particular network television news and “eastern establishment” newspapers and magazines. Christian Crusade Weekly was among the many conservative publications that backed the vice president. In the January 25, 1970, front-page article “The Unfairness of News Media,” Hargis wrote, “Vice President Agnew is right. The American people should put the news media of the United States on trial. We must put pressure on the national news media until they become more objective and hopefully pro-American.”\(^\text{15}\)
For *Christian Crusade Weekly*, the national mass-circulation magazines *Life* and *Look* were flagrantly biased and anti-American, and the financial struggles of both magazines in the early 1970s delighted Hargis. In July 1970 Hargis argued that *Look* championed “hippies, beatniks, far-out social outcasts, antichrist New Left, plus the amoral, immoral and degenerate representatives of today’s society,” yet failed to promote anticommunism, free enterprise, or Bible morality. When *Look* went out of business in 1971, Hargis gloated in a front-page article in *Christian Crusade Weekly*. Hargis celebrated, too, the fact that other “left-liberal” magazines, including the *Saturday Evening Post*, the *Reporter*, and *Show*, had closed their doors in the 1960s.16

Following *Look*’s demise Hargis directed much of his ire toward *Time* magazine. “No one,” Hargis wrote in 1972, “has contributed more to destroying basic Americanism and Bible Christianity than has *Time* magazine.” Hargis’s attack on *Time* included his analysis of the current state of American journalism:

> In a day when bad news outranks good news in the newspapers, and when American television commentators cannot hide their ultra-left-wing sympathies and anti-American sentiments, it is staggering to realize how much of the news is bad news, anti-American news, antichrist news and antimoral news. Satan must be happier today than he has ever been in the six-thousand-year history of the world. Never has he had such a good press as he has now.

Despite that pessimistic forecast, Hargis argued that Christian Americans could fight back against liberal and satanic propaganda. He asked *Christian Crusade Weekly* readers to stop subscribing to magazines committed to the destruction of Bible morality and to write to companies that advertised in such magazines to ask them to pull their advertisements. Hargis believed that Christians must “devise new ways and means of effective protest,” and letters of protest to advertisers was one way Christians could fight back against “anti-American propaganda.”17
Christian Crusade Weekly also targeted major newspapers, particularly daily papers in major cities such as the Washington Post, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Chicago Tribune, and it argued that they wielded more political power and produced more propaganda than did the U.S. government. The syndicated columnists who appeared in hundreds of newspapers nationwide were also criticized by Christian Crusade Weekly. Syndicated columnists were of a “single ilk,” Hargis wrote in February 1977; they were “liberal, far-out, anti-FBI, anti-CIA, and anti-business.” Like other conservative publications, Christian Crusade Weekly criticized the muckraking syndicated columnist Jack Anderson and his brand of “advocacy reporting,” which the newspaper said betrayed the principle of journalistic objectivity.18

Christian Crusade Weekly alleged that untruthful reporting about the communist threat by the news media endangered Americans and their freedoms. “I am American,” the front page of the February 9, 1975, Christian Crusade Weekly declared. “I believe in the right of access to the truth about the enemies of my country, and not have to rely on slanted versions through mass media.” In a charge that continues to be levied by contemporary conservatives, Hargis argued that the news media were to blame for the U.S. failure in Vietnam, in part because they made “such a hue and cry” about the 1969 My Lai massacre (in which U.S. troops massacred hundreds of Vietnamese civilians), but ignored communist atrocities such as those perpetrated by the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. Christian Crusade Weekly also blamed the news media for brainwashing the American public into believing the UN was a legitimate, successful, and benevolent organization when it was, in the opinion of the newspaper, a socialistic form of world government. Why was the news media’s reporting on international communism so distorted? Hargis believed it was because members of the press were either active agents of the Communist party or liberal dupes of the Reds.
Whether a journalist was an active communist agent or an unknowing dupe represents a significant difference, but Hargis did not seem to notice, or perhaps care, about his inconsistency on the subject.\textsuperscript{19}

Though \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} was a critic of President Nixon—Hargis was dismayed by the president’s 1972 visit to China—the newspaper argued that coverage of the Watergate scandal demonstrated that the major print and broadcast news media had cast aside any standards of fairness and objectivity and were committed to destroying Nixon. \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} speculated that the news media were taking revenge on Agnew’s criticisms of the press by taking aim at the president. A 1973 \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} article written by Hargis argued that the news media’s “shameful” Watergate performance proved that they were seizing “an opportunity to deal America a deathblow.”\textsuperscript{20}

\textbf{“Satan Controls the Airwaves”}

\textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} reserved much of its criticism of the news media and the wider mass media for the three major television networks, which it believed wielded more power than did newspapers and magazines. After Agnew attacked network news in November 1969, Hargis argued that the majority of Americans shared Agnew’s view that the TV news networks favored liberals and liberal positions. Like most conservative media critics of the 1970s, \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} singled out CBS more often than NBC and ABC for alleged liberal bias. The Watergate scandal provided \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} with ammunition to take aim at CBS News commentators such as Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather, and Daniel Schorr who the newspaper felt were eager to topple the president. \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} also criticized documentaries produced by CBS News. While NBC and ABC received less attention from \textit{Christian Crusade Weekly} than did CBS, the newspaper noted the
“dovish” views of NBC News anchor David Brinkley and accused the network of hiring a “Red” as a Middle East correspondent. *Christian Crusade Weekly* also publicized critics of the networks and the print media such as Edith Efron, author of the 1971 network news expose *The News Twisters* and a news-critic columnist for *TV Guide.*

It was not only the news programs and documentaries of the television networks that irked Christian Crusade and other Christian conservatives. The entertainment programs and films regularly aired by the networks, *Christian Crusade Weekly* argued, promoted sex and violence and threatened the morals of America’s youth. In 1972 Hargis wrote in *Christian Crusade Weekly* that

Satan controls the airwaves, and a great many of the programs spoon-fed the American people by CBS, NBC, and ABC television are anti-God, antichrist, anti-moral, anti-American, and anti-truth. Both network radio and television are used to undermine young people’s faith in God and their country, to destroy parental respect, to encourage immorality, to discredit Bible virtues and to hypnotize youth with the satanic beat of music that undermines their rationale and builds anti-heroes such as the Rolling Stones, the Beatles and their ilk.

In particular, *Christian Crusade Weekly* objected to the CBS sit-com *Maude* after a controversial 1972 episode in which the title character chooses to have an abortion. Another mass media threat to America was the Hollywood film industry, which *Christian Crusade Weekly* called “a devious, money-making, international conspiracy that is destroying the morality of our nation and undermining the patriotism of our youth.” Unfortunately for *Christian Crusade Weekly*, Hollywood films originally rated R or X were now being aired in edited form on network TV. The newspaper urged readers to complain to the networks and companies that planned to run advertisements during the airings of such films. When CBS announced in 1972 that it planned to air an edited version of *Woodstock,* a film that documented the enormous 1969 rock festival, *Christian Crusade Weekly* alerted readers that the film was a “subculture glorification of drugs, promiscuity, nudity and subversion of law and order.”
Readers wrote to the newspaper to thank it for alerting them about *Woodstock*; Peggy Smith of East Orange, New Jersey, commented, “Maybe CBS stands for Constant Blatant Sickness.”

According to the historian Whitney Strub, author of the 2011 book *Perversion for Profit: The Politics of Pornography and the Rise of the New Right*, beginning in the 1960s Christian conservatives increasingly saw pornography as a massive threat to the country’s morals, especially those of children. Like the news media, television entertainment, and Hollywood films, Christian conservatives such as Hargis saw pornography as a threat to family authority. Worse still, pornography was tolerated by liberals. A 1972 article in *Christian Crusade Weekly* claimed that “reliable” estimates indicated that 75 percent of pornography eventually found its way to children. To protect America’s children, *Christian Crusade Weekly* argued that all Christians must fight back against “smut” publications such as *Playboy* (which Hargis described as “an antichrist, anti-God, anti-American publication that appeals to the bestial qualities of man”) by writing to businesses to ask them to stop running advertising in such magazines. *Christian Crusade Weekly* argued further that the “smut business” had ties to the mafia, and kept readers abreast of legal actions against newsstands charged with selling obscene materials.

Like other Christian anticommunists, *Christian Crusade Weekly* believed that the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) was biased against Christian and conservative broadcasters. Hargis’s personal experience with the FCC contributed to his wholly negative attitude opinion of the commission. In 1964 a Christian Crusade syndicated radio program that featured Hargis’s attack on the investigative reporter Fred J. Cook eventually led to the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1969 decision in *Red Lion Broadcasting Co. Inc. v. FCC* that vindicated the FCC’s use of the Fairness Doctrine (which required broadcasters to offer its viewers
balanced viewpoints). Hargis insisted that the FCC never punished Fairness Doctrine violations and incidents of indecency by liberal broadcasters. *Christian Crusade Weekly* regularly ran articles about FCC action—or more often, lack of action—in response to complaints regarding alleged Fairness Doctrine violations and incidents of indecency. The newspaper also urged readers to write letters to the FCC to ask the commission to uphold the Fairness Doctrine.\(^4\)

**The Christian Anticommunist Press and Criticism of the News Media**

In his 1965 book *Distortion by Design,* Hargis thanked Christian “truth” broadcasters such as Carl McIntire, Dan Smoot, and Dean Clarence Manion, without whom “the American people would have no access to conservative and anti-communist truths from a strictly pro-American viewpoint.” In the 1960s and 1970s the Christian anticommunist viewpoint was expressed by many kinds of news media, including professional newspapers, glossy magazines, and typewritten, mimeographed, and hand-stapled newsletters, as well as syndicated radio and TV programs. Producers of Christian anticommunist news were also surprisingly diverse. The Christian anticommunist Right, though dominated by white evangelicals and fundamentalists, also included Catholics, Lutherans, and other denominations, as well as African Americans.\(^5\)

Christian anticommunist newspapers and magazines of the 1960s and 1970s that criticized the news media included *News and Views,* published by Edgar C. Bundy’s Church League of America; *Militant Truth,* published by the Citizens Crusade of Atlanta, Georgia; *Through to Victory,* a cheaply produced monthly published by Our Savior’s Lutheran Church in Ridgecrest, California, that featured syndicated columns by conservatives including Fred Schwarz, Victor Lasky, John R. Rarick, John G. Schmitz, Don Bell, E. P. Thornton, and
Phyllis Schlafly; and anti-Semitic Christian anticommunist publications including *National Christian News* and the *Cross and the Flag*.26

Despite the diversity among Christian anticommunists and the kinds of news media they produced, publishers of Christian anticommunist publications and producers of Christian anticommunist radio and TV programs shared nearly all the same views on international and domestic communism, liberal permissiveness, and the sins of the liberal news media. A closer look at two Christian anticommunist publications of the 1970s bears out that point. Founded in 1958, the St. Louis–based Cardinal Mindszenty Foundation was a Catholic anticommunist organization and a frequent critic of the news media via its monthly magazine. Like *Christian Crusade Weekly*, the *Mindszenty Report* called for aggressive containment of international communism and spoke out against the persecution of Christians in communist nations. The *Mindszenty Report* also echoed Hargis’s regular calls for the protection of the American family and the nation’s youth. (Among the Mindszenty Foundation’s members was the prominent anticommunist Phyllis Schlafly, a resident of nearby Alton, Illinois, a pro-family opponent of the Equal Rights Amendment, and a strident critic of the news media.) Like *Christian Crusade Weekly*, the *Mindszenty Report* backed Spiro Agnew’s criticisms of the news media and urged its readers to fight liberal bias in the news media by sending letters of complaint to sponsors and advertisers. Of special interest to the *Mindszenty Report* and its Catholic readers was the issue of abortion, and it argued that the news and entertainment media brainwashed Americans with pro-choice propaganda. Recalling complaints later levied by antibusing protestors in Louisville and Boston, the *Mindszenty Report* accused major newspapers and magazines of drastically undercounting the attendance at a 1972 antiabortion march.27
Another publication that demonstrated the breadth of Christian anticommunism of the 1970s and the pervasiveness of the news media critique among Christian conservatives was the _Star News_, a newspaper published by the North Star Mission, a Chicago-based African American church led by Henry Mitchell. Throughout the 1970s the _Star News_ criticized familiar liberal targets, including secular humanism, abortion, gun control, the ERA, welfare, and the Supreme Court. According to the _Star News_, the African American civil rights movement was a communist conspiracy and had made conditions for blacks worse in the United States, and it argued that the “left wing press” ignored “constructive” black conservatives and instead provided coverage to “opportunist” civil rights leaders such as Jesse Jackson. The _Star News_ opposed court-ordered busing and blasted the news media for depicting antibusing protestors in Kentucky and Boston as bigots and racists. Like other Christian anticommunists, the _Star News_ also objected to TV network entertainment programming such as the 1977 ABC miniseries _Roots_, which Mitchell claimed aided the communist cause. Mitchell also called on Americans to write to the FCC to demand equal time for programming on “all the good things America has accomplished.”

**Race, Color-Blind Conservatism, and News Media Criticism**

To be sure, many conservatives who criticized the news media during the 1970s would have distanced themselves from some of the views of Hargis and likeminded Christian anticommunists, such as their beliefs that end times were approaching and that communism was literally Satanism. Yet there were more similarities than differences among 1970s conservative critics of the news media. The evangelicals, fundamentalists, Catholics, and other Christians that comprised the Christian anticommunist Right; Christian conservatives on the racist and anti-Semitic Right; grassroots conservatives fighting busing
and “liberal” textbooks; pro-family women and men who opposed the ERA; and Republican party stalwarts such as Jesse Helms, Pat Buchanan, and Spiro Agnew all agreed that the news media were hopelessly biased and abjectly failed at meeting the journalistic standards of fairness and objectivity that they claimed to uphold. Conservatives also agreed that the news media were part of a liberal, eastern establishment elite that wielded far too much power and threatened the American institutions and principles valued and revered by conservatives—the Constitution, free enterprise, the family, and the nation’s Christian heritage. The critiques made by 1970s conservatives about the liberal news media and the eastern establishment echo in the contemporary conservative activism of the Tea Party.29

Just as journalists and historians have examined the role that racial resentments play in the politics of the Tea Party, addressing the racial conservatism of Billy James Hargis and other Christian anticommunists of the Cold War era expands our understanding of Cold War–era Christian anticommunism and the criticisms levied by Christian anticommunists of the allegedly liberal news media. Racial resentments certainly played a role in the news media criticism levied by southerners who resented news coverage by “northern” and “eastern” newspapers and TV news networks of civil rights demonstrations; by the explicitly racist editors and writers of the St. Louis Citizens Informer, a Citizens’ Council publication that regularly blasted the news media; and by grassroots antibusing protestors in Boston, Louisville, and Detroit who criticized the news media for allegedly favoring African Americans over whites.30

Yet even explicitly racist publications such as the Citizens Informer employed the “color-blind language” of constitutional rights and freedoms far more often than the explicit rhetoric of white supremacy during the 1970s. The historian Darren Dochuk wrote in his 2011 book From Bible Belt to Sun Belt: Plain-Folk Religion, Grassroots Politics, and the Rise of
Evangelical Conservatism that conservatives of the mid-1960s began to embrace a color-blind conservatism in which racial signifiers, code words such as “blight,” “crime,” “welfare,” and “law and order,” were emphasized. The use of color-blind language by conservatives was so widespread in the 1970s that it can be difficult to determine to what degree racial resentments influenced the conservative activism of a wide range of conservatives, including Christian anticommunists.  

In the 1970s racially specific rhetoric was largely non-existent in Christian Crusade Weekly, which instead employed color-blind language when it criticized civil rights, busing, welfare, and other issues that touched on race. Yet, as the media scholar Heather Hendershot argues, Hargis’s use of color-blind rhetoric allowed him to conceal that his conservatism was rooted in racism and resistance to integration. Indeed, in the 1950s Hargis was an advocate of racial segregation; in a pamphlet titled The Truth about Segregation, Hargis argued that God had “ordained” segregation (Hargis later repudiated the pamphlet). In the 1960s he collaborated with outspoken segregationists such as the retired army general Edwin A. Walker, with whom he organized the anticommunist national speaking tour Operation Midnight Ride. Both Walker and Hargis warned audiences that civil rights activists were fifth columnists working for the Kremlin to destroy America’s social fabric. Even in the early 1970s Hargis argued that there were inherent differences between races. In his 1971 book Billy James Hargis Speaks Out on the Issues! he opined that slavery may have been “a blessing in disguise” because it introduced blacks to “Christianity, education, and personal hygiene.”

There is also evidence that Hargis maintained anti-Semitic views, or at the very least did not mind associating with anti-Semitic conservatives such as Carl McIntire and Gerald Burton Winrod. In the 1960s Hargis blamed the news media for portraying him as an anti-Semite and a racist. Yet during that decade he served on the board of Liberty Lobby, an
explicitly anti-Semitic anticommunist organization, as did Ned Touchstone, the publisher of the white-supremacist Citizens’ Council newspaper the Councilor. Hargis also contributed articles to the Defender, an anti-Semitic magazine published by Winrod. In the 1970s Hargis was an outspoken supporter of Israel, yet in *Billy James Hargis Speaks Out on the Issues!* Hargis opined that Jews “have uncanny ability in finances and economics” and argued that it was “ridiculous to contend that all people are born equal in all things.” In the end, though I believe that anti-Semitism played a role in creating the idea of an eastern liberal news media establishment among conservatives, there is insufficient evidence to argue that Hargis’s low opinion of the news media was motivated by anti-Semitism. In the next chapter, I analyze in detail the role of anti-Semitism in creating the idea of a liberal news media.33

Whether *Christian Crusade Weekly*’s use of color-blind language in the 1970s reflected new attitudes about race on the part of Hargis and Christian Crusade is also unclear. Hargis may have realized that color-blind language was the only way *Christian Crusade Weekly* could build a wide base of conservative support; like his “personal friend,” Alabama governor George Wallace, Hargis perhaps saw that explicit arguments for racial segregation and inherent racial differences were no longer politically tenable. Hendershot suggests that Hargis may have been motivated to tone down his views about segregation in the late 1960s and 1970s because of his battles with the FCC and the Internal Revenue Service. That said, *Christian Crusade Weekly*’s conservative views on civil rights and issues involving race such as busing were evident even when the language was color blind. For example, a 1969 article linking the civil rights movement with communism placed “civil rights” in quotation marks. Yet the newspaper used the language of civil rights when it defended conservative positions on racial issues such as busing by emphasizing Constitutional rights, the rights and freedoms of parents, and even “children’s civil rights” in a 1971 antibusing article. *Christian Crusade
Weekly’s tone toward African Americans could also be paternalistic. In his 1977 “Leftwing Propaganda War against America” article, Hargis objected to ABC’s Roots, which Hargis argued had “created dissensions, disturbances and racial unrest because hours of this film indict and convict today’s white citizenry for crimes against Blacks hundreds of years ago. It is ridiculous to create such distortions in the minds of Blacks.”

How much, then, did racism play in the media criticism of Christian conservatives such as Hargis? I believe that the racially conservative backgrounds of Christian anticommunists such as Hargis certainly helped form their worldview. In the 1970s, their views on issues of race such as civil rights, busing, and affirmative action suggest that preexisting beliefs about racial differences, segregation, and the civil rights movement still lingered, even if they were expressed in color-blind language.

Conclusion

In late 1974 Hargis announced that he was restricting his Christian Crusade activities because of illness. Two years later Hargis’s least-favorite news magazine, Time, reported that Hargis had taken leave because he had engaged in sexual relations with male and female American Christian College students and, after he was confronted, had admitted his guilt to Christian Crusade’s leadership. Christian Crusade Weekly claimed that Hargis had taken leave because he had suffered a stroke. Hargis returned to Christian Crusade and Christian Crusade Weekly in 1976, but he severed his ties with American Christian College. He claimed that Time’s article about his alleged sexual misdeeds was “the most vicious article ever written about me in my entire ministry.” While other Christian conservatives such as Jerry Fallwell emerged in the late 1970s to play prominent roles in national politics, Christian Crusade receded from the national scene. The sex scandal was probably the major factor in the
organization’s decline. Hargis continued to run his ministry from his farm in Missouri in the 1990s. He died in 2004.  

Though Christian Crusade was a shadow of its former self by the end of the 1970s, a growing New Christian Right built upon Hargis’s pioneering work as a direct-mail fundraiser and producer of radio and TV programs, as well as his efforts to coordinate Christian conservatives of various denominations for political action on shared causes. The New Christian Right also embraced Christian Crusade’s never-flagging belief that international communism and the Soviet Union were major threats to the United States. By 1980 anticommunism was no longer a relic of the McCarthy era or the province of a fringe right wing. In the 1980s Christian conservatives battled many of the same liberal threats identified by Hargis and Christian Crusade in the 1960s and 1970s: secular humanism and atheism; sex education; pornography and smut in print, on TV, and in Hollywood films; the American Civil Liberties Union; the Supreme Court; the UN; and the liberal news media.


3 Hargis, “Unfairness of News Media.”
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Chapter 6
Anti-Semitism and Criticism of the News Media

*National Christian News,* a newspaper dedicated to preserving “our White Race, our Christian Faith, and our Nation,” published an article series in 1977 titled “The Controllers.” Across three issues, *National Christian News* listed hundreds of U.S. television networks and stations, magazines, and daily newspapers; each media outlet was accompanied by a select list of its owners, directors, managers, editors, and reporters who *National Christian News* believed were Jewish, based on the last names of the individuals. For the anti-Semitic publishers and readers of *National Christian News,* the hundreds of supposedly Jewish individuals identified in “The Controllers” proved that Jews controlled nearly every news media organization in the country—all part of a calculated conspiracy by communist Jews to brainwash the American people with distorted news.¹

Since the early twentieth century anti-Semites in the United States have argued that Jews controlled and manipulated the news media. In the 1920s and 1930s organizations and figures such as the Ku Klux Klan, Henry Ford, Father Charles Coughlin, Charles Lindbergh, and the German American Bund argued that Jewish communists were in control of the nation’s news and entertainment media. During the Cold War era, an anti-Semitic, racist Far Right continued to charge that Jews, particularly those based in New York and other East Coast cities, distorted the news in order to pave way for communist world government.²

This chapter analyzes the ways the postwar Right associated the news media with Jews and the role anti-Semitism played in creating the idea of a “liberal news media.” I demonstrate that explicitly anti-Semitic and racist Far Right publications of the 1970s regularly argued that Jews controlled the news consumed by the majority of Americans. Like
so many other conservative publications that criticized the allegedly liberal news media during the 1970s, anti-Semitic publications characterized themselves as truth-tellers with the courage to report the facts denied to Americans by the mainstream news media, which they believed brainwashed Americans with Jewish lies and distortions. Anti-Semitic critiques of the news media must be understood in the context of Cold War-era anticommunism, Christian conservatism, and reaction to the civil rights movement by white conservatives. The vast majority of anti-Semites of the postwar era were fervent Christian anticommunists who believed that Jews were the secret masterminds behind the international communist conspiracy to destroy the Anglo-Saxon, Christian United States. Most anti-Semites also believed that communist Jews controlled the civil rights movement, a conspiracy designed to promote racial miscegenation and unrest.³

The historian and media scholar David Greenberg has demonstrated that resentment of “eastern” and “northern” television networks among southern whites was crucial in creating the idea of a “liberal news media.” Proponents of racial segregation in the Deep South believed that television networks such as CBS and newspapers such as the New York Times unfairly covered civil rights activity and racial conflict. I argue that anti-Semitic beliefs also contributed to the idea that an East Coast–based news media was biased in favor of African Americans, civil rights, and all things liberal. Though many southern whites who resisted racial integration distanced themselves from anti-Semitism, some of the most vocal proponents of massive resistance maintained anti-Semitic views and accused the “Jewish news media” of favoring blacks over whites. Ideas about the Jewish news media and their bias against southern whites were not exclusive to the Deep South. Anti-Semitic “hate sheets” throughout the country argued that the civil rights movement and racial integration were communist plots, and blamed the “Jewish news media” for brainwashing Americans.⁴
I suggest that ideas about the “eastern establishment,” “East Coast liberals,” and “New York elites,” terms widely used by conservatives of the 1960s and 1970s, particularly when they criticized the allegedly liberal news media, were in part planted by anti-Semites for whom such terms meant one thing: powerful Jews, including the Jews who they believed controlled the broadcast and print news media. Such code words were used intentionally by anti-Semites and unintentionally by non-anti-Semites, who had absorbed ideas and rhetoric about East Coast liberals that originated from anti-Semitic beliefs but over time had lost explicit anti-Semitic connotations.

In their 1967 book *The Radical Right: Report on the John Birch Society and Its Allies*, Benjamin R. Epstein and Arnold Forster used the term “hazy borderlines” to describe the gray areas where the explicit anti-Semitic Right and the supposedly non-anti-Semitic anticommunist Right intersected. I employ the term “hazy borderlines” to describe conservative columnists, publications, and organizations that rarely used explicit anti-Semitic language, but instead used coded rhetoric such as “international cabals,” “New York bankers,” and “East Coast elites” to associate Jews with communism, finance, and the news media. Anti-Semitic hate sheets and the writers, publications, and organizations that straddled the hazy borderlines also employed the kind of “color-blind” language increasingly used by racial conservatives in the late 1960s and 1970s. Proponents of racial segregation largely abandoned explicit racist rhetoric in the 1970s because it was no longer politically advantageous. Similarly, I suggest that anti-Semitic publications of the 1970s such as the *Councilor* and *National Spotlight* opted to downplay explicit anti-Semitic rhetoric because such rhetoric would not appeal to a wide conservative audience. In some right-wing publications, explicit anti-Semitism, anti-Semitic code words, and color-blind language emphasizing
constitutional rights and freedoms co-existed, and all three kinds of rhetoric were employed by the Far Right to criticize the news media.\(^5\)

Beliefs about the “Jewish news media” existed outside of the Far Right. After Vice President Spiro Agnew made widely publicized critiques of the East Coast news media in 1969, he was accused by Jewish groups of making coded references to Jewish control of the news media. Indeed, the anti-Semitic Far Right interpreted Agnew’s remarks as validation of their long-held beliefs about Jewish control of the news media. Agnew and White House staffer Patrick J. Buchanan, who co-wrote Agnew’s November 1969 speech in Des Moines in which he attacked the news media (the other co-writer was William Safire, a Jewish man and a White House speechwriter), denied accusations of anti-Semitism. Yet historians of the Richard M. Nixon administration have shown that the president privately used anti-Semitic rhetoric and often complained bitterly about the powerful “Jewish” news media, which he considered an enemy of his administration. In 1976 Agnew again raised the specter of anti-Semitism when he alleged that Jews in the news media wielded the power to dictate U.S. policy on Israel.\(^6\)

This dissertation demonstrates that criticism of the news media was prevalent throughout the wide spectrum of conservatism of the 1970s. The anti-Semitic Far Right represents yet another point on the conservatism spectrum of the 1970s that charged that the mainstream news media aired and printed distorted and biased news. Certainly, this chapter does not argue that a majority of conservatives who criticized the news media in the 1970s were anti-Semites who intentionally used coded anti-Semitic language about New York news media elites. However, I do believe that the deeply held conviction of a majority of conservatives about East Coast news media bias originated, in part, with anti-Semitic ideas about New York Jews and their alleged control of finance and the press.
“Absolute Masters of the Press”

Anti-Semitism has a long and ugly history in the United States, and indeed, the world. Dating back to the eleventh century, Jews in Europe were “despised minorities” and “Christ killers” in the eyes of the Christian majority. Anti-Semitic ideas migrated to America along with European immigrants. By the nineteenth century, beliefs about “parasitic Jewish bankers” that preyed on Christians became increasingly common in the United States. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Jews were often linked with communism, radicalism, anarchism, and labor upheaval. Anti-Semitism in the United States has waxed and waned over time, but it has never gone away.7

While anti-Semites most often associated Jews with banking and radicalism, they also associated Jews with the press. According to Stephen J. Whitfield, a scholar of anti-Semitism, the idea of a Jewish news media “has long been an obsession of their enemies, and the vastly disproportionate power that Jews are alleged to wield through the media has been a staple of the anti-Semitic imagination.” Whitfield suggests that the Jewish news media conspiracy concept originated with The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a widely disseminated document (since proven to be a forgery) that anti-Semites claimed was proof of a secret Jewish conspiracy for ruling the world. The Protocols included a section in which a rabbi instructs his fellow Jews to be “absolute masters of the press,” and thus become “the arbiters of public opinion [to] enable us to dominate the masses.”8

In the late nineteenth century ideas about Jewish control of the press in New York City became increasingly common, especially after Joseph Pulitzer purchased the New York World in 1883 and his brother Albert founded the New York Morning Journal in 1882. In an 1889 article the Los Angeles Times described New York City as a “new Jerusalem” where “the Semitic race has a powerful control in everything, especially in finance and journalism.” The
article suggested that Jews also controlled finance and the press in cities such as London, Paris, Vienna, and Berlin. In the 1890s rival newspaper editors attacked Joseph Pulitzer with anti-Semitic nicknames such as “Jewseph” and “Judas” Pulitzer.⁹

In the years following the First World War, some Americans argued that British propagandists had conspired with Jews in the news media to push the United States into war. In the 1920s the Ku Klux Klan and other anti-Semitic organizations portrayed Jews as a disease that endangered the moral, social, and racial order of Anglo-Saxon, Christian America. The Klan reached the pinnacle of its twentieth-century popularity in the early 1920s, with as many as four million members. Klan newspapers accused both Catholics and Jews of controlling and manipulating the news to encourage further immigration of Catholics and Jews. One such newspaper, the Searchlight, wrote in 1921 that the William Hearst–owned New York World was “Jew-owned, as is every newspaper in New York City except the Tribune,” while in the same year Klan leader William Joseph Simmons testified before the House of Representatives that New York–based, Jewish-owned newspapers unfairly attacked the Klan. Klan newspapers of the 1920s also complained about immoral films being produced by the “Jew-controlled” Hollywood film industry, foreshadowing 1970s criticism of Hollywood “smut” allegedly produced by Jewish filmmakers.¹⁰

Other publishers of anti-Semitic propaganda disseminated the idea that Jews owned, controlled, and manipulated the news media during the 1920s. The Dearborn Independent, a newspaper owned by automobile magnate Henry Ford, began publishing a series of anti-Semitic articles titled “The International Jew” in 1920 that argued that Jews were engaged in a secret conspiracy to rule the world. The Independent characterized itself as an Anglo-Saxon newspaper ever vigilant against the Jewish disease, as opposed to Jewish publications, which it said dominated and controlled the flow of the world's news. The Independent excerpted The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, and in 1922 Ford’s Dearborn Publishing Company published the Protocols as a four-volume set sold in the United States and abroad. Like the Klan, the Independent complained of “Jewish supremacy” in the motion picture industry, which was under control of “the Jewish manipulators of the public mind.”

In the 1930s fundamentalist Christian leaders were “quick to blame Jews for the depression,” according to the historian Matthew Avery Sutton. As the decade progressed, American admirers of fascist rulers in Europe absorbed anti-Semitic ideas about Jewish bankers and the Jewish news media. In Adolf Hitler’s memoir Mein Kampf, he wrote that his book was intended “to destroy the foul legends about my person dished up in the Jewish press.” Fascists in Great Britain of the 1930s also blamed “Jewish Money Power” and Jewish news media power for defaming fascist leaders. Father Charles Coughlin, the anticommmunist Catholic “radio priest” who reached as many as thirty million people with his Sunday afternoon radio broadcasts, accused Jews in the news media of exaggerating news about Nazi suppression of and violence against German Jews. Other anti-Semitic demagogues of the 1930s included the German American Bund, the Defenders of the Christian Faith, the Christian Front, and the Silver Legion. Such fascists and anticommmunists opposed U.S. entry into World War II and often referred to the “New Deal” as the “Jew Deal.” Another prominent anti-Semite of the interwar period was the celebrated aviator Charles Lindbergh, who insisted that Great Britain, President Roosevelt, and Jews were pushing the United States toward war. In a 1939 radio speech, Lindbergh said that Jews’ “greatest danger to this country lies in their large ownership and influence in our motion pictures, our press, our radio and our government.”
Anti-Semitic Hate Sheets and the “Jewish News Media”

The explosive growth of Christian anticommunism during the Cold War period transformed postwar conservatism in the United States. While Christian anticommunists believed that communists sought to rule the world by destroying capitalism, the United States, and Christianity, anti-Semites argued that it was Jews who secretly directed the international communist conspiracy. Anti-Semites and many non-anti-Semitic Christian conservatives also believed that communist subversion was behind Americans’ apparent acceptance of liberalism and the civil rights movement. For anti-Semites, liberalism and civil rights of the Cold War era were signs that the Jewish communist conspiracy threatened the very existence of the Christian United States and the Anglo-Saxon race. Prominent anti-Semitic Christian anticommunists of the Cold War years included Carl McIntire, Bob Wells, and the Church of the Open Door of Los Angeles. Anti-Semitism also existed in more subtle ways in the anticommunist political and cultural landscape. During the peak years of McCarthyism in the 1950s, Jews were often associated with Godless communism by anticommunists.\(^{13}\)

The publications produced by Cold War anti-Semites were called “hate sheets” by their critics. Anti-Semitic hate sheets of the 1960s and 1970s included *National Christian News*; the *Cross and the Flag; S.O.S., U.S.A., Ship of State; Common Sense; Thunderbolt; the Defender; Liberty Bell; White Life; Point-Blank;* and the *Klansman*. Hate sheets agreed that liberalism and civil rights were masterminded by communist Jews and that the “Jewish news media” distorted and manipulated the news. The most influential hate sheet of the Cold War period was the *Cross and the Flag*, published by Gerald L. K. Smith of the Christian Nationalist Crusade. The *Cross and the Flag* insisted that “Communism is Jewish,” and believed that
liberalism was the byproduct of a Jewish conspiracy. Smith coined the term “treason machine” to describe “the Jew-controlled” electronic and print news media.\textsuperscript{14}

Other anti-Semites grounded in Christian anticommunism included the rabidly anti-Semitic Catholic newspaper \textit{S.O.S., U.S.A., Ship of State}, published by Josef Mlot-Mroz of the Confederation of Polish Freedom Fighters in the U.S.A, who referred to television as the “Electric Jew”; and \textit{National Christian News}, which published “The Controllers” in 1977. \textit{National Christian News} insisted that \textit{The Protocols of the Elders of Zion} was authentic, denied that six million Jews died in the Holocaust, and charged that President Franklin D. Roosevelt had sent American boys to fight in World War II for the “greedy Jew,” while Americans “swallowed lies on radio and in the daily news” about the war.\textsuperscript{15}

One of the most virulent and prominent hate sheets of the Cold War period was Conde J. McGinley’s \textit{Common Sense}, published in Union City, New Jersey, from the late 1940s until 1972. In its January 1, 1971, issue, \textit{Common Sense} declared that it was a racist paper committed to defending the white race. “The Negro is only a minor enemy, and sometimes not even an enemy at all,” it said. “THE REAL ENEMY OF THE WHITE RACE IS THE JEW, who is the enemy of every race except his own.” \textit{Common Sense} blamed the “Zionist-controlled media” for promoting racial mongrelization and the “big lie” that six million Jews died in the Holocaust. \textit{Common Sense} targeted news media outlets large and small; in 1971 it explained that WDSU-TV in New Orleans promoted “interracial harmony” because a Jewish man owned the station. Like non-anti-Semitic conservatives, \textit{Common Sense} accused the news media of promoting civil rights and blowing the massacre of Vietnamese civilians by U.S. troops at My Lai out of perspective, but made it clear that the alleged distortions were masterminded by Jews in the news media. Indeed, anti-Semitic and non-anti-Semitic critics
of the news media often identified the same news media organizations and the same kinds of “distorted news” when they criticized the news media.16

*Common Sense* and other anti-Semitic newspapers of the 1960s and 1970s often claimed that they were truth-tellers that printed the facts that the Jewish news media refused to print and broadcast. Although hate sheets often painted themselves as paragons of journalistic integrity, their tactics included “fabrications, distortions of truth, and out-of-context quotations,” according to Morris Kominsky, author of the 1970 book *The Hoaxers: Plain Liars, Fancy Liars, and Damned Liars*. Far-right newspapers often changed the order of paragraphs in articles reprinted from other publications, omitted sentences, mismatched headlines, and doctored photographs. Those kinds of techniques, ironically enough, provided them ammunition with which to claim that readers would not be able to find such “truths” in mainstream daily newspapers, magazines, and on television. Anti-Semitic publishers also printed identical material such as maps, cartoons, and articles, suggesting that a right-wing, anti-Semitic print network existed during the Cold War years.17

**“Jews and Negroes Are Tops”**

Most anti-Semitic anticommunists of the Cold War period believed that African Americans were members of an inferior race. Anti-Semitic hate sheets usually agreed with proponents of white supremacy in the Deep South who resisted racial integration. During the civil rights era some segregationists, including some Citizens’ Council chapters and members, distanced themselves from anti-Semitic persons and views. Yet some proponents of massive resistance to integration believed that a cabal of communist Jews pulled the strings of the civil rights movement and civil rights organizations such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.18
The historian Clive Webb has demonstrated that some of the most extreme and violent proponents of massive resistance held anti-Semitic beliefs and had ties with anti-Semitic anticommunist organizations and figures. Avid segregationists whose worldview was rooted in anti-Semitism included J. B. Stoner, head of the National States’ Rights Party (Stoner was succeeded by Oren Potito, who went on to publish *National Christian News* in the 1970s), and Bryant Bowles of the National Association for the Advancement of White People, who maintained close ties with Conde J. McGinley, publisher of *Common Sense*. Another *Common Sense* reader was the segregationist Edwin A. Walker, a retired U.S. Army general who maintained ties with the anti-Semitic anticommunist organization Liberty Lobby; Ned Touchstone, the publisher of the Citizens’ Council newspaper the *Councilor*; and the Christian anticommunist Billy James Hargis.19

The links between massive resistance to racial integration and anti-Semitism help explain why the idea of a liberal news media was embraced by white conservatives of the 1960s and 1970s. The historian and media scholar David Greenberg has argued that the idea of the liberal news media was rooted in southern reaction to news media coverage of racial integration and conflict in the South during the late 1950s and early 1960s. Greenberg and other scholars have shown how reporters, photographers, and camera operators representing northeastern newspapers and television networks were resented by southern whites, who believed that such news media outlets did not report on racial issues in the South fairly or objectively. Segregationists in the South complained that the East Coast press portrayed them as ignorant racists, when they in fact had legitimate grievances about the alleged usurpation of states’ rights by the federal government. Derisive nicknames such as the “Nigger Broadcasting Company” and the “Communist Broadcasting Company” were used by white southerners who resented the New York–based networks, and on occasion
violence was directed at newspaper and television reporters in the Deep South. While I agree with Greenberg’s argument that the early civil rights era was an important moment in the diffusion of the liberal media bias idea, I argue that deeply rooted anti-Semitic ideas held by whites inside and outside of the Deep South also helped to solidify the idea of a northeastern, urban, and liberal news media. 

Though few Jews called the Deep South home before and during the Cold War era, anti-Semitism was a strain in the fundamentalist Protestantism that dominated the post–Civil War South. During the Populist era of the 1880s and 1890s, when the South was in the midst of an agricultural depression, some farmers believed that a Jewish financial conspiracy based in New York was to blame; in the 1930s, during another era of economic woe, Jews were accused of communist “agitation.” The Klan’s anti-Semitic worldview also played a role in seeding ideas among southern whites about Jews and communism. During the civil rights era, Jews were increasingly associated with communism, liberalism, and civil rights. In Philadelphia, Mississippi, in 1964, local whites murdered three civil rights workers, including two young Jewish men from New York City, Andrew Goodman and Michael Schwerner. Before the murders, a white mob burned down a black church in Meridian, Mississippi, where Schwerner had spoken, and someone in the mob shouted, “Keep that Red Jew nigger-lover out of here.”

Jews were seen by integration opponents as liberal.radical outside agitators because they played direct, active roles in civil rights activism and also because some Jews owned, edited, or worked for the news media outlets that many southerners blamed for portraying their region negatively. The belief that Jews in television and the print media were responsible for distortions and bias on racial issues was one held by whites on the far right in the Deep South and outside of it. For example, in 1971 Common Sense printed a front-page
cartoon that depicted a television news camera labeled “Propaganda,” while a man behind the camera with the Star of David emblazoned on his shirt held up a cue card that read “Jews and Negroes are Tops”; the “Stupid Goyim” being interviewed dutifully repeats the phrase verbatim.22

The fact that the nation’s largest and most powerful news media were based in New York was a major reason that Jews were associated with print and electronic journalism. In the 1970s New York City was seen by many on the Right as the headquarters of liberalism. New York City was home to the nation’s and world’s major financial institutions; the United Nations (UN), regarded by many anticommunists as a communist-driven world government conspiracy and by anti-Semites as an insidious institution committed to Jewish/Communist world government; the nation’s most powerful newspaper, the New York Times; the three television networks; major magazines; and book publishers. For anti-Semites, then, New York was the headquarters for the Jewish banking, world government, and news and entertainment media conspiracy. New York’s reputation as a city of sin, vice, and perversion also did little to endear it to conservatives, anti-Semitic and non-anti-Semitic alike, who thought of New York as “Sodom on the Hudson.” For example, the California anticommunist preacher J. Vernon McGee found it appropriate that the despised UN was located in such a “sordid” and sinful city. In addition, many anti-Semites believed that Jews were “smut peddlers” who controlled the pornography business from New York.23

The New York Times was seen by anti-Semites as the epitome of Jewish news media power. It was owned by a Jewish family and employed many Jewish editors and reporters on its staff (though some editors and writers downplayed their Jewishness by changing the spellings of their last names or using initials instead of first names). The apparent eagerness of the Times to send reporters south to cover civil rights protests and acts of white-on-black
violence was criticized by most southern proponents of segregation, but for those who held anti-Semitic views, the attention the Times paid the civil rights movement was proof that the Jewish news media were active conspirators in a communist conspiracy. When Times education reporter Benjamin Fine covered the integration of Little Rock Central High School in 1957, he comforted a frightened female African American student. A Little Rock news editor said later that Fine had, in the eyes of segregationists, proven that New York Jewish reporters were conspiring to destroy the South’s racial order. Other East Coast–based news media outlets, including the major television networks, the Washington Post, and the national magazines Time and Newsweek, were also identified by anti-Semites as Jewish owned and controlled. 24

By the 1960s the Ku Klux Klan had split into a number of independent organizations. One such organization, the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, published the monthly newspaper the Klansman, which it claimed was the world’s most widely read “White oriented newspaper.” As befitting a Klan newspaper, the Klansman of the 1970s was outspokenly anticommunist, antiliberal, anti-Semitic, and racist. It blamed the “powerful, Jew-controlled, media of television,” which included New York–based news networks as well as TV stations owned by Jews, for news and entertainment programming that it claimed defamed the white race. The Klansman found it appropriate that the so-called Jewish news media was headquartered in a city of sin and perversion. In 1979 it noted that Klan Imperial Wizard Bill Wilkinson had appeared on a New York City television program, which the Klansman said was hosted by “a particularly vicious New York Jew.” The Klansman declared victory. “We showed the Communists, Jews and other perverts of New York City that the Ku Klux Klan is not afraid to take them on in their most formidable capital.” 25
Like so many conservative newspapers that criticized the news media, the *Klansman* supported busing opponents in locations such as Boston, San Francisco, and Jefferson County, Kentucky. And like explicitly racist newspapers such as *Citizens Informer*, it argued that antibusers were fighting for the rights of whites. In May 1978 the *Klansman* ran a reprint of an article declaring opposition to affirmative action that originally appeared in *Pax Centurion*, the official newspaper of the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association and a strident opponent of busing. The *Klansman* called *Pax Centurion* “a newspaper with guts!” *Citizens Informer* also reprinted articles originally published in *Pax Centurion* in the late 1970s, which raises questions about links between Boston’s antibusing movement and white-supremacist newspapers such as *Citizens Informer* and the *Klansman*. It should be noted, however, that anti-Semitic rhetoric was mostly absent in *Citizens Informer* (the newspaper did publish an article titled “The Bilderbersers” in February 1976, but it avoided explicit anti-Semitic language). Unlike the *Citizens Informer*, the *Klansman* made explicit anti-Semitic charges by blaming the “Jewish news media” for favoring blacks over whites in their coverage of busing.26

Another anti-Semitic hate sheet of the 1970s that supported busing opponents in explicitly racist terms and targeted the “Jewish news media” was *Liberty Bell*, a monthly founded in the early 1970s by George P. Deitz of Reedy, West Virginia. *Liberty Bell* was originally affiliated with the John Birch Society (JBS), but Deitz split from the JBS in the mid-1970s because it refused to embrace an anti-Semitic worldview. *Liberty Bell* criticized the news media before and after the JBS split, but following the break it used explicit anti-Semitic language to do so. The front cover of the June 1979 issue depicted the skeleton of Uncle Sam sitting in front of a television set with the Star of David on its side—Uncle Sam, the cartoon indicated, had been killed by Jewish TV propaganda. (The same cartoon was also used by the anti-Semitic Polish Freedom Fighters of the U.S.A., publishers of *S.O.S., U.S.A.*,
Ship of State. \textit{Liberty Bell} advertised stickers sold by Deitz such as “Jews Control the Media,” “6 Million Dead Jews? Find Them in New York,” “The Jews Created Communism,” “Buy Christian,” and “Hitler Was Right.” It also used explicitly racist and anti-Semitic language when it backed antibusers in Boston and Jefferson County and criticized the news media’s coverage of busing. In 1976 \textit{Liberty Bell} printed a photograph of a teenaged Jefferson County antibusing protestor holding a sign that read, “You ain’t bad, You ain’t cool, Get the niggers, Out of our school.” The caption accompanying the photograph declared, “THESE ARE OUR WHITE PEOPLE. All they need is WHITE POWER LEADERSHIP!” In another caption accompanying a photograph of busing protestors scuffling with Louisville police, \textit{Liberty Bell} blamed Jews for “pitting White man against White Man!”

\textbf{The Hazy Borderlines}

In 1967 Benjamin R. Epstein and Arnold Forster of the Anti-defamation League published the book \textit{The Radical Right: Report on the John Birch Society and Its Allies}. Epstein and Forster used the term “hazy borderlines” to describe the gray areas that existed between right-wing organizations such as the JBS, which tried to distance itself from anti-Semitism but sometimes tolerated it, and “the peddlers of overt or disguised anti-Semitism.” I use the term hazy borderlines to describe publications and columnists of the Far Right that avoided, for the most part, explicit anti-Semitic rhetoric but alluded to Jewish banking and news media power through the use of coded language.

During the late 1960s and 1970s white conservatives increasingly used “color-blind” rhetoric rather than explicit rhetoric about racial differences and white supremacy. Color-blind rhetoric included language emphasizing constitutional rights and allusions to the American Revolution, as well as coded racial signifiers such as urban “blight,” “crime,”
“welfare,” and “law and order.” In much the same way, some anti-Semites on the far right employed the same kind of color-blind rhetoric used by many busing opponents of the 1970s. Newspapers and writers who navigated the anti-Semitic hazy borderlines in the 1970s employed code words such as “invisible government,” “international finance,” and “international cabal” to allude to a communist world conspiracy, but usually avoided making explicit references to Jews. (Even explicit anti-Semitic hate sheets such as Common Sense used color-blind language about rights and freedoms that co-existed with anti-Semitic coded language and explicit anti-Semitism. As the historian Clive Webb suggests, the name Common Sense was indicative of how the anti-Semitic and racist Far Right could take the moral high ground “by maintaining that they were acting in the interest of protecting individual liberty against a despotic government.”) Publications and columnists that straddled the hazy borderlines also wrote about topics that reflected their beliefs about secret and nefarious international conspirators: the Council for Foreign Relations (CFR), the Federal Reserve, the Bilderbergs (or Bilderbergers), the Rothschilds, and the Zionist lobby were topics given frequent coverage by explicit anti-Semites as well as publications and syndicated columnists that employed color-blind language and anti-Semitic code words when they criticized the news media. Terms such as the “eastern establishment,” “New York elites,” and “East Coast liberals” were used to describe the allegedly biased news media by both explicit anti-Semites and publications and columnists that straddled the hazy borderlines.  

The hazy borderlines of color-blind rhetoric and anti-Semitic code words were best exemplified by two Far Right newspapers of the 1970s. The first, the Councilor, was a fortnightly tabloid founded in 1962 that was published and edited by Ned Touchstone of the Citizens’ Council of Louisiana, an organization rooted in white supremacy and opposition to racial integration. Unlike other Citizens’ Council leaders who distanced themselves from
anti-Semites and even cast them from the Council’s ranks, Touchstone never abandoned his anti-Semitic worldview. The second newspaper, *National Spotlight*, was a twice-weekly tabloid founded in 1975 by Liberty Lobby, an anticommunist organization with a long tradition of anti-Semitism (*National Spotlight* soon changed its name to *Spotlight*). Both the *Councilor* and *National Spotlight* were widely read by conservatives in the 1970s; the newspapers both reported a circulation of about 250,000.²⁰

Criticism of the news media was a major theme in both the *Councilor* and *National Spotlight*. The debut issue of *National Spotlight* included a front-page editorial that argued that the mainstream news media were hopelessly biased. With few exceptions, *National Spotlight* argued, “American newspapers, radio and TV news reporting is not merely inaccurate, it is often deliberately distorted and selective.” The *Councilor* regularly argued that the television networks and daily newspapers brainwashed Americans with lies about the Vietnam War, international communism, the UN, and the assassination of John F. Kennedy. Both newspapers relied on coded language to suggest, rather than explicitly state, that Jewish control of the news media was the reason why the news was distorted. For example, *National Spotlight* declared in its debut issue that the liberal media, including newspapers, radio and TV networks, and wire services, were unable to provide the truth because they were “controlled by big multinational business organizations and certain ‘minority’ pressure groups which censor your news just as effectively as any governmental censorship body that ever existed in Nazi Germany or Soviet Russia.” In 1973, the *Councilor* examined why the truth was kept out of newspapers, and concluded that New York was the tail that wagged the American dog, and “a very small group of men in New York control the wagging.”³¹

*National Spotlight* also used other methods besides coded language to navigate the hazy borderlines and allude to alleged Jewish control of the news media. A 1975 cartoon
depicted a newspaper managing editor, drawn in a Jewish caricature, ordering a reporter to play down a story about an international disarmament conference. The Councilor and National Spotlight also focused on issues that implied a secret, “invisible government” controlled finance and diplomacy. Both newspapers ran article after article on “secret meetings” being held by international bankers, the CFR, the UN, the Rothschilds, and the Bilderbergs, as well as the machinations of secretary of state Henry Kissinger, a Jewish man. Secret meetings by secret groups of powerful men, readers were told, were determining the future of the free world. National Spotlight and the Councilor regularly warned against the influence and power of the “Zionist lobby,” but usually stopped short of explicitly arguing for the existence of a Jewish world conspiracy.32

The Councilor and National Spotlight stressed that they were truth-tellers offering the facts denied to Americans by the mainstream news media. The Councilor’s outspoken promotion of its journalistic courage and integrity was embodied in its slogan, “If You Read It in the Councilor, It Has to Be True.” A June 1971 cartoon in the Councilor depicted a news editor explaining to a reporter that he must “control” the news that appeared in newspapers and other publications. On the next panel, an angry man holding a copy of the Councilor declared, “I like to get my information straight—without censorship!” Like the Councilor, National Spotlight used a front-page slogan, “The Paper You Can Trust,” to position itself as an honest, responsible, and independent news source that provided the truth that the mainstream news media denied to their readers, listeners, and viewers. Both the Councilor and National Spotlight called attention to their independent research on issues allegedly ignored or distorted by the mainstream news media, such as Chappaquiddick (the 1969 incident in which Massachusetts senator Edward “Ted” Kennedy left the scene of a car accident in which a young woman was killed), marijuana use, Internal Revenue Service harassment,
secret U.S. deals with Israel, the crime epidemic, the Rothschilds, the Bilderbergs, and the CFR. Among the National Spotlight readers who believed the newspaper provided the truth was Ned Touchstone of the Councilor. In a January 1976 letter published in National Spotlight, Touchstone wrote that the newspaper had “taken the biggest step toward journalism truth taken by anybody in this world during the last 13 years.”  

By using code words such as “international cabal” rather than “international cabal of Jews,” and “Zionists” instead of “Jews,” National Spotlight and the Councilor sought to appeal to a broad consensus of anticommunist conservatives. Yet those who chose to read between the lines could detect the anti-Semitic beliefs that rooted the worldviews of National Spotlight and the Councilor. Both newspapers ran advertisements for anti-Semitic books available directly from the bookstores affiliated with the newspapers. The Councilor also pointed readers to explicitly anti-Semitic publications. In 1970 the Councilor printed a photograph of a street vendor offering copies of Common Sense for sale and praised the newspaper without mentioning its virulent anti-Semitism. Similarly, National Spotlight reported in October 1975 that the Ku Klux Klan was becoming increasingly “respectable” and noted Klan leader David Duke’s criticism of the news media, but did not mention that Duke’s newspaper, the Crusader, published explicitly anti-Semitic material. Liberty Lobby also chose other print venues, namely its publication America First, for more explicit anti-Semitism than was found in National Spotlight. An America First advertisement in National Spotlight declared that America First called attention to issues such as Zionist control of Congress and Zionist atrocities; the advertisement copy lamented “the sad truth . . . that because of a combination of ignorance and misinformation spread by the Zionist-controlled American press, too few Americans understand what Zionism is all about.”
On occasion both the Councilor and the National Spotlight allowed the veils that covered their anti-Semitic beliefs fall. In a 1971 article that praised Charles Lindbergh, the Councilor accused the Anti-defamation League and “sinister non-Christian” international bankers of using newspapers such as the New York Times to smear Lindbergh. At the end of the article, the Councilor referred to the immense power wielded by the “jewelry business, the publishing industry, the budding radio networks and other profitable and influential segments of American commerce.” The article then concluded with the following: “Editor’s Note: And anybody who doesn’t know what that means is stupid.” Oddly enough, National Spotlight’s anti-Semitism was most explicit when it criticized the entertainment media, particularly Hollywood films. Anthony J. Hilder, the newspaper’s entertainment editor, usually employed coded language by blaming the “Bilderberger bank barons” for manipulating the masses with liberalism via movies and television. In a 1975 review of the “anti-Christ” films Dog Day Afternoon and Day of the Locust, however, Hilder blamed Jews’ control of Hollywood and the mass media for “anti-Christian and anti-American pictures” and levied a warning to Jews in Hollywood: “The Jews are a minority in America. Though they control the mass media, many positions in government, much money, and the motion picture industry . . . their position is still precarious. Anglo-American people can be angered by these continual attacks upon their culture and Christianity, and turn upon them as a whole with violence and vengence.”

National Spotlight regularly covered issues of civil rights such as busing using a mixture of “color-blind” rhetoric as well as periodic statements about the need for whites to protect their rights. As a Citizens’ Council publication, the Councilor was less reticent to state explicitly racist views. Both newspapers attacked the “deification” of the “troubemaker” Martin Luther King Jr. and blamed the liberal news media for anointing King with
sainthood. *National Spotlight* demonstrated its support of the antibusing movement in a 1975 issue that included a photograph of members of the Jefferson County antibusing group Union Labor against Busing (ULAB). The ULAB members posed for the camera at a Washington, D.C., antibusing rally, proudly holding copies of *National Spotlight*. The ULAB members surely would have appreciated *National Spotlight*’s strident criticism of busing and the news media, but it is unknown if they were aware of the newspaper’s anti-Semitic views.

*National Spotlight* also backed Boston antibusers and criticized what it believed was biased reporting on busing and school violence by the *Boston Globe*. A 1975 article on busing in Boston quoted outspoken busing opponents and news media critics such as the Boston city councilor Dapper O’Neil and Chester Broderick, editor of the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association newspaper *Pax Centurion* (Broderick’s *Pax Centurion* articles also appeared in *Citizens Informer* and the *Klansman*). 36

Several right-wing syndicated columnists of the 1960s and 1970s navigated the same careful paths taken by *National Spotlight* and the *Councilor* through the hazy borderlines between explicit anti-Semitism and color-blind conservatism. Many of the columnists who straddled the hazy borderlines criticized the news media for alleged liberal distortions. Hazy borderlines columnists included John R. Rarick, a U.S. Representative and member of the Louisiana Citizens’ Council, who contributed to *National Spotlight* and the *Councilor* and argued the news media were controlled by the CFR; and Tom Anderson, who served on the Liberty Lobby board, wrote for the *Councilor*, and was the American Party vice presidential candidate in 1972. Other right-wing syndicated columnists who straddled the hazy borderlines included Dan Smoot, Daniel Lyons, Jeffrey St. John, and E. P. Thornton. 37

It would be incorrect, however, to assume that all references by conservatives in the 1970s to an eastern establishment or even New York “cabals” were coded references to
Jews. In the 1975 book *Power Shift: The Rise of the Southern Rim and Its Challenge to the Eastern Establishment*, Kirkpatrick Sale characterized the East Coast elite establishment as “Yankees,” primarily a white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, and Ivy League–educated patrician elite. That elite was also not necessarily a liberal one: Barry Goldwater’s 1964 run for the presidency represented a challenge by a fledgling southwest Republican party power base of the traditional East Coast G.O.P. nexus. Even Jewish conservatives of the 1970s employed the kinds of language found in publications such as *National Spotlight*. In 1973 the conservative Jewish journal *Ideas* accused an “anti-Nixon cabal” of conspiring to destroy the president. A retired Massachusetts rabbi, Baruch Korff, founded the National Citizens’ Committee for Fairness to the Presidency and ran advertisements in newspapers including the *New York Times* and *Washington Post* that accused the news media of lies and treason.38

“Say It Again, Spiro”

Controversial uses of anti-Semitic code words to criticize the news media also occurred in the political mainstream during the late 1960s and 1970s. Spiro Agnew’s criticisms of the news media in 1969 and again in 1976 sparked a debate about whether he had intentionally used coded rhetoric to suggest that Jews controlled the news media. To be sure, Agnew’s colorful, strident speeches that attacked the liberal news media as well as other liberal targets in 1969 transformed him into a hero whom conservatives believed spoke for the so-called silent majority; one conservative newspaper, the stridently anticommunist and frequent news media critic *Point-Blank*, printed an illustration of a button that declared “Say It Again, Spiro,” and deemed it a “tell-it-like-it-is” button. White House staffer Patrick J. Buchanan, who co-wrote (with William Safire) Agnew’s Des Moines speech, later reflected
that it was Agnew “who put the issue of supposed news-media liberalism and elitism on the national radar, where it stays to this day.”

For many conservatives, Agnew’s criticisms of the news media validated what they had long believed about liberal bias. In fact, some conservatives on the right accused Agnew of being an opportunist who was late to the media-criticism game. But, overwhelmingly, the vice president’s criticisms were greeted with enthusiasm throughout the conservative publishing spectrum. Among the publications that praised Agnew’s press attacks were daily newspapers such as the Peoria (Ill.) Journal-Star and William Loeb’s Manchester (N.H.) Union Leader; the Raleigh, North Carolina, television station WRAL-TV, whose executive vice president Jesse Helms regularly criticized the news media in on-air editorials; right-wing periodicals including Independent American, Free Enterprise, and Louisiana Freedom Review; and Christian anticommunist newspapers such as Christian Crusade Weekly. Some newspapers ran the text of Agnew’s Des Moines speech in its entirety; the influential conservative weekly Human Events printed the transcript on its November 22, 1969, front page.

Agnew’s news media criticism was also welcomed by publications of the racist and anti-Semitic Far Right. For example, Gerald L. K. Smith of the Christian Nationalist Crusade congratulated Agnew for pointing out the existence of a “mindwashing establishment operating tyrannically” in New York City. Agnew’s references to “a small band of network commentators,” a “little group of men,” and the “geographical and intellectual confines of Washington, D.C., or New York City,” were interpreted by explicit anti-Semites as well as “hazy borderlines” publications such as the Councilor as references to Jewish news media and financial power. Thunderbolt, the newspaper of the National States’ Rights Party, was among the anti-Semitic publications that saw in Agnew’s remarks “code words” for Jews in the news media. Daniel Lyons, a Catholic anticommunist syndicated columnist who allied
himself with Billy James Hargis and Christian Crusade in the mid-1970s, praised Agnew’s
criticisms of the news media and took the opportunity to complain about alleged over-
representation of Jews at the three TV news networks while doing so. At a January 1970
speech in St. Louis co-sponsored by the Catholic anticommunist organization the Cardinal
Mindszenty Foundation, Lyons said, “Not 5 per cent of the directors of the three networks
are Catholic. Only 10 to 15 percent are Protestant. The rest have very Jewish names.”
Indeed, the American Jewish Committee said that anti-Semites used Agnew’s comments “to
justify their hate programs,” and following Agnew’s speeches, news media outlets and
professionals across the country received anti-Semitic hate mail. Norman E. Isaacs of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and Louisville Times, the president of the American Society of News
Editors and the first Jew to serve in that position, rebutted Agnew’s criticisms of the news
media on national television; afterward, he received a flood of anti-Semitic hate mail.
Television stations in Los Angeles reported that they received scores of calls complaining
about “Jew-Commies on the air” in late 1969.41

Some observers accused Agnew of intentionally using anti-Semitic code words, while
others, including the syndicated columnists Frank Mankiewicz and Tom Braden, said he had
that Agnew’s references to the East Coast, big city, liberal news media “have long been code
words to many Americans: each of them means Jew, or under Jewish influence.” Agnew
denied that he implied anything anti-Semitic in his speeches, directed his staff to answer any
letters expressing anti-Semitic opinion by disclaiming anti-Semitic views, and met with New
York media and business executives to declare that he did not mean anything anti-Semitic in
his remarks (Isaacs wrote that Agnew’s protestations “did not go over” with the news media
representatives). Agnew’s denials are complicated by the well-established existence of anti-
Semitism in the Richard M. Nixon administration. Nixon had long maintained resentments against “eastern establishment” elites that he felt never accepted him, and he used explicit anti-Semitic language and slurs to describe Jewish elites, including Jews in the news media. According to his secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, Nixon believed that Jews controlled the news media, in particular newspapers such as the *New York Times* and *Washington Post* and magazines such as *Newsweek*, and considered such publications powerful and dangerous enemies. Comments about Jewish media power were also made shortly after Nixon’s resignation by George S. Brown, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who said that Jews “own, you know, the banks in this country, the newspapers. Just look at where the Jewish money is.” Nixon’s deep resentment of the press and his administration’s active campaign to harass the news media has also been well established.\(^{42}\)

Agnew resigned the vice presidency in 1973 after pleading no contest to charges of tax evasion. He re-emerged in 1976 to promote his novel *The Canfield Decision*. The novel’s main character and hero was a vice president who battled with the news media, including a powerful newspaper owned by Jews. Agnew soon attracted controversy for making explicit arguments about Jewish news media power in appearances on national television to promote his novel. In a May 11, 1976, appearance on NBC’s *Today Show*, Agnew told host Barbara Walters that Zionist influences in “the nationwide, impact media” helped to shape U.S. policy on Israel. Agnew’s comments came at a time when Zionism was being debated nationally and internationally. In November 1975, the UN General Assembly declared that Zionism was a “form of racism and racial discrimination,” which touched off a wave of criticism of the UN and support for Israel among Americans (ironically, anti-Semites believed the UN was a Jewish-Zionist conspiracy).\(^{43}\)
Agnew’s remarks were widely criticized, and he was denounced by the Anti-
defamation League, the American Jewish Committee, and President Gerald Ford. Writing in the *New York Times*, former Agnew speechwriter William Safire, a Jewish man, suggested that the former vice president blamed Jews in the news media for forcing his resignation. Safire said that Agnew’s “diatribes” against the press had brought him fame in 1969, and now he was pushing a new angle of news media criticism, a “crusade to persuade the American people that they are being manipulated by a cabal of Jews who sit astride most of the channels of communication, and thereby encouraging an irrational hatred of Jews.” Safire insisted, however, that the Agnew of 1969 who criticized the news media was not an anti-
Semite. Patrick J. Buchanan wrote in his syndicated column in July 1976 that Jews had “overreacted—badly” to Agnew’s comments. Buchanan also denied anything anti-Semitic in Agnew’s 1969 news media speeches, which he said “were delivered to rally national opinion, not against the ethnic background of those who own the networks, but against the anti-
conservative bigotry and bias” of the networks.44

Agnew’s remarks about Jews and the news media in 1976 “struck a particularly sensitive and painful nerve among Jews in the media,” according to Stephen Birmingham, the author of the cover story “The Jews in Agnew’s ‘Cabal’” in the July–August 1976 issue of *More: The Media Magazine*. Birmingham concluded that though Jews in the news media dismissed Agnew’s accusations “as absurd and unfounded, they are nonetheless sensitive—very sensitive—to them.” Once again, the debate over the idea of a “Jewish news media” had moved outside the Far Right, anti-Semitic fringe and into the mainstream.45
Conclusion

There is a central assumption behind the kinds of claims about Jewish influence in the news media, such as those made by Spiro Agnew in 1976: because large numbers of Jews own, manage, edit for, and report for news media organizations, then it follows that there must be some level of “Jewish influence” on news media reporting. There are two fallacies in that assumption. First, in the 1970s debates did not also rage about the numbers of Christians that owned or worked for news media organizations or if there was a pronounced Christian bias in news media reporting. Second, there was little truth to the idea that Jews dominated the press. As Stephen J. Whitfield wrote in *American Space, Jewish Time*, as of 1988 Jews owned less than 3 percent of the 1,700 daily papers in United States, a percentage that matched the proportion of American Jews to the total U.S. population. In the 1970s, of the eight hundred members of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, only twenty were Jewish. What was true, and what provided ammunition for those who argued that Jews wielded too much power in the news media, was that in cities such as Washington, D.C., and New York City—the cities identified by Agnew as the centers of the East Coast liberal media establishment in his November 1969 speeches—Jews were overrepresented in the print and broadcast journalism ranks. Jews were also “conspicuous at the top” in executive and editor roles at the *New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal*, and many magazines. Despite charges by Agnew and the explicitly anti-Semitic Far Right, the Jews who owned and managed powerful East Coast news media organizations usually “bent over backwards to try to keep their products from having a Jewish cast,” as Stephen Birmingham wrote in his 1976 article on the “Jewish news media” debate. Editors, columnists, and reporters in the news media industry also often downplayed their Jewishness; at the *New York Times*, for example, several Jewish staffers opted to use initials rather than their first names in article bylines.
Anti-Semites such as the publishers of *National Christian News*, however, would have interpreted such choices as deliberate attempts to conceal the fact that the *Times* was in fact a Jewish news media conspiracy.46

Ideas about Jewish news media control have not gone away, nor has “hazy borderline” rhetoric about East Coast news media elites that raises questions about the presence of coded anti-Semitism on the right. An anti-Semitic Far Right continues to argue that Jewish news media control is responsible for the hopeless liberal bias of the mainstream news media. In 1989, for example, a *Seattle Times* photographer was attacked at an Aryan Nations meeting after he was identified as a Jew. In 2010 a CNN anchor was fired for suggesting that Jews controlled the news media, and comments on Internet message boards indicate that conservatives on the right continue to hold beliefs about Jewish control of the news media, the entertainment media, and international finance. The popular conservative commentator and frequent news media critic Glenn Beck attacks the Federal Reserve and the CFR, and he cites anti-Semitic books about Jewish financial conspiracies without mentioning their anti-Semitic content. Today, the World Wide Web and social media networks such as Twitter offer anti-Semites a relatively anonymous vehicle for communicating anti-Semitic beliefs, including the idea that Jews control the news media and the entertainment industry.47
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Conclusion

“We Have Destroyed the Liberals’ Media Monopoly”

Whether it was conservatives in Detroit and Louisville opposed to busing, racial conservatives in St. Louis and Boston, pro-family opponents of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), Christian anticommunists, or anti-Semites of the Far Right, critiques of the liberal news media were fundamental to the political and cultural worldview of conservatives in the 1970s. Did criticism of the news media by 1970s conservatives matter? The answer is yes, it did. Conservatives used news media criticism, in the words of the former Republican party chairman Rich Bond, to “work the refs.” Constant complaints by conservatives about media bias were designed to put pressure the news media to appease their critics by providing greater attention to conservatives and conservative issues. However, I argue that the majority of the conservative media critics I examine in this dissertation felt a real and deep sense of frustration and powerlessness. They believed that the allegedly liberal news media distorted the truth and wielded the power to brainwash Americans with their liberal distortions. When they painted themselves as relatively powerless victims of an all-powerful, elite liberal news media establishment, conservatives and conservative news media were also doing something very important: they were legitimizing their concerns and political activism. When antibusers, pro-family opponents of the ERA, and Christian conservatives characterized themselves as victims of the liberal news media, they affirmed the righteousness of their conservative beliefs, including their belief that the news media were liberally biased. They were victims, but they were also fighters, fighters who would eventually win—just as the heroes of the American Revolution who were once victimized by British tyranny eventually won in the face of overwhelming odds.¹
For conservatives of the 1970s, then, news media criticism was an important rhetorical tactic—but one that probably did not yield real political dividends until after the 1970s. In their 2004 book *America’s Right Turn: How Conservatives Used New and Alternative Media to Take Power*, Richard A. Viguerie and David Franke argue that the Republican party candidate Barry Goldwater lost the presidential race in 1964 primarily because he did not have the news media on his side. As the historian Nicole Hemmer argues, following Goldwater’s defeat conservatives committed themselves to building up their own news media and, primarily through the use of such news media, arguing that the news media that the majority of Americans consumed was neither objective nor truthful but instead biased, un-American, and untrustworthy. The positive response of many Americans to Spiro Agnew’s attacks on the news media in 1969 suggested that millions of Americans had come to believe that the nationally influential news media were liberally biased. Still, it was not until the 1980s that conservatives were able to challenge the power of the allegedly liberal news media with their own nationally influential news media. They were able to do so because they built on the thriving alternative news media network of the 1960s and 1970s.

In the 1980s conservatives embraced new approaches and new technologies to provide further alternatives to the mainstream news media. Conservatives used direct mail, AM talk radio, cable television, and, beginning in the 1990s, the Internet to disseminate the conservative worldview. With the advent of Fox News Channel in 1996 and other cable news networks in the 2000s, conservatives can now turn to their own news media outlets that rival the so-called liberal news media outlets in terms of audience and influence. In a 2007 *Wall Street Journal* op-ed column, *American Spectator* editor R. Emmett Tyrell Jr. argued that in 1967 “liberals did indeed monopolize journalism,” but conservatives, thanks to talk radio and the Internet (as well as cable TV), now enjoy unprecedented mainstream news
media power. The king of conservative AM talk radio, Rush Limbaugh, told Tyrell, “We have destroyed the liberals’ media monopoly.” Indeed, to borrow Spiro Agnew’s rhetoric, the day when the TV news networks and the *New York Times* enjoyed a near-monopoly on national news is gone. Ironically, despite the immense changes in the news media landscape, accusations of liberal news bias are still today regularly levied by conservatives with as much frequency and intensity as in the 1970s.³

Criticism of the so-called liberal news media continues to be an essential part of conservative politics in the 2010s, and has been a staple belief among conservatives since the 1970s. In the early 1980s the work of academic researchers such as S. Robert Lichter, Linda Lichter, and Stanley Rothman provided conservatives with evidence that the great majority of journalists were liberals whose views were to the left of the average American. Polls also suggested that Americans were increasingly skeptical of the press. A 1983 *Time* magazine article suggested there were growing numbers of Americans who believed that the news media were not only liberally biased but also arrogant, and cited a National Opinion Research Center poll that found that only 13.7 percent of Americans had a “great deal of confidence in the press,” down from 29 percent in 1976. In the 1990s conservatives blamed the allegedly liberal news media’s allegedly permissive, tolerant attitude toward crime for the Los Angeles riots of 1992; accused the *Washington Post* of being “soft” on black officials and politicians; and accused the *Miami Herald* of being biased in favor of Cuba president Fidel Castro. Conservatives also argued that CNN, which enjoyed a near-monopoly on cable news in the 1980s and much of the 1990s, was friendly to Democrats; some critics enjoyed calling CNN the “Clinton News Network.”⁴

Since the mid-1960s conservatives had worked tirelessly to convince Americans that the news media were liberally biased, and nearly thirty years later, that hard work had seemed
to finally pay off. A 1999 study found that the claims of conservative elites about liberal bias in the news media were indeed influencing public perceptions of the news media. A number of ethics scandals in the 2000s involving such media outlets as the *New York Times*, the *New Republic*, and CBS gave conservatives plenty of ammunition with which to assail the “liberal” media. By the 2000s, the liberal media bias idea had gone mainstream, and was embraced by a new generation of conservative celebrity pundits such as Limbaugh, Michael Savage, Ann Coulter, Laura Ingraham, Glenn Beck, Bill O’Reilly, and Sean Hannity. Books about liberal media bias became bestsellers. Conservative media-watch organizations such as Accuracy in Media, Morality in Media, and the Media Research Center’s NewsBusters (which employs the slogan, “Exposing and Combating Liberal Media Bias”) offer on line information about liberal bias in the news media. Of course, the very prominence enjoyed by conservative commentators and the popularity of their books demonstrates that conservative opinion can be readily found in today’s media landscape.\(^5\)

In the 2010s news media criticism continues to be a cornerstone of conservative politics. During his 2012 bid for the Republican party presidential nomination, the former Pennsylvania senator Rick Santorum angrily told a *New York Times* reporter to “stop lying”; afterward, he said, “If you haven’t cursed out a New York Times reporter during the course of a campaign, you’re not really a real Republican.” The rhetoric and tactics of contemporary news media criticism closely parallels the news media criticism of the 1970s. As they did in the 1970s, conservatives pay for advertisements in newspapers to criticize the news networks of liberal bias; a September 2008 advertisement in the *New York Times* blasting television network news argued that conservative talk-radio commentators such as Limbaugh have “the uncanny ability to separate fact from fiction” and were in touch with the views of average Americans. Just as conservatives did in the 1970s, in the 2000s and 2010s they urged
Americans to seek out conservative, truth-telling alternatives to the liberal news media.

When opponents of gay marriage, many of whom describe their campaign as a battle against liberal cultural elites, complain that they are portrayed as bigots, they recall antibusers of the 1970s who complained that newspapers such as the *Boston Globe* depicted them as racists. Pro-family conservatives frequently criticize the liberal media for allegedly pushing homosexuality, pornography, and abortion, just as Phyllis Schlafly and her supporters did in the 1970s. Representatives of the Tea Party movement also passionately decry the alleged liberalism of the “lamestream” media, and the Tea Party’s rhetorical and symbolic emphasis on patriotic imagery that references the Founding Fathers, the Minutemen, and the Spirit of ’76—as well as their anticommunist rhetoric—recall the busing opponents of the mid-1970s who fought against “tyrannical” court orders, socialism, and the allegedly liberal news media. Like antibusers, Tea Partiers complain that the news media portray them as racists; and, like the busing protestors of the 1970s, racial resentments appear to play a significant role in the conservative activism of some Tea Partiers.6

The news media criticism of conservatives of the 1970s continues to echo in today’s conservative politics despite myriad changes in the news media landscape, including new technologies, fragmentation, and concerns about the future of news organizations. It seems doubtful that accusations of liberal news media bias will go away anytime soon.


On public perceptions of the news media in the 1990s, see David Domke, Mark D. Watts, Dhavan V. Shah, and David P. Fan, “The Politics of Conservative Elites and the ‘Liberal Media’ Argument,” *Journal of Communication*, 49 (Fall 1999), 35–58. On conservative news media pundits, see
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